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FOREWORD 

This report was prepared under G.O. 09256, Contract 

NAS8-18734, to fulfill the requirements of R-6531-7, 

F-1 Engine Operational and Flight Support Program 

Plan, Task 04-4-1. 

ABSTRACT 

This document considers all detectable F-1 engine 

non conformance conditions which could reasonably 

be expected to occur during Saturn V vehicle launch 

preparations. Guidelines are provided for launch 

support personnel in evaluating a nonconformance 

condition relative to corrective action and impact 

on the countdown status. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the event an engine operational requirement or condition exceeds de

fined limits during Saturn V Vehicle launch preparations, an immediate 

assessment of acceptability, alternatives, and/or additional constraints 

to be applied to other requirements or conditions is necessary to mini

mize the impact on the launch schedule. 

To aid in this assessment, all detectable F-1 engine nonconformance con

ditions have been determined and are presented herein together with 

recommended dispositions. These recommended dispositions are intended 

as a supplement to aid in timely engineering evaluation and judgment 

relative to the F-1 engine and potential impact on the Saturn V Vehicle. 

The interactions of simultaneous engine nonconformance conditions, stage 

effects, and stage and engine interactions resulting from engine non

conformance conditions are not considered herein. 

To simplify usage of this document, the overall operations conducted 

during Saturn V Vehicle launch preparations are subdivided into five 

chronological activities. These activities are defined as: 

1. Pre-Wet CDDT: This is the activity during which preparations 

for Wet CDDT are accomplished. There is no countdown clock time 

related to this activity. Engine-related functions occurring 

within this activity are shown in Fig. 1. 

2. Wet CDDT: This is the activity during which all launch count

down events are simulated to demonstrate that the vehicle and 

GSE are ready for launch. The flight crew is not on board the 

vehicle and inert engine ordnance is used. The activity is ini

tiated at a countdown clock time of T-4 days, 20 hours, 30 min

utes, and terminated at T+l7 hours. Engine-related functions 

occurring within this activity including Wet CDDT securing are 

shown in Fig. 1 . 

R-8257 1 



3. Dry COOT: This is the activity during which the launch count

down events initiated with a countdown clock setting of T-6 hours 

and terminated at T-4 minutes are simulated. The flight crew is 

on board during this activity. Cryogenic propellants are not 

loaded. Engine-related functions occurring within this activity 

are shown in Fig. 1. 

4. Pre launch Countdown: This is the acti.vi ty during which prepara

tions for start of the launch countdown are accomplished. There 

is no countdown time related to this activity. Engine-related 

functions occurring within this activity are shown in Fig. 1 

5. Launch Countdown: This is the activity during which the opera

tions required to prepare for launch and launch of the Saturn V 

Vehicle are accomplished. This activity is initiated with a 

countdown clock time of T-4 days, 20 hours, 30 minutes, and 

terminated with vehicle liftoff. Engine-related functions occur

ring within this activity are shown in Fig. 1. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF THIS DOCUMENT 

Guideline sheets are presented for each of the five preceding activities. 

Each guideline sheet gives the nominal requirement or condition, the 

detectable nonconformance conditions, and recommended disposition rela

tive to engine status and pending operations. The applicable engine 

status and pending operation for each recommended disposition of a non

conformance condition is denoted by a blackened circle. In some cases, 

the recommended disposition is applicable to more than one engine status 

condition and pending operation. This is indicated by several blackened 

circles . 

The Nonconformance Condition Index (Table 1 ) pages 4 through 7 presents 

a cross reference of applicable guideline sheets for each nonconformance 

condition relative to each of the five chronological launch activities 

covered in this document. When more than one guideline sheet is required 

R-8257 2 
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PRELAUNCH OPERATION 

WET COOT DRY COOT 
PRE WET T-0 T-0 F-1 ENGINE STATUS COOT 

COUNTING SECURING COUNTING SECURING 

PREFILL ADMITTED TO THRUST CHAMBERS 

THRUST CHAABER HAN I FOLO FULL - • • THRUST CHAHllER 11AN I FOLD ORAi NED 

THRUST CHAMBER 11ANIFOLD PRIHED WITH DRAIN HOSES ON 

THRUST CHAMBER MANIFOLD NONPRIHED WITH DRAIN HOSES ON 

THRUST CHAMBER HAHIFOLO PRIHED WITH DRAIN HOSES OFF • FUEL ADMITTED TO THE ENGINE 

LOX ADMITTED TO THE ENGINE • • DC POWER APPLIED TO ENGINES - -·TURBOPUHP HEATER POWER APPLIED • • IGNITER POWER APPLIED 

INERT PYROTECHNIC IGNITERS INSTALLED 

LIVE PYROTECHNIC IGNITERS INSTALLED 

INERT HYPERGOL IGNITER INSTALLED 

LIVE ~ IGNITER INSTALLED 

HYDRAULIC PRESSURE APPLIED TO ENGINE ... • TURBOPUHP INTERMEDIATE SEAL PURGE APPLIED ·-• COCOON PURGE APPLIED I • • LOX OOl'IE AND GAS GENERATOR INJECTOR PURGE APPLIED - llUlll I I •• • 
COMPONENT CHECKOUTS 

PRESSURE SWITCHES II 
CHECKOUT VALVE TIHING I 
CHECKOUT VALVE POSITION I 
IGNITERS AND HYPERGOL INSTALLED CIRCUIT II I I 
Fl I GHT INSTRUHENTATION I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
TURBOPUHP HEATERS 

Figure 1. Engine-Related Functions for Launch Countdown 
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TABLE 1 

NONCONFORMANCE C!'JNDITION INDEX 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Hydraulic Fluid Requirements 

A. Hydraulic Supply Pressure 

Loss of hydraulic pressure or less than 400 psig 
Hydraulic pressure 400 to 1400 psig 
Hydraulic pressure 1600 to 1800 psig* 
Hydraulic pressure 1800 to 2200 psig 
Hydraulic pressure 2200 to 3000 psig 
Hydraulic pressure greater than 3000 psig 

B. Hydraulic Supply Temperature 

Hydraulic fluid temperature less than 40 F 
Hydraulic fluid temperature 40 to 60 F 
Hydraulic fluid temperature 130 to 200 F 
Hydraulic fluid temperature greater than 200 F 

2. Fuel Propellant Requirements 

A. Turbopump Fuel Inlet Pressure 

Fuel inlet pressure below 43.3 psia 
Fuel inlet pressure above 110 psia 

B. Fuel Bulk Temperature 

Fuel temperature less than 35 F 
Fuel temperature greater than 100 F 

C. Fuel Composition/Purity 

Fuel specific gravity out of limits 
Fuel contamination with RJ - 1 

3. Fuel System/Hydraulic System Leakage 

A. Fuel Overboard Drain Line Leakage 

Fuel leakage from drain line exceeds flowrate recorded during 
hydraulic system checkouts 

Prefill fluid leakage from drain line 

B. Turbopump Lube Seal Drain Line Leakage 

Liquid leakage from drain line 

C. External Fuel Leakage 

External fuel leakage noted from fuel or hydraulic system joint 

D. Fuel Leakage Past Main Fuel Valve Poppet 

Fuel leakage from thrust chamber manifold drain hoses 
Fuel leakage from thrust chamber exit 

Pre-Wet CDDT 

10 

11 & 12 

13 

14 

15 

16 & 17 

*Peculiar to Launch Countdown nonconformance condition pp 140A, 140B, 140C, and 1400 

Page Number 

Wet CDDT Dry CDDT 

33 - 36 94 

37 - 38 

39 

40 

41 & 42 95 & 96 

43 97 

44 98 

45 - 48 99 

49 - 52 100 - 101 

Pre launch 
Countdown 

119 & 120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

Launch 
Countdown 

137 - 140 

141 - 143 

144 

145 

146 & 147 

147 - 150 

151 

152 - 154 

155 - 157 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

- .. 

E. 

LOX 

A. 

B. 

c. 

LOX 

A. 

B. 

c. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Gas Generator Valve Fuel Leakage 

Fuel leakage from combustor drain port 
Fuel leakage from thrust chamber exit 

ProEellant Re9uirement 

Turbopump LOX Inlet Pressure 

LOX inlet pressure below 78.3 psia 
LOX inlet pressure above 165 psia 

Turbopurnp LOX Inlet Temperature 

LOX temperature warmer than -275 F 
LOX temperature colder than -297.5 F 

LOX Purity 

LOX purity less than 99.5 percent 

sis tern . Leakage 

Turbopurnp LOX Seal Drain Line Leakage 

Liquid leakage in form of droplets 
Liquid leakage in form of a steady stream 
Loss of camera monitoring capability 

External LOX Leakage 

Liquid leakage detected from LOX system joint 

Main LOX Valve/Gas Generator Valve LOX Leakage 

LOX leakage detected from thrust chamber exit 

Purse Gas ·Reguirements 

A. LOX Dome/Gas Generator LOX Injector Purge 

Purge requirement during prefill tapoff or gimbaling 
Loss of purge or less than 60 psig 
Purge pressure between 60 and 120 psig 
Purge pressure between 220 and 1000 psig 
Purge pressure above 1000 psig 

B. Turbopump Intermediate Seal Purge 

Loss of purge or purge pressure below 15 psig 
Purge pressure between _l5 and 45 psig 
Purge pressure between 45 and 59 psig 
PUrge pressure between 101 and 200 psig* 
Purge pressure between 126 and 200 psig 
Purge pressure between 200 and 350 psig 
Purge pressure a&Gve 350 psig 

*Peculiar to Launch Countdown nonconformance condicion 

Revised 6-30~71 

TABLE 1 

(Continued) 

Page Number e 

Pre launch Launch 
Pre-Wet COOT Wet CODT Dry CDOT Countdown Countdown 

18 51 - 53 102 125 157 - 158 

-- 54 -- -- 159 

-- SS -- -- 160 - 161 

-- 56 -- -- 162 

-- 57 -- -- 163 - 164 

-- 58 --- -- 165 

-- 59 -- -- 166 

19 60 - 63 103 - 104 -- 167 - 169 

-- 64 - 65 -- 126 170 - 172 

5 



Nonconformance Condition 

c. Cocoon Purge 

Loss of purge 
Purge heater inoperative 

D. Purge Gas Purity 

Moisture content 
Contamination 

7. Prefill Fluid Reguirements 

A. Prefill Composition 

Sc.lid particles 
pH level 
Percent glycol 

B. Thrust Chamber Manifold Drain Hoses 

c. Prefill Level 

Unable to obtain prefill overflow on one or more engines 

D. Engine Attitude 

Attitude exceeds 2.5 degrees after last prefill tapoff 

8. Prefill Fluid Leakage 

Internal thrust chamber prefill leakage 
External thrust chamber prefill leakage 

9. Electrical Power Reguirements 

A. d-c Voltage 

Loss of d-c power or less than 24 volts 
High d-c voltage level, 32 to 36 volts 
High d-c voltage level, above 36 volts 

B. a-c Turbopwnp Heater Voltage 

Loss of a-c power or less than 190 volts 
High a-c voltage level, 220 to 240 volts 
High a-c voltage level, above 240 volts 

c. a-c Igniter Firing Voltage 

Loss of voltage 
Low a-c voltage level, less than 400 volts 
Low a-c voltage level, 400 to 500 volts 
High a-c voltage level, 750 to 1000 volts 

R-8257 
High a-c voltage level, above 1000 volts 

TABLE 1 

(Continued) 

Pre-Wet 

--

20 

21 

22 

23 

--

24 

25 

--

--

CDDT 

- -

Wet CDDT 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 - 73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

Page Number 

Pre launch Launch 
Dry CDDT Countdown Countdown 

-- -- 173 

105 127 174 

106 128 175 

107 129 176 

108 -- 177 - 178 

-- -- 179 

109 130 180 

llO 131 181 - 182 

-- -- 183 - 184 

lll -- 185 - 186 

6 
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Nonconfonnance Condition 

10. Electrical Indication Requirements 

A. Propellant Valve Position Indications 

TABLE 1 

(Concluded) 

Main LOX valves (2), main fuel valves (2), or gas generator valve posi
tion other than close indicated 

B. Checkout Valve Position Indication 

Checkout valve indicates other than, or in addition to, ground position 
Checkout valve indicates stage position prior to auto sequence 
Checkout valve fails to achieve stage position during auto sequence 

C. Hypergol Installed Indication 

Installed indication not obtained after cartridge insertion 
Installed indication lost after cartridge insertion 
Cartridge cap cannot be screwed on using hand torque 

D. Igniter Links Installed Indication 

Installed indication not obtained after igniter installation 
Installed indication lost after igniter installation 

11. Flight Instrumentation Requirements 

A. Redline Parameter 

Calibration voltage out of specification limits 
Turbcpump LOX bearing temperature 
Engine environmental temperature 

B. Nonredline Parameter 

Calibration voltage out of specification limits 

12. Engine Environmental Temperature Redline 

Environmental temperature less than 0 F 

13. Turbopump LOX Bearing Temperature Redline 

Turbopurnp LOX bearing temperature less than 0 F 
Turbopurnp LOX bearing temperature greater than 200 F 

14. Thrust OK Pressure Switch Requirements 

High calibration pickup pressure 
Low calibration pickup pressure 
Differential pressure out of limits 

15. Thermal Insulation Requirements 

Thermal insulation panels soaked with flamable fluid 
Thermal insulation panels soaked with nonflamable fluid 

Pre-Wet CDDT 

26 - 28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

Page Number 

Wet CDDT Dry CDDT 

79 - 81 112 

82 - 84 113 

85 114 

86 - 87 115 

88 116 

89 117 

90 

91 

92 

93 118 

Pre launch 
Countdown 

132 

133 

134 

135 

136 

Launch 
Countdown 

187 - 189 

190 - 193 

194 

195 - 197 

198 

199 

200 

201 - 203 

204 

205 
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to present the recommended dispositions for a specific nonconformance 

condition, a (continued on next page) note has been placed at the bottom 

edge of the sheet. 

An example for use of this document is given below. 

A nonconformance condition of loss of hydraulic pressure or less than 

400 psig occurs during \\let CDDT. The nonconformance condition is listed 

under Hydraulic Fluid Requirements in the Nonconformance Condition 

Index, and the applicable guideline sheet page numbers under Wet COOT 

are pages 33 through 36. By turning to the pages and checking for the 

applicable engine status and pending operation; for example engine 

status: Pre fill Overflowed; LOX Admitted; and pending operation: Start 

Automatic Sequence (page3SA), the recommended disposition is: HOLD - Turn 

on the environmental and LOX system purges and leave purges on until 

oxidizer is removed from the engine or hydraulic pressure is restored. 

DEFINITION OF IMMEDIATE ACTION TERMS 

The following immediate action terms are used in the recommended 

disposition 

PROCEED: Engine-related functions could be continued through the 

test without corrective action required. Subsequent problems 

arising from an underlying or associated condition would require 

a reassessment of the action to be accomplished. Corrective action 

would be required to eliminate the nonconformance condition after 

completion of the test. 

HOLD: No additional engine-related functions may be performed until 

certain specific conditions are met. Upon completion of the correc

tive action, the test could be continued (with respect to engine

related functions). 

R-8257 8 



BACKOlff: The nonconformance condition is unacceptable and it is 

necessary to revert to a previous status. Corrective action is manda

tory prior to proceeding with engine-related functions. 

CONTINUE: The nonconformance condition is acceptable for the current 

engine status or for a number of specified events during an activity. 

The nonconformance condition must be corrected prior to changing 

status or completion of the specified events (as indicated on the 

guideline sheets). If the nonconformance condition is not corrected 

as indicated, the recommended dispositions would change to HOLD or 

BACKOUT. 

R-8257 9 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET COOT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill Qorain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

0Prefill Admitted ()Manifold Primed .Fuel Admitt~ ______________ __. 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply 1. 
pressure of 1400 
to 1800 psig re
quired (1510 to 
1870) psia wnbil-
ical pressure) for 
hydraulics applied 
main fuel valve 
leak check if valvE 
leakage occurs 
without hydraulic 
pressure 

2 . 

3. 

4. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic supply pressure 1.1 
less than 400 psig, or 
loss of hydraulic 1 .2 
pressure 

1.3 

1.4 

Hydraulic sypply pressure 2.1 
400 to 1400 psig 

Hydraulic supply pressure 3 .1 
1800 to 2200 psig 

Hydraulic supply pressure 4.1 
2200 to 3000 psig 

4 .1.1 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Turn LOX sys tern purge ON 

Install drain hoses on the fuel inlet manifold 
drain quick disconnects and leave installed 
until after hydraulic pressure is reapplied. 
Measure total volume of fuel which initially 
drains. 

If fuel volume noted in step 1.2 exceeds 13 
ounces, perform thrust chamber jacket flush. 

Perform thrust chamber LOX dome flush if the LOX 
dome is suspected to be contaminated. 

PROCEED 

CONTINUE - DO NOT GIMBAL 

CONTINUE - DO NOT GIMBAL 

Inspect for external hydraulic system leakage 
and fuel overboard drain line leakage; see 
pages covering these problems for disposition. 

(Continued on next page) 

\ . 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

0 Admit Pre fill 0 Drain Manifold QAdmi t Fuel 
~---------~-~~-------_::=--~-------~---------·-------------------i 

Engine Status 

0Prefill Admitted ()Manifold Primed Fuel Admitted 
----------------------------

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
~---------~---------------t----------·------ ·---·--------------1 

Hydraulic supply 5. 
pressure of 1400 
to 1800 psig re
quired (1510 to 
1870) psia wnbil-
ical pressure) for 
hydraulics applied 
main fuel valve 
leak check if valve 
leakage occurs 
without hydraulic 
pressure 

Hydraulic supply pressure 
greater than 3000 psig 

5.1 HOLD - Turn LOX system purge ON. Turn off 
hydraulic pressure. 

5.1.1 Perform action applicable to loss of hydraulic 
pressure and subsequent to reapplication of 
hydraulic pressure, and perform 4.1.1. 

5.1.2 Evaluate possible requirement to replace 
components. 
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Nominal Condition 

RP-1 fuel specific 
gravity shall be in 
the range of 0.801 
to 0.815 per 
MIL-R-25576. Fuel 
samples are ob
tained prior to 
filling the facil
ity storage tank, 
and prior to 
vehicle fuel tank
ing pre-wet COOT 

GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET COOT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill Qorain Manifold .Admit Fuel 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted •Manifold Primed Fuel Admitted 
-----------------------+ 

1. 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

RP-1 specific gravity less 1.1 
than 0 .801 or greater 

HOLD - Out-of-tolerance values of RP-1 specific 
gravity are indicative of a measurement error 
or contamination of the fuel with another fluid. than 0 .815. 

1. 2 

1.3 

1.4 

NOTES 

Obtain additional RP-1 samples and conduct labora
tory analyses to determine correct specific 
gravity values. 

If specific gravity is verified to be outside of 
MIL specification values, BACKOUT. 

Determine the identity of the contaminates re
sponsible for the discrepant specific gravity 
value. The determination of fuel acceptability 
is dependent upon the type of comtarninate, its 
effect on engine performance, and the performance 
effect on flight trajectory. 

1. RP-1 low specific gravity results in high engine 
performance, while high specific gravity results 
in low engine performance. The performance 
effect is + 1. 8 K-lb thrust for each engine per 
-0.001 units of specific gravity 

2. The effect of engine performance level change due 
to specific gravity upon Saturn V flight trajec
tory must be assessed by NASA. 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill Qorain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 
--------------------! 

.Prefill Admitted •Manifold Primed Fuel Admitted 

Nominal Condition 

RP-1 fuel shall not 1. 
contain excessive 
quantities of RJ-1 
fuel 

Nonconformance Condition 

RP-1 fuel is contaminated 
with RJ-1 fuel 

1. 

2. 

Recommended Disposition 

PROCEED 

Subsequent to completion of current operation, 
determine the amount of RJ-1 mixed with the RP-1. 
The effect of RJ-1 mixed with RP-1 is to increase 
the fuel specific gravity which will decrease 
engine thrust. 100-percent RJ-1 lowers engine 
thrust 4 percent, thrust OK pressure switches will 
pickup; however, the effect of low liftoff thrust 
and low flight thrust effect on Saturn V flight 
trajectory must be assessed by NASA . A fuel volume 
of approximately 475 gallons per engine will be 
consumed prior to launch liftoff, however, RJ-1 
volumes greater than approximately 170 gallons in 
the inboard and 198 gallons in the outboard engine 
fuel suction lines will result in mixing in the 
fuel tank 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET COOT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill Qorain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 
-~---~----------------. 

Engine Status 

• Prefill Admitted 0 Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fuel 1. 
overboard drain 
line shall not ex
ceed that volu
metric flowrate 
recorded during 
hydraulic system 
leak and functional 
test 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage from fue 1 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during 
hydraulic system leak and 
functional test 

1.1 

1.1.1 

1.1.1.l 

1.1.1.1.1 

l.Ll.1.2 

1.1.1.1.2 .1 

1.1.1.1.2. 2 

1.1.1.1. 2 .3 

Fuel Admitted 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Perform the following isolations. 

Pressurize the fuel tank to maximum per
missable level. If the leakage rate 
decreased, depressurize the fuel tank 
and PROCEED with the launch countdown. 

If the leakage rate increases or remains 
the same, perform the following: 

Measure the leakage rate. If the leakage 
rate is less than 158 cc/min., PROCEED. 

If the leakage rate is greater than 158 
cc/min., perform the following: 

Disconnect the 1-inch line from the 
hydraulic drain system from the Y-fitting 
on the 1-3/4-inch fuel overboard drain 
line. Cap the Y-fitting. 

Install the fuel seal drain manifold 
adapter P/N 9020907. 

Measure the leakage from the inlet port 
of the adapter (No. 6 seal). 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET COOT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill Qorain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted ()Manifold Primed Fuel Admitted 

Nominal Condition 

Leakage from foe 1 1 . 
overboard drain 
line shall not ex
ceed that volu-
metric flowrate 
recorded during 
hydraulic system 
leak and functional 
test 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during 
hydraulic system leak and 
functional test 

Reconunended Disposition 

1.1.1.1.2.3.l If the leakage rate is less than 20 gpm, 
PROCEED. 

1.1.1.1.2.3.2 If the leakage rate is greater than 20 
gpm, replace the engine. 

1.1.1.1.2.4 Measure the leakage from the primary 
port of the adpter (No. 5 seal). 

1.1.1.1.2.4.1 If the leakage rate is less than 6.5 
gpm, PROCEED. 

1.1.1.1.2.4.2 If the leakage rate is more than 6.5 
gpm, replace the engine. 

1.1.1.1.2 .5 Measure the leakage rate from the over
board drain line. 1bis leakage is bear
ing coolant valve leakage. 

1.1.1.1.2.5.1 If the leakage rate is less than 158 cc/ 
min., PROCEED. 

1.1.1.1. 2 .5. 2 If the leakage rate is more than 158 cc/ 
min., replace bearing coolant valve. 

1.1.1.1.3 Measure the leakage rate from the 1-inch 
hydraulic drain system. If the leakage 
rate does not exceed 1882 cc/min., 
PROCEED. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET COOT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill Qorain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted ()Manifold Primed Fuel Admitted 

Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fuel 1. 
overboard drain 
line shall not ex
ceed that volu-
metric flowrate 
recorded during 
hydraulic system 
leak and functional 
test 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during 
hydraulic system leak and 
functional test 

1.1.1.1.4 

1.1.1.1.4.l 

1.1.1.1.4.1.1 

1.1.1.1.4.1.2 

1.1.1.1.4.2 

1.1.1.1.4 .2 .1 

1.1.1.1.4.2.2 

-------·-·----------t 

Recommended Disposition 

If the leakage rate exceeds 1882 cc/ 
min perform the following: 

Isolate the ignition monitor valve vent 
from the overboard drain system. 

If the leakage is less than 1882 cc/ 
min., reinstall flight hardware and 
PROCEED. 

If the leakage is greater than 1882 cc/ 
min., replace the ignition monitor 
valve. 

Isolate the redundant shutdown drain 
from overboard drain system. 

If the leakage is less than 3764 cc/ 
min., reinstall flight hardware and 
PROCEED. 

If the leakage is greater than 3764 cc/ 
min., perform the following: 

1.1.1.1.4.2.2.1 Isolate the engine control valve drain 
from the overboard drain system. Mea
sure the leakage rate from the redun
dant shutdown valve. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill Qorain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted ()Manifold Primed Fuel Admitted 

Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fue 1 1 . 
overboard drain 
line shall not ex
ceed that volu-
metric flowrate 
recorded during 
hydraulic system 
leak and functional 
test 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during 
hydraulic system leak and 
functional test 

-------·------------------

Recommended Disposition 

1.1.1.1.4.2.2.2 If the leakage is less than 3764 cc/ 
min., reinstall flight hardware and 
PROCEED. 

1.1.1.1.4.2.2.3 If the leakage exceeds 3764 cc/min., 
replace the redundant shutdown valve. 

1.1.1.1.4.3 Isolate the No. 1 main fuel valve 
potentiometer drain from the overboard 
drain sys tern. 

1.1.1.1.4 .3 .1 

1.1.1.1.4.3.2 

1.1.1.1.4 .4 

1.1.1.1.4.4.1 

If the leakage is less than 9410 cc/ 
min., reinstall flight hardware and 
PROCEED. 

If the leakage is greater than 9410 
cc/min., replace the main fuel valve 
potentiometer. 

Isolate the No. 2 main fuel valve 
potentiometer drain from the overboard 
drain system. 

If the leakage is less than 9410 cc/ 
min., reinstall flight hardware and 
PROCEED. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET COOT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill Qorain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted QManifold Primed ·~uel Ad~itt~----------------;-
Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fue 1 1. 
overboard drain 
line shall not ex
ceed that volu-
metric fl ow rate 
recorded during 
hydraulic system 
leak and fWlctional 
test 2. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during 
hydraulic system leak and 
functional testing 

Prefill leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line 

1.1.1.1.4 .4 .2 

1.1.1. l.S 

2.1 

Recommended Disposition 

If the leakage is greater than 9410 
cc/min., replace the main fuel valve 
potentiometer. 

If the source of leakage is not de
termined by isolating the preceding 
components, PROCEED. 

HOLD - Replace hypergol manifold 
assembly. 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill Qorain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

0Prefill Admitted 0Manifold Primed Fuel Admitted 
-------·------------------+ 

Nominal Condition 

Zero liquid leakage 1. 
from lube seal 
drain line 

Nonconformance Condition 

Liquid leakage from drain 
line 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 HOLD - Remove fuel from engine. Take investiga
tion action to determine leakage source. Engine 
replacement may be required. 
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Nominal Condition 

No external fuel 
leakage allowed. 

GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill Qnrain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

0Prefill Admitted 0Manifold Primed Fuel Admitted 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

1. External fuel leakage is 1.1 HOLD - Isolate leakage source and determine if 
leakage is greater than surface wetting. noted from engine seal 

(propellant feed system or 1.1.1 
hydraulic system). 

If the leak is from the engine hydraulic control 
system, turn on LOX dome-gas generator LOX 
injector purge, and turn off hydraulic pressure 
to the engine. 

l.1.2 Torque joint to maximtun allowed value and verify 
that fuel leakage stops or is reduced to surface 
wetting. 

1.1.3 If fuel leakage exceeds a surface wetting condi
tion at maximum joint torque, remove fuel from 
engine. Replace discrepant seal per applicable 
field manual. 

l. 2 If leak is from engine fuel system joint, torque 
joint to maximum allowed value and verify that 
fuel leakage stops. 

[.2.1 If fuel leakage continues at maximtun joint torque, 
remove fuel from engine. Replace discrepant seal 
per applicable field manual. 

[.3 Remove residual fuel from engine external surface 
and replace any fuel wetted thermal insulation 
panels per applicable field manual. ..... 

I ..... 
VI 
I 
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Nominal Condition 

Main fue 1 valve 
leakage without 
hydraulic pressure 
applied shall not 
exceed 500 cc/min. 
from each valve. 

·------- --------- ---------------- ·· -- -

GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill QDrain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

.Prefill Admitted 

Engine Status 

Manifold Primed Fuel Admitted 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber fuel inlet 
manifold drain hoses at a 
flowrate above 500 cc/min. 
per valve. 

- --- ·---------------------+-

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 HOLD - Turn LOX system purge on. Remove prefill 
and fue 1 from engine . 

1.2 Replace discrepant main fuel valve per applicable 
field manual. 

1.3 Reperform negated leak and fWlctional tests. 

1.4 Perform thrust chamber jacket flush, and LOX 
dome flush if LOX dome contamination is suspected. 

1.5 Replace any fuel wetted thermal insulation panels 
per applicable field manual. 
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Nominal Condition 

No main fuel valve 
leakage allowed 
with hydraulic 
pressure applied 
to engine. 

GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill QDrain Manifold QA<lmit Fuel ··--------------------! 

.Prefill Admitted 

Engine Status 

Manifold Primed 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber fuel inlet 
manifold drain hoses. 

2. Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber exit. 

1.1 

1.1.1 

1.1.1.1 

1.1.1.2 

1.1.3 

1.1.4 

2.1 

2 .1.1 

2.1.1.1 

Fuel Admitted 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Turn ON LOX system purge. 

Remove prefill and fuel from the engine. 

Replace discrepant main fuel valve per 
applicable field manual. 

Perform valve timing tests with low LOX 
dome-gas generator LOX injector purge on. 

Perform a thrust chamber fuel jacket flush 
if fuel leakage rate exceeds 1000 cc/min. 
from replaced valve. Perform LOX dome flush 
if fuel leakage overflowed from the thrust 
chamber injector and the low LOX dome-gas 
generator LOX injector purge was not on. 

Perform main fuel valve leak test with and 
without hydraulic pressure applied to the 
replacement main fuel valve. 

HOLD - Turn .ON LOX system purge. 

Remove prefill and fuel from the engine/ 

Replace discrepant main fuel valve per 
applicable field manual. 

(Continued on next page) 
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Nominal Condition 

No main fuel valve 
leakage allowed 
with hydraulic 
pressure applied 
to engine. 

GUIDELINES FOR PRE-IVET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Q Admit Pre fill Q Drain Manifold QAdmi t Fuel 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted •Manifold Primed 

Nonconformance Condition 

2. Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber exit. 

2 .1.1.2 

2 .1.1.3 

Reconunended Disposition 

Reperform negated leak and functional tests. 

Perform a thrust chamber fuel jacket flush. 
Perform LOX dome flush if fuel leakage 
occurred without the low LOX dome-gas gener
ator purge on. 

2.1.1.4 Perform main fuel valve leak test with and 
without hydraulic pressure applied to the 
replacement main fuel valve. 
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Nominal Condition 

No gas generator 
valve fuel leakage 
allowed. 

GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Q Admit Pre fill 0 Drain Manifold QAdmi t Fuel 

Engine Status 

0Prefill Admitted •Manifold Primed 9_!=uel Ad~itte_d_ ·----------------+ 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Fuel leakage noted from 
gas generator combustor 
drain port. 

1.1 

1.1.1 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Turn ON LOX system purge. 

If hydraulic pressure is not applied to the 
engine, apply 1400 to 1800 psig (1510 to 
1870 psia umbilical pressure) hydraulic 
pressure. 

1.1.1.1 If leakage stops with hydraulic pressure 
applied, PROCEED with the hydraulic system 
pressurized. Hydraulic pressure will be 
required any time fuel is in the engine. 

1.1.1.1.1 Perform a gas generator LOX injector flush 
if gas generator valve leakage occurs 
without the LOX system purge on. 

1.1.1.2 If leakage continues with hydraulic pressure 
applied, remove prefill and fuel from the 
engine. 

1.1.1.2.1 Replace discrepant gas generator valve per 
applicable field manual. 

1.1.1.2.2 Reperform negated leak and functional tests. 

1.1.1.2.3 Perform gas generator LOX injector flush . 



GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

.Admit Prefill QDrain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

0Prefill Admitted 0Manifold Primed 0Fuel Admitted 
~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-+ 

Nominal Condition 

L(IX dome-gas gener- 1. 
ator LOX injector 
purge must be on 
within a pressure 
range of 120 to 2. 
1000~ psig ·during 
prefi 11 and fuel 
admittance to 
engine. Nominal 
pressur~ is 22_0 __ 
psig. (Measurement 
monitored at Lut. 
System ~p between 
measurement and 
engine interface is 
80 psi when inter
face pressure is 
120 psig.) 

3. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Purge goes off. 

Purge pressure between 0 
and 120 psig. 

Purge pressure above 
1000 psig. 

1.1 

2.1 

3.1 

3.2 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Correct problem. Determine where purge 
went off. If purge went off when prefill was 
overflowing the injector, flush the LOX dome. 

HOLD - Turn off purge to preclude LOX purge check 
valve chatter, and correct problem. 

HOLD - Turn purge off and correct problem. 

Subsequent to completion of corrective action, if 
purge system pressure exceeded 3600 psig, turn 
purge on and perform purge system leak test to 
verify wrap-around line bellows integrity. 

NOTE: High- and low-level LOX system purges are 
considered interchangeable. 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET COOT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill Qorain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted .Manifold Primed Fuel Admitted 
--- ----------·-----------+ 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
~-----------ji---------------1f------------------· -

1he purity of 1. 
gaseous nitrogen 
shall be equivalent 
to Type I of MIL-P-
27401 2. 
specification. 

lbe moisture content ex
ceeds 26 .3 ppm by volume 
of water vapor at 70 F. 

lbe purity of the nitrogen 
is less than 99.5 percent 
nitrogen by volume. 
(Total hydrocarbon 25 ppm 
by weight as carbon, 0.5 
percent by volume as 
oxygen, 58.3 ppm by volume 
as methane) . 

1.1 

2 .1 

HOLD - Correct cause of excessive moisture prior 
to supplying gaseous nitrogen to engine system. 

HOLD - Determine extent of nonconformance and 
evaluate hardware condition on an individual 
occurrence and application basis. 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET COOT 

Pending Operation 

.Admit Prefill QDrain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

0Prefill Admitted ()Manifold Primed ()Fuel Admitted 
~--~~~~~~~~~~~~--

Nominal Condition 

Thrust chamber pre- 1. 
fill fluid shall 
be in conformance 
with Specification 
RB0210-017: 2. 
Solid particles: 
no sediment; pH 
value: 6.5 ±1.S; 
ethylene glycol 3. 
percentage by 
weight: SO ±1 
percent 

Nonconformance Condition 

The prefill fluid contains 
solid particles which are 
smaller than 13SO microns. 

The prefill fluid contains 
solid particles which are 
larger than 13SO microns. 

The pH of the prefill 
fluid is less than S.O 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 PROCEED 

2.1 HOLD - Filter the prefill fluid to obtain accept
able particle sizes prior to introducing the 
prefill fluid into the thrust chamber. 

3.1 HOLD - Exposure of thrust chamber components to 
this organic acid is acceptable for short time 
durations only, one week maximum. 

4. The pH of the pre fi 11 fluid 4. 1 PROCEED 
is larger than 8 .0 

s. The prefill fluid contains S.l PROCEED 
from SO to 60 percent 
ethylene glycol by weight. 

6. The prefill fluid contains 6.1 HOLD - Add distilled or deionized water to the 
more than 60 percent prefill fluid to obtain a SO-percent mixture by 
ethylene glycol by weight. weight. 

7. The prefill fluid contains 7.1 PROCEED 
from 45 to SO percent 
ethylene glycol by weight. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

• Adrni t Pre fill Q Drain Manifold QAdmi t Fue 1 

Engine Status 

0Prefill Admitted ()Manifold Primed ()Fuel Ad~itt~---------------+ 
Nominal Condition 

Thrust chamber pre- 8. 
fill fluid shall 
be in conformance 
with Specification 
RB0210-017: 
Solid particles: 
no sediment; pH 
value: 6.5 ±1.S; 
ethylene glycol 
percentage by 
weight: 50 ±1 
percent 

Nonconformance Condition 

The prefill fluid contains 
less than 45 percent 
ethylene gylcol by weight. 

Recommended Disposition 

8.1 HOLD - Take corrective action to obtain a 50-
percent mixture by weight. 



GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET COOT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill Qorain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

.Prefill Admitted 

Engine Status 

Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Drain hoses must 1. 
not be removed from 
the fuel inlet man
ifold drainage 
quick disconnects 
until after the 
final application 
of hydraulic 
supply pressure to 
the engine if main 
fuel valve leakage 
has occurred with-
out hydraulic 
pressure applied. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Drain hoses are removed 
prior to final application 
of hydraulic supply 
pressure. 

I.I 

I. I.I 

I.I. 2 

1.1.3 

Reconunended Disposition 

HOLD - Turn LOX system purge on. Accomplish 
either step 1.1.l or 1.1.2, whichever is 
faster. 

Install drain hoses on the fuel inlet manifold 
drain quick disconnects and leave installed 
until after hydraulic pressure is applied. 
Measure initial volume of fuel which drains. 

Apply hydraulic supply pressure . Then ins tall 
drain hoses on the fuel inlet manifold drain 
quick disconnect and measure total volt.une of 
fuel which drains. 

If fuel volume measured in step 1.1.l or 1.1.2 
exceeds 13 ol.Ulces, perform thrust chamber 
fuel jacket flush. Perform a thrust chamber 
LOX dome flush if the LOX dome is suspected 
to be contaminated. Then PROCEED. 

1.1.3.1 If fuel volume measured in step 1.1.1 or 
I.I. 2 is less than 13 ounces, PROCEED. ;:ic 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill Qorain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted 0Manifold Primed 0Fuel Admitte_d _____________ ---t-

Nominal Condition 

Thrust chamber fuel 1. 
jacket must be pre
filled to injector 
overflow. Prefill 
overflow must be 
visually verified. 

Nonconformance Condition 

'Illrust chamber is noted not 1.1 
to exhibit overflow on one 
or more engines. 1.1.1 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Correct problem. 

If thrust chamber dOP.~ not prefill due to 
sticking check valve, replace check valve per 
per applicable field manual, verify torquing 
procedure and record torque values. Waive 
throat plug leak check. 

...... 
I ...... 

VI 
I 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill QDrain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted •Manifold Primed Fuel Admitted 
-----------------------------+ 

Nominal Condition 

No internal or ex- 1. 
ternal leakage is 
allowed from thrust 
chamber. 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

Internal leakage of prefill 1.1 HOLD 
fluid 

1.1.1 Repair the thrust chamber per R-3896-3. 

1.1.2 Flush LOX dome at conclusion of weld repair 
and conduct throat plug leak check after LOX 
dome flush completion. 

2.1 HOLD 

2 .2 Repair the thrust chamber per R-3896-3, 
(Vol. II) 

2.2.1 Flush LOX dome at conclusion of weld repair 
and conduct throat plug leak check after 
completion of dome flush. 

2.2.2 Remove external prefill leakage from engine 
and TIS surfaces, and replace TIS panels, 
which are internally wet with prefill. 
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Nominal Condition 

GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill Qorain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted •Manifold Primed 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel Admitted ------· -----------------t 

Reconunended Disposition 
+----------.J.-----------------+-------------·--·---------------t 

D-C electrical 
power: 24 to 32 
vdc under load 
conditions . 

1. Loss of d-c power or 
less than 18 volts. 

2. Low d-c voltage (18 to 24 
vdc). 

3. High d~c voltage (32 to 36 
vdc). 

4. High d-c voltage (greater 
than 36 vdc). 

1.1 HJLD - Correct problem. 

1.2 Verify that d-c power distribution to engine 
is normal and that all propellant valves are 
in the close position. 

2.1 CONTINUE - Through Wet CDDT, voltage at four
way valve and checkout valve must be greater 
than 18 vdc when valves are actuating (equivalent 
no -load buss voltage of approximately 22 vdc). 
Problems may be encountered with attaining 
reliable facility relay operation. 

3.1 PROCEED 

4.1 HOLD - Turn off electrical po~er and effect repair 
Verify that all engine electrical indicators 
illuminate properly. Conduct an electrical func
tional check of the following components: main 
LOX valve, main fuel valve and gas generator 
valves position indicators, hypergol installed 
switch, checkout valve position switch, igniter 
circuits, flight instruments (calibration) and 
turbopump heater htermostats. 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

• Admit Prefill Qorain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

0Prefill Admitted 0Hanifold Primed ()Fuel Ad~itt~---·--------------+ 
Nominal Condition 

Main LOX valves (2), 1. 
main fue 1 valves 
(2), gas generator 
ball valve CLOSE 
indications are 
required for start 
of admitting pre
fi 11 to engine . 

Nonconformance Condition 

One valve CLOSE indication 
is not received; or one 
valve OPEN indication is 
received; or both OPEN 
and CLOSED indications 
are received. 

Reconunen<led Disposition 

1.1 HJLD - If hydraulic pressure is not applied 
to the engine, apply hydraulic pressure and 
verify that proper indication is received. 

1.1.1 If indication is not received with hydraulic 
pressure, replace defective part per applicable 
field manual. 
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Nominal Condition 

Main LOX valves 
(2), main fuel 
valves (2), gas 
generator ball 
valve CLOSE indi
cations are re
quired for start 
of stage fue 1 
tanking. 

GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Q Admit Prefill Qnrain Manifold .Admit Fuel 

Engine Status 

0Prefill Admitted •Manifold Primed l)Fuel Admitted 
~--~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. One valve CLOSE indication 
is not received; or one 
valve OPEN indication is 
received; or both OPEN 
and CLOSED indications 
are received. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 HOLD - If hydraulic pressure is not applied 
to the engine, apply hydraulic pressure and 
verify that proper indication is received. 

1.1.1 If indication is not received with hydraulic 
pressure, replace defective part per applicable 
field manual. 
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Nominal Condition 

Main LOX valves 
(2), main fue 1 
valves (2), gas 
generator valve 
CLOSE indications 
are present when 
d-c power is 
applied. 

GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill QDrain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

0Prefill Admitted ()Manifold Primed Fuel Admitted 

1. 

Nonconformance Condition 

One valve CLOSE indication 
is not received; or one 
valve OPEN indication is 
received; or both OPEN 
and CLOSED indications 
are received. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 HOLD - if hydraulic pressure is not applied to 
the engine, apply hydraulic pressure 

1.2 If valve closed indication is not received with 
hydraulic pressure applied, accomplish the 
following action for the appropriate valve. 

1.2.1 Main fuel valve position: correct problem, if 
main fuel valve position switch is defective, 
BACKOUT remove fuel and prefill, from engine. 
Replace position indicater per applicable field 
manual and accomplish checkout per established 
procedure. 

1.2.2 Main LOX or gas generator valve position: uS'e 
appropriate 'work-around" procedure to provide 
the interlock indications required to continue 
through launch, than PROCEED. 

1.3 If valve closed indication is received with 
hydraulic pressure applied, accomplish the 
following action for the appropriate valve. 

(Continued on next page) 
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Nominal Condition 

Main LOX valves 
(2), main fuel 
valves (2), gas 
generator valve 
CLOSE indications 
are present when 
d-c power is 
applied. 

GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Q Admit Pre fill Q Drain Manifold QAdmi t Fuel 

Engine Status 

0Prefill Admitted 0Manifold Primed Fuel Admitted 
·----------------~ 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. One valve CLOSE indication 
is not received; or one 
valve OPEN indication is 
received; or both OPEN 
and CLOSED indications 
are received. 

Reconunended Disposition 

1.3.1 Main fuel valve position: drain thrust chamber 
fuel manifold with hydraulic pressure applied. 
Inspect pre fill fluid for evidence of fuel. If 
more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected in the 
prefill fluid, BACKOUT, remove prefill from 
engine and perform a fuel jacket flush. If 
LOX dome contamination is suspected, perform a 
LOX dome flush . 

1.3.2 Main LOX valve position: PRCX::EED 

1.3.3 Gas generator valve position: inspect gas 
generator combustor drain for evidence of fuel. 
If fuel is detected and the LOX purge was not on, 
BACKOUT, perform a flush of the gas generator 
LOX injector. 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill QDrain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted •Manifold Primed Fuel Admitted 
----·--·--------------------+ 

Nominal Condition 

Checkout valve must 1. 
be in the ground 
position, when 
d-c power or 
hydraulics are 
applied to the 
engine 

Nonconformance Condition 

Checkout valve indicates 
some position other than, 
or in addition to, the 
ground position. 

1.1 

1.2 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Cycle checkout valve to ground position. 
If ground position is not attained within 4 
seconds, BACKOUT - remove power to preclude 
motor burnout. 

Detennine whether the problem is associated 
with the checkout valve actuator or the ground 
control system. Take corrective action and 
verify proper system operation. 

1.2 .1 If actuator is defective, replace actuator per 
applicable field manual. 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill QDrain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 
+-~------------=~-------_;:'-----------=--------------------~-----~ 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted Mani fold Primed •£:-ie 1 AdT?i t te_d ____ ____________ _ 

Nominal Condition 

Calibration of 1. 
flight instrumenta
tion redline 
parameters (3 
steps: arnb ient, 
20 percent, and 2. 
80 percent). 

2.1 

2.2 

Nonconformance Condition 

Calibration voltage output 1.1 
out of specification 
limits (1 of 3 steps or 
a zero shift) . 

Calibration voltage output 
out of specification 
limits (2 of 3 steps, 
all 3 steps, or complete 
failure of output signal). 

Turb op ump LOX bearing 
temperature 

Engine environmental 
temperature 

2 .1.1 

2.2.1 

Recommended Disposition 

PROCEFD (If a zero shift was observed, 
determine the amount of shift bias for use 
when reviewing future measurements recorded 
by the affected transducer). 

HOLD - Replace transducer and checkout 
replacement part. 

HOLD - Replace transducer and checkout 
replacement part. 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

QAdmit Prefill Qnrain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 
+-------------__;:"-----------"0-----------=--------------~-------------1 

Engine Status 

• Prefi 11 Admitted Hanifold Primed .Fuel Admitte_~-·---------------+ 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition 

Calibration of 1. Calibration voltage output 
out of specification 
limits (1 of 3 step) 

1.1 PROCEED 
flight instrtunenta
tion non-redline 
parameters pressure 
transducers (3 2. Calibration voltage output 

out of specification 
limits (2 of 3 steps with 
backup) 

2.1 PROCEED 
steps: ambient, 
20 percent, and 
80 percent). 

3. Calibration voltage output 3.1 PROCEED 
out of specification 
limits (2 of 3 steps, no 
backup). 

4. Calibration voltage output 4 .1 PROCEED 
out of specification 
limits (zero shift). 

Reconunended Disposition 
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Nominal Condition 

GUIDELINES FOR PRE-WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

QAdrnit Prefill QDrain Manifold QAdmit Fuel 

Engine Status 

Fuel Admitted .Prefill Admitted •Manifold Primed 
------- ------------------+ 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
~---------~---------------+--------------------~-------------! 

Thermal insulation 1. 
panels shall not 

Thermal insulation panels 
are internally wetted with 
non-flammable fluids be internally 

wetted (water). 

2. Thermal insulation panels 
are internally wetted 
with flammable fluids 
(RP-1, RJ-1, etc.) 

1.0 PROCEED 

2.0 HOLD - Replace wetted panels then PROCEED. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET COOT 

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst •• Prefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 
r 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply 1. 
pressure of 1400 to 
1800 psig required 
(1510- to 1870-
psia umbilical 
pressure) prior to 
admitting LOX to 
engine. 

' 
i 
I 

I 

Nonconforrnance Condition Recommended Disposition 

Hydraulic supply pressure 1.1 
less than 400 psig, or 

CONTINUE to LOX tanking if no main fuel valve 
leakage has occurred without hydraulic pressure 
applied to the engine. loss of hydraulic 

pressure. 
1.2 HOLD - If main fuel valve leakage has occurred 

without hydraulic pressure applied to the engine, 
turn LOX system purge on and accomplish either 
step 1.2.1 or 1.2.2 (whichever is faster) then 
proceed. 

I. 2 .1 Install drain hoses on fuel inlet manifold drain 
quick disconnects and leave installed until after 
hydraulic pressure is reapplied. Measure total 
volume of fuel that drains initially. 

I. 2 .2 Measure the volume of fuel in the thrust chamber 
prefill fluid post CDDT. Perform drainage with 
hydraulic pressure applied. 

1.3 Post CDDT - Perform thrust chamber LOX dome flush 
if LOX dome contamination is suspected. 

1.4 If fuel volume noted in step 1.2.1 or 1.2.2 ex
ceeds 13 ounces, perform thrust chamber jacket 
flush post COOT. 

(Continued on next page) 

I 
I 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

~ Pending Operation 

~ Qinert Ordnance Inst •• Prefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence 0 Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflowed Qwx Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence O LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply 
pressure of 1400 to 
1800 psig required 
(1510- to 1870-
psia umbilical 
pressure) prior to 
admitting LOX to 
engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

2. Hydraulic supply pressure, 
400·to 1400 psig 

3. Hydraulic supply pressure, 
1800 to 2200 psig 

4. Hydraulic supply pressure, 
2200 to 3000 psig 

2.1 

3.1 

4.1 

4 .1.1 

Recommended Disposition 

PROCEED 

CONTINUE through CDDT - DO NOT GIMBAL 

CONTINUE through COOT - DO NOT GIMBAL 

Inspect for external hydraulic system leakage and 
fuel overboard drain line leakage; see pages 
covering these problems for disposition. 

5. Hydraulic supply pressure 5.1 
greater than 3000 psig 

HOLD - Turn LOX system purge ON. Turn off 
hydraulic pressure . 

. 5.1.1 Perform action applicable to loss of hydraulic 
pressure and, subsequent to reapplication of 
hydraulic pressure, perform 4 .1.1. . j 

5.1.2 Evaluate possible requirement to replace components 
post CDOT. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

0 .Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed • Prefill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence 0 LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply 1. 
pressure of 1400 
to 1800psig 
required (1510- to 
1870- psia umbil-
ical pressure) 
prior to admitting 
LOX to engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic supply pressure 1.1 
less than 400 psig, or 
loss of hydraulic 1.1.1 
pressure. 

1.1.1.l 

1.1.1.2 

Recommended Disposition 

CONTINUE :to LOX tanking 

If main fuel valve leakage has occurred with
out hydraulic pressure applied to the engine, 
accomplish either step 1.1.1.1 or 1.1.1.2 
(whichever is faster) then proceed. 

Install drain hoses on the fuel inlet manifold 
drain quick disconnects and leave installed 
until after hydraulic pressure is reapplied. 
Measure total volume of fuel that drains 
initially. 

Measure the volume of fuel in the thrust cham
ber prefill fluid post CDDT. Perform drainage 
with hydraulic pressure applied. 

1.2 Post CDDT - Perform thrust chamber LOX dome 
flush if the LOX dome contamination is 
suspected. 

1.3 If fuel volume noted in step 1.1.1.1 or 1.1.1.2 
exceeds 13 ounces, perform thrust chamber 
jacket flush post CDDT. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX .Drain ~tanifold 

Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed • Prefill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

· Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply 
pressure of 1400 
to 1800 psig 
required (1510- to 
1870- psia umbil-
ical pressure) 
prior to admitting 
LOX to engine. 

Nonconfonnance Condition 

2. Hydraulic supply pressure, 2.1 
400 to 1400 psig 

3. Hydraulic supply pressure, 3.1 
1800 to 2200 psig 

4. Hydraulic supply pressure, 4.1 
2200 to 3000 psig 

4.1.1 

5. Hydraulic supply pressure, 5.1 
greater than 3000 psig 

5 .1.1 

5 .1.2 

Recommended Disposition 

PROCEED 

CONTINUE through CDDT - DO NOT GIMBAL 

CONTINUE through CDDT - DO NOT GIMBAL 

Inspect for external hydraulic system leakage and 
fuel overboard drain line leakage; see pages 
covering these problems for disposition. 

HOLD - Turn LOX system purge ON. Turn off 
hydraulic pressure. 

Perform action applicable to loss of hydraulic 
pressure and, subsequent to reapplication of 
hydraulic pressure, perfonn 4.1.1. 

Evaluate possible requirement to replace component~' 
post CDDT. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET COOT 

Pending Operation 

0Inert Ordnance Inst. Q Prefill Topoff Q Admit LOX •start Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX Qorain Mani fold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence 0 LOX Drained 0 Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply 1. 
pressure of 1400 to 
1800 psig (1510-
to 1870-psig 2. 
umbilical pressure) 
with LOX in engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic supply pressure, 1.1 
400 to 1400 psig 

Hydraulic supply pressure, 2.1 
less than 400 psig, or 
loss of hydraulic 
pressure 

NOTE: 

2.1.1 

NOTE: 

Recommended Disposition 

PROCEED 

HOLD - Turn on the environmental and LOX sys
tem purges and leave the purges on until ox
idizer is removed from the engine or hydraulic 
pressure is restored. 

All field documentation specifies to start LOX 
detanking if hydraulic pressure is lost for 
more than 10 minutes. 

If hydraulic pressure is restored within 20 
minutes, perform the following. 

Reference Fig. 2 to determine actual time for 
paragraphs 2 . 1. 1 .and 2 . 1. 2 . 

2.1.1.1 
I Post CDDT - Drain thrust chamber fuel manifold 1 

prefill into a suitable container and inspect 
for the presence of fuel. Perform drainage 
with hydraulic supply pressure applied. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR \VET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto. Sequ~nce Q Drain LOX Qor_ain Manifold 

Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted · Q Inert Ordnance Installed Q Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply ~. 
·pressure of 1400 to 

1800 psig (1510-
to 1870-psig 
umbilical pressure) 
with LOX in engine. 

Nonconfonnance Condition 

Hydraulic supply pressure, 2.1.1.2.1 
less than 400 psig, or 
loss of hydraulic 
pressure 

2 .1.2 

2.1.2.1 

2.1.2.2 

(Continued on next page) 

Recommended Disposition 

If more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected, 
conduct main fuel valve leak test with hy
draulic pressure applied, and perform thrust 
chamber jacket flush. Perform thrust chamber 
LOX dome flush if LOX dome contamination is 
suspected. 

If hydraulic pressure is not restored in 20 
minutes, BACKOUT - remove LOX from engine and 
return engine to ambient temperature. 

Inspect the 
evidence of 
is detected 
on, conduct 
post COOT. 

gas generator combustor drain for 
leakage. If evidence of leakage 
and the LOX system purge was not 
gas generator LOX system flush 

! 
With hydraulic supply pressure applied, drain \ 
the thrust chamber fuel manifold prefill into ' 
a suitable container and inspect for presence 
of fuel. 



FIGURE 2 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF GAS GENERATOR BALL VALVE FUEL SHAFT 
STEADY-STATE AND TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE CHART 

The gas generator ball valve fuel shaft steady-state and transient temperature 
chart can be used for four purposes. 

1. The nomograph located at the bottom center of the chart represents 
a tradeoff between hydraulic pressure and hydraulic temperature. 
For any initial gas generator ball valve fuel shaft temperature, 
numerous hydraulic temperature and hydraulic pressure combinations 
are possible. This is illustrated with two combinations shown by 
the diagonal lines at (I) . 

2. The primary purpose of the chart is to determine the time interval 
from a complete loss of hydraulic pressure to the point where fuel 
will no longer flow when hydraulic pressure is restored. The follow
ing four steps should be used in connection with the chart: 

A. First, draw a line on the nomograph between the steady-state 
hydraulic temperature and hydraulic pressure at the time of 
the loss of hydraulic pressure. Where this line crosses the 
centerline at CD represents the gas generator ball valve 
fuel shaft temperature at that time. 

B. Secondly, draw a diagonal line f~ this gas generator ball 
valve fuel shaft temperature at ~ to the reference point at 

C. Thirdly, a horizontal line is drawn from (1} where the diagonal 
crosses the freezing point reference line to the exponential 
curve at ® . 

D. Finally, the time interval from the loss of hydraulic pressure 
to the point where fuel will no longer flow when hydraulic 
pressure is restored is read directly below the intersection of 
the exponential curve at ~ . 

3. The chart also can be used to determine the gas generator ball valve 
fuel shaft temperature for various time intervals after a complete 
hydraulic pressure loss as follows: 

A. 

B. 

c. 

R-8257 

First, the initial gas generator ball valve fuel shaft temperature, 
as found by drawing a diagonal line between the particular 
hydraulic temperature and hydraulic pressure at (!) is located 
on the scale at~ (reference step 2A). 

Second, the line is drawn from the temperature at ~ to the 
reference point at~ (reference step 2B) . 

Third, the specific t~ interval in question is located on the 
exponential curve at '(!) © . 

3SC 



D. Finally, a horizontal line is drawn from ~ to ~ , and 
the actual gas generator ball valve fuel shaft temperature 
is read above the intersection at Qg, . 

4. The 60 F 0-ring limit can also be used to determine if any action 
need be taken, If the hydraulic pressure is restored within the 
time interval as dictated by the intersection of the diagonal from 
~ to ~ and the 0-ring limit reference line, no action need be 
taken. If it is not restored within this time interval, but before 
the time limit imposed by the freezing point reference line, inspec
tion is necessary. 

R-8257 350 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed Q Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence O LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic supply 2. Hydraulic supply pressure 2.1.2.2.1 
less than 400 psig, or pressure of 1400 to 

1800 psig (1510-
to 1870-psia) 
umbilical pressure 
with LOX in engine. 

I 

I 
i 

loss of hydraulic 
pressure. 

2.1.2.3 

2.1.2.4 

13. Hydraulic supply pressure, 3.1 
1800 to 2200 psig 

4. Hydraulic supply pressure, 4.1 
2200 to 3000 psig 

4 .1.1 

(Continued on next page) 

Recommended Disposition 

If more than 13 ounches of fuel is detected, 
post CDDT conduct main fuel valve leak test 
with hydraulic pressure applied, and perform 
thrust chamber jacket flush. Perform t hrust 
chamber LOX dome flush if LOX dome contamina
tion is suspected. 

With hydraulic pressure appl i ed, inspect for 
leakage from the fuel overboard drain line, 
and for external hydraulic system leakage 
(see pages covering these problems for 
disposition). 

Remove plugs from port "G" on each main fuel 
valve and inspect (swab check) for evidence 
of fuel. If fuel is detected, replace the 
main fuel valve per applicable field manual. 

CONTINUE through CDDT - DO NOT GIMBAL 

CONTINUE through CDDT - DO NOT GIMBAL 

Inspect for external hydraulic leakage and fuel 
overboard drain line leakage; see pages cover
ing these problems for disposition. 



GUIDELINES FOR \VET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto. Sequence 0 Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed Q Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained 0 Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply 5. 
pressure of 1400 to 
1800 psig (1510-
to 1870-psia) 
umbilical pressure 
with LOX in engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic supply pressure 5.1 
greater than 3000 psig 

5.1.1 

5.1.2 

5.1.3 

Recommended Disposition 

BACKOUT - Turn on LOX system purge. Reduce 
hydraulic pressure to value between 400 and 
3000 psig. If pressure is above 3600 psig, 
turn hydraulic pressure off. 

With hydraulic pressure applied, inspect for 
external hydraulic leakage and fuel overboard 
drain line leakage; see pages covering these 
problems for disposition. 

Perform action applicable to reduced hydraulic 
pressure per the preceding applicable paragraph. 

Evaluate possible requirement to replace compon
ents post CDDT. 



GUIDELINES FOR \VET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence .Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed Q Pre fill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply 1. 
pressure of 1400 
to 1800 psig (1510-
to 1870-psia umbil 2. 
ical pressure) 
with LOX in engine. 

Nonconfonnance Condition Recommended Disposition 

Hydraulic supply pressure 1.1 
400 to 1400 psig 

PROCEED 

Hydraulic supply pressure 2.1 
less than 400 psig, or 

HOLD - Turn on the environmental and LOX system 
purges and leave the purges on until oxidizer is 
removed from the engine or hydraulic pressure is 
restored, then PROCEED. 

loss of hydraulic 
pressure 

2.1.1 

2.1.2 

Post CDDT, inspect the gas generator combustor 
drain for evidence of leakage. If evidence of 
leakage is detected and the LOX system purge was 
not on, conduct gas generator LOX system flush 
post COOT. 

Post COOT, with hydraulic supply pressure 
applied, drain the thrust chamber fuel manifold 
prefill into a suitable container and inspect 
for presence of fuel. 

2.1. 2.1 If more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected, post ' 
CDDT, conduct main fuel valve leak test with 
hydraulic pressure applied, and perform thrust 
jacket flush. Perform thrust chamber LOX dome 
flush if LOX dome contamination is suspected. 

(Continued on next page) 
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oo Pending Operation 
N 

~ 0 Inert Ordnance Inst. Q Prefil 1 Topoff Q Admit LOX Q Start Auto. Sequence • Drain LOX QDrain Mani fold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflmved QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence O LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition · Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

Hydraulic supply 2. Hydraulic supply pressure 2.1.3 
less . than 400 psig, or 

If hydraulic pressure is not restored in 20 min
utes, inspect for leakage from the fuel over
board drain line, and for external hydraulic 
system leakage with hydraulic pressure applied 
post CDDT. See pages covering these problems 
for disposition. 

pressure of 1400 to 
1800 psig (1510-
to 1870-psia umbil
ical pressure) with 
LOX in engine. 

I 
I 

i 

loss of hydraulic 
pressure 

3. Hydraulic supply pres-
sure, 1800 to 2200 psig 

4. Hydraulic supply pres-
sure, 2200 to 3000 psig 

5. Hydraulic supply pres
sure greater than 
3000 psig 

2.1.3.1 Remove plugs from Port 11G11 on each main LOX 
valve and inspect (Swab check) for evidence of 
fuel if hydraulic pressure is not restored in 
20 minutes. If fuel is detected, replace the 
main LOX valve per applicable field manual. 

3.1 

4.1 

4.1.1 

5.1 

CONTINUE through CDDT - DO NOT GIMBAL 

CONTINUE through CDDT - DO NOT GIMBAL 

Inspect for external hydraulic leakage and fuel 
overboard drain line leakage; see pages covering ' 
these problems for disposition. 

HOLD - Turn on LOX system purge. Reduce 
hydraulic pressure to value between 400 and 3000 
psig. If pressure is above 3600 psig, turn 
hydraulic pressure off, then PROCEED. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

binert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence • Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill Overflmved QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply s. 
pressure of 1400 
to 1800 psig (1510-
to 1870-psia 
umbilical pressure) 
with LOX in engine. 

Non conformance Condi ti on 

Hydraulic supply pressure 5.1.l 
greater than 3000 psig 

5.1.2 

5 .1.3 

Recommended Disposition 

With hydraulic pressure applied post CDDT, 
inspect for external hydraulic leakage and fuel 
overboard drain line leakage; see pages covering 
these problems for disposition. 

Perform action applicable to reduced hydraulic 
pressure per the preceding applicable paragraphs 
post CDDT. 

Evaluate possible requirement to replace compon
ents post CDDT. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET COOT 

Pending Operation 

Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence 0 LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic fluid 1. 
temperature of 60 
to 130 F required 
with LOX in engine. 2. 

Nonconfonnance Condition 

Hydraulic fluid tempera
ture, 130 to 200 F 

Hydraulic fluid tempera
ture, 40 to 60 F 

3. Hydraulic fluid tempera
ture less than 40 F 

1. 

2.1 

2.1.1 

2 .1. 2 

3.1 

Recommended Disposition 

PROCEED 

HOLD - Check engine hydraulic supply pressure. 

If hydraulic temperature is SO to 60 F, raise 
hydraulic pressure to 1800 psig and PROCEED. 

If hydraulic temperature is 40 to SO F, raise 
hydraulic pressure to 2200 psig and CONTINUE 
through CDDT, - DO NOT GIMBAL 

HOLD - Investigate and correct problem. 

3.1.l Obtain a hydraulic temperature in excess of 40 F 
and raise hydraulic pressure to attain a tem
perature-pressure relationship in accordance 
with 2.1.1 or 2.1.2. 

3.1.1.1 Inspect the fuel overhoard drain line for leak
age; see page covering this condition ror 
disposition. 

3.1. 2 If problem cannot be corrected, BACKOUT. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR \VET COOT 
r-------------------------------------------------·-----------; 

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequ~nce Q Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill Overflmved Owx Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic fluid 3. Hydraulic fluid tempera- 3.1. 2.1 
ture less than 40 F temperature of 60 

to 130 F required 
with LOX in engine. 

4. Hydraulic fluid tempera- 4.1 
ture greater than 200 F 

4.1.1 

~.1.1.1 

4.1.1.2 

4.1.1.3 

Recommended Disposition 

When hydraulic temperature is restored, inspect 
for external hydraulic system leakage and over
board fuel drain line leakage; see pages cover
ing these conditions for disposition. 

HOLD - Reduce hydraulic pressure to the m1n1mum 
value at which the hydraulic unit will satis
factorily operate, but not less than 400 psig. 

If hydraulic pressure reduction is not effective 
in reducing hydraulic temperature, BACKOUT. 
Turn on LOX system purge and turn off hydraulic 
pressure. 

With hydraulic supply pressure reapplied post 
CDDT, inspect for fuel in thrust chamber fuel 
manifold prefill. 

If more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected, per
form thrust chamber jacket flush. Perform a LOX 
dome flush if LOX dome contamination is 
suspected. 

Post CDDT, inspect the combustor drain for evi
dence of fuel leakage. If evidence of leakage 
is detected and the LOX system purge was not on, 
flnc:::h tr~c:: 17P.ner~Tor InY iniecT.or 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR \VET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Qorain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic fluid 4. 
temperature of 60 
to 130 F required 
with LOX in engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic fluid tempera- 4.1.2 
ture greater than 200 F 

Recommended Disposition 

Inspect for leakage from fuel overboard drain 
line after correcting problem; see page covering 
this condition for disposition. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

~ Pending Operation 

~ 0Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto. Sequence • Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflo1Ved .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 
--~~~~~~~~-.-~~~~~~~~ ···~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic fluid 1. 
temperature of 60 
to 130 F required 
with LOX in engine. 2. 

Non conformance Condi ti on 

Hydraulic fluid tempera- 1. 1 
ture, 130 to 200 F 

Hydraulic fluid tempera- ~.l 
ture, 40 to 60 F 

t2.1. l 

t2.1.2 

3. Hydraulic Fluid tempera- 3.1 
ture less than 40 F 

3.1.1 

~.1.1.1 

3.1.2. 

(Continued on next page) 

Recommended Disposition 

PROCEED 

HOLD - Check engine hydraulic supply pressure. 

If hydraulic temperature is 50 to 60 F, raise 
hydraulic pressure to 1800 psig and PROCEED. 

If hydraulic temperature is 40 to 50 F, raise 
hydraulic pressure to 2200 psig and CONTINUE 
through CDDT, - DO NOT GIMBAL. 

HOLD - Investigate and correct problem. 

Obtain a hydraulic temperature in excess of 40 F 
and raise hydraulic pressure to attain a 
temperature-pressure relationship in accordance 
with 2 • 1. 1 or 2 • 1. 2 D I 

Inspect the fuel overboard drain line for leak
age; see page covering this condition for 
disposition. 

If problem cannot be corrected, BACKOUT - remove 
LOX from engine. 

_J 



GUIDELINES FOR \VET CDDT 
;:o 
I 
oo Pending Operation 
N 

~ ()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto. Sequence • Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflo\Ved .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condi ti on 

Hydraulic fluid 3. Hydraulic fluid 
temperature less than 
40 F 

3.1.2.1 
temperature of 60 
to 130 F required 
with LOX in engine. 

4. Hydraulic fluid tempera- 4.1 
ture greater than 200 F 

4.1.1 

4.1.1.1 

14.1.1.2 

Recommended Disposition 

When hydraulic temperature is restored, inspect 
for external hydraulic system leakage and over
board fuel drain line leakage. Post CDDT, in
spect gas generator combustor drain line for 
evidence of gas generator seal leakage; s~e page 

covering these conditions for disposition. 

HOLD - Reduce hydraulic pressure to the minimum 
value at which the hydraulic unit will satis
factorily operate, but not less than 400 psig. 

If hydraulic pressure reduction is not effective 
in reducing hydraulic temperature, BACKOUT -
remove LOX from engine. Turn on LOX system 
purge, consider cycling hydraulic pressure on 
and off in 2-minute intervals until LOX is 
removed from the engine, then remove hydraulic 
pressure. 

With hydraulic supply pressure applied, inspect 
for fuel in thrust chamber fuel manifold prefill~ 

If more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected, per
form thrust chamber jacket flush. Perform a LOX 
dome flush if LOX dome contamination is 
suspected. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto. Sequence • Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic fluid ~. 
temperature of 60 
to 130 F required 
with LOX in engine. 

i 
i 

Nonconfonnance Condition 

Hydraulic fluid temperature 4.1.1.3 
greater than 200F 

4.1.2 

Recommended Disposition 

Post CDDT, inspect the combustor drain for 
evidence of fuel leakage. If evidence of 
leakage is detected and the LOX system purge 
was not on, flush gas generator LOX injector. 

Inspect for leakage from fuel overboard drain 
line after correcting problem; see page covering 
this condition for disposition. 
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GUIDELINES FOR \VET COOT 

Pending Operation 

0Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence 0 Drain LOX Q_orain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill Overflmved QLOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Fuel pump inlet 1. 
pressure shall be 
within the range 
of 43. 3 to 110 
psiat from tank 
pressurization to 
T-19 seconds 
(monitored as fuel 
tank ullage 
pressure) 

i 

I 2 0 

I 

Nonconfonnance Condition 

Fuel pump inlet pressure 
less than 43.3 psiat 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 CONTINUE THROUGH AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE, verify fuel 
prevalves are open, then PROCEED with securing. 

1.2 Post CDDT, verify value of fuel tank ullage pressure 
during AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE (minimum ullage pressure 
redline is 27.0 psia) and verify fuel prevalves were 
open. Check out instrumentation system to define 
reading error. 

1.3 Verify gross fuel system leakage does not exist. 

NOTE:An ullage pressure redline (27.0 psia) in conjunction 
with a flight mass load redline (99.8 percent) will 
yield a fuel pump inlet pressure of 43.3 psiat. 
Fuel pump inlet pressure is not a redline, and is not 
real-time monitored during the AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. 

Fuel pump inlet pressure 2.1 
greater than 110 psiat 

PROCEED 

2.2 Post CDDT, verify value of fuel tank ullage pressure · 
during AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE (maximum ullage pressure 
redline in 30.2 psia) and verify fuel prevalves were 
open. Check out instrunentation to define reading 
error. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET COOT 

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed Q Pre fill Overflmved QLOx Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Fuel pump inlet 2. 
oressure shall be 
within the range of 
~3.3 to 110 psiat 
~rorn tank pressuri
tz.ation to T-19 
seconds (monitored 
as fuel tank ullage 
bressure) 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel_ pump inlet pressure 
greater than 110 psiat 

Recommended Disposition 

NOTE: An ullage pressure redline of 30.2 psia maximum 
is equivalent to approximately 48-psiat fuel pump 
inlet pressure. The fuel tank vent and relief 
valve is actuated at approximately 31.5 psia, 
either mechanically by the pressure or automatic
ally by the high fuel tank pressure switch. Fuel 
pump inlet pressure is not a redline and is not 
real-time monitored during the AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. 



GUIDELINES FOR WET COOT 
:;a 
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oo Pending Operation 
N 

~ ()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequ~nce Qorain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Pre fill Overflmved .LOX A<lmi tted 

• Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Fuel bulk tempera- 1. 
ture shall be 
within the range 
of 35 to 100 F 
during engine 
operation 

2. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel bulk temperature is 
greater than 100 F 

-

Fuel bulk temperature is 
less than 35 F 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 PROCEED 

1.2 Subsequent to completion of CDDT, verify instrumen
tation systems 

2.1 PROCEED 

2.2 Subsequent to completion of COOT, verify instrumen
tation system 

2.3 If temperature was less than 0 F; inspect engine 
for external fuel and fuel overboard drain line 
leakage, post CDDT. 

I 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX Qo:r:_ain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Prefi 11 Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

RP-1 fuel specific 1. 
gravity shall be iTI 
the range of 0.801 
to 0.815 per 
MIL-R-25576. 

Nonconformance Condition 

RP-1 specific gravity 
less than 0.801 or 
greater than 0.815 

1.1 

1.2 

Recommended Disposition 

SONTINUE through COOT 

Out-of-tolerance values of RP-1 specific gravity 
are indicative of a measurement error or contami
nation of the fuel with another fluid. 

1.3 Obtain additional RP-1 samples and conduct labora
tory analyses to determine correct specific gravity 
values. 

1.4 If specific gravity is verified to be outside of 
MIL specification values, BACKOUT. 

1.5 Determine the identity of the contaminates respon
sible for the discrepant specific gravity value. 
The determination of fuel acceptability is depend
ent upon the type of contaminant, its effect on 
engine performance, and the performance effect on 
flight trajectory. 

NOTES: 

1. RP-1 low specific gravity results in high engine 
performance, while high specific gravity results in 
low engine performance. The performance effect is 
+l.8K-lb thrust for each engine per -0.001 units 
of specific ~ravitv. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR \VET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

RP-I fuel specific 1. 
gravity shall be 
in the range of 
0.801 to 0.815 per 
MIL-R-25576. 

Nonconformance Condition 

RP-I specific gravity 
less than 0.801 or 
greater than 0.815 

Recommended Disposition 

NOTES: 

2. Tii.e effect of engine performance level change due to 
specific gravity upon Saturn V flight trajectory 
must be assessed by NASA. 



GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 
::0 
I oo Pending Operation 

N 

~ 0Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Qorain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

RP-1 fue 1 sh al 1 
not contain 
excessive quanti
ties of RJ-1 fuel. 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

1. RP-1 fuel is contaminated 1.1 PROCEED 
with RJ-1 fuel. 

2.1 Subsequent to CDUT completion, determine the amount 
of RJ-1 mixed with the RP-1. The effect of RJ-1 
mixed with RP-1 is to increase the fuel specific 
gravity, which will decrease engine thrust. 100 per
cent RJ-1 lowers engine thrust 4 percent, thrust OK 
pressure switches will pick up; however, the effect 
of low liftoff thrust and low flight thrust on 
Saturn V flight trajectory must be assessed by NASA. 
A fuel volume of approximately 475 gallons per 
engine will be consumed prior to launch liftoff; 
however, RJ-1 volumes greater than approximately 
170 gallons in the inboard and 198 gallons in the 
outboard engine fuel suction lines will result in 
mixing in the fuel tank. 
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oo Pending Operation 
N 

~ Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill 1opoff QA<lmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fuel 
overboard drain 
line shall not 
exceed that volu
metric flowrate 
recorded during 
hydraulic system 
leak and func
tional test. 

1. 

2. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage from fuel 1.1 
overboard drain line 
exceeds the volumetric 
flowrate recorded during 
hydraulic system leak and 
functional test. 

Prefill leakage from fuel 2.1 
overboard drain line 

Recommended Disposition 

CONTINUE through CDDT - Attempt to define leakage 
rate and type of fuel. Post CDDT, investigate the 
source of leakage by use of an isolation procedure. 

CONTINUE through COOT - Replace hypergol manifold 
assembly post CDDT. 
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GUIDELINES FOR \VET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequ~nce Q Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Pre fill Overflowed .LOX A<lmi tted 

• Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 
......._~~~~~~~~--,....--~~~~~ 

Nominal Condition 

Zero liquid leakage I. 
from turbopump lube 
seal drain line 

Nonconformance Condition 

Liquid leakage from drain I.I 
line 

Recommended Disposition 

BACKOUT - Remove propellants from engine. Take 
investigative action to determine leakage source. 
Engine replacement may be required. 



GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT ,, 
I 
~ Pending Operation 

~ Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence 0 Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Pre fill Overflowed QLOX Atlmi tted 

QAuto. Sequence O LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No external fuel 
leakage allowed 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. External fuel leakage is 
noted from engine seal 
(propellant feed system 
or hydraulic system). 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 CONTINUE to LOX tanking - Isolate leakage source 
1 

f and determine if leakage is greater than surface 
wetting. 

• 1.1.1 If the leak is from the engine hydraulic control 
system,turn on LOX dome-gas generator LOX injector 
purge and turn off hydraulic pressure to the 
engine. 

1.1.2 Torque joint to maximum allowed value and verify 
that fuel leakage stops or is reduced to surface 
wetting. 

1.1.3 BACKOUT - If fuel leakage exceeds a surface wettint 
condition at maximum joint torque, remove fuel 
from engine. Replace discrepant seal per appli
cable field manual. 

1.2 If leak is from engine fuel system joint, torque 
joint to maximum allowed value and verify that 
fuel leakage stops. 

1.2.1 BACKOUT - If fuel leakage continues at maximum 
joint torque, remove fuel from engine. Replace 
discrepant seal per applicable field manual. 

(Continued o~ next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR \VET CDDT 
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I oo Pending Operation 

N 

~ ()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Pre fill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No external fuel 
leakage allowed 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. External fuel leakage is 
noted from engine seal 
(propellant feed system 
or hydraulic system). 

1.3 

Recommended Disposition 

Remove residual fuel from engine external surfaces 
and replace any fuel-wetted thermal insulation 
panels per applicable field manual. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

~ Pending Operation 

~ Q .Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence 0 Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No external fuel 
leakage allowed 

1. 

Nonconfonnance Condition 

External fuel leakage is 
noted from engine seal 
(propellant feed system or 
hydraulic system). 

1. 1 

1.1.1 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Isolate leakage source and take actions to 
prevent external contamination of engine and 
thermal insulation. 

If the leak is from the engine hydraulic control 
system, turn on LOX dome-gas generator LOX injec
tor purge and turn off hydraulic pressure to the 
engine. 

1.1.2 Torque joint to maximum allowed value and verify 
that fuel leakage stops or is reduced to surf ace 
wetting. 

1.1.3 BACKOUT - If fuel leakage exceeds a surface wet
ting condition at maximum joint torque, remove 
fuel from engine. Replace discrepant seal per 
applicable field manual. 

1.2 If leak is from engine fuel system joint, torque 
joint to maximum allowed value and verify that 
fuel leakage stops. 

1.2.1 BACKOUT - If fuel leakage continues at maximum 
joint torque, remove fuel from engine. Replace 
discrepant seal per applicable field manual. 

1. 3 Remove residual fuel from engine external surfac~ 
and replace any fuel-wetted thermal insulation 
panels per applicable field manual. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT ,, 
I 
oo Pending Operation 
N 

~ Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto. Sequence • Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

Q Fue~ Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed Q Pre fill Overflmved .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence O LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No external fuel 
leakage al lowed 

Nonconforrnance Condition 

1. External fuel leakage 
noted from engine. 

1.1 

Recommended Disposition 

BACKOlIT - Remove LOX from engine and isolate leak
age source. Take actions to prevent external con
tamination of engine and thermal insulation. 

1.1.l If the leak is from the engine hydraulic control 
system, turn on LOX dome-gas generator LOX injecto 
purge and turn off hydraulic pressure to the 
engine. 

1.1.2 Torque joint to maximum allowed value and verify 
that fuel leakage stops or is reduced to surface 
wetting. 

1.1.3 BACKOUT - If fuel leakage exceeds a surface wettin! 
condition at maximum joint torque, remove fuel froo 
engine and replace discrepant seal per applicablz 
field manual. 

1. 2 

1. 2.1 

1. 3 

If leak is from engine fuel system joint, torque 
joint to maximum allowed value and verify that 
fuel leakage stops. 

BACKOUT - If fuel leakage continues at maximum 
joint torque, remove fuel from engine. Replace 
discrepant seal per applicable field manual. 

Remove residual fuel from engine external surfaces 
and replace any fuel-wetted thermal insulation 
panels per applicable field manual. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

" I 
oo Pending Operation 
N 

~ ninert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No external fuel 
leakage allowed 

1. 

i 

' 

Nonconfonnance Condition 

External fuel leakage is 
noted from engine seal 
(propellant feed system or 
hydraulic system). 

! 

1.1 

1.1.1 

Recommended Disposition 

Isolate leakage source and take actions to prevent 
external contamination of engine and thermal 
insulation. 

If the leak is from the engine hydraulic control 
system, turn on LOX dome-gas generator LOX 
injector purge and turn off hydraulic pressure to 
the engine. 

1.1.2 Torque joint to maximum allowed value and verify 
that fuel leakage stops or is reduced to surface 
wetting. 

1.1. 3 

1.2 

1. 2.1 

1. 3 

If fuel leakage exceeds a surface wetting condi
tion at maximum joint torque, remove fuel from 
engine. Replace discrepant seal per applicable 
field manual. 

If leak is from engine fuel system joint, torque 
joint to maximum allowed value and verify that 
fuel leakage stops. 

If fuel leakage continues at maximum joint torque, 
remove fuel from engine. Replace discrepant seal 
per applicable field manual. 

Remove residual fuel from engine external surfaces 
and replace any fuel-wetted thermal insulation 
panels per applicable field manual. 
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GUIDELINES FOR \VET COOT 
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I 
~ Pending Operation 

~ Qinert Ordnance Inst .• Prefill Topoff QA<lmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed 0Prefil1 Overflo\ved Qwx Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Main fuel valve 
leakage without 
hydraulic pressure 
applied shall not 
exceed 500 cc/min. 
from each valve. 

Nonconfonnance Condition Recommended Disposition 

1. Fuel leakage noted from 1.1 
thrust chamber fuel inlet 
manifold drain hoses in 1.1.1 
excess of 500 cc/min. 

HOLD - Turn on LOX system purge. 

Apply 1400 to 1800 psig (1510- to 1870-psia 
umbilical pressure) hydraulic pressure. 

per fuel valve. 
1.1.1.1 Proceed through COOT with LOX system purge on, 

hydraulic pressure applied to the engine, and 
drain hoses installed on the fuel inlet mani
fold drain quick disconnects. 

1.1.1.1.1 Post CDDT, replace discrepant main fuel valve 
per applicable field manual. 

1.1.1.1.2 Perform valve timing tests with low LOX dome
gas generator LOX injector purge on. 

1.1.1.1.3 Perform a thrust chamber fuel jacket flush. 
Perform LOX dome flush if fuel leakage over-

1

. 

flows from the thrust chamber injector and the , 
low LOX dome-gas generator LOX injector purge 
was not on. 

1.1.1.1.4 Perform main fuel valve leak test with and 
without hydraulic pressure applied to the 
replacement main fuel valve. 



GUIDELINES FOR \VET CDDT 
;o 
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oo Pending Operation 
N 

~ Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

CJl 
0 
;J> 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Prefill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Mani fold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No main fuel valve 1. 
leakage allowed 
with hydraulic 
pressure applied 
to engine 

I 
j 2. 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

Fuel leakage noted from 1.1 
thrust chamber fuel inlet 
manifold drain hoses 

HOLD - Turn on LOX system purge. PROCEED through 
CDDT with LOX system purge on, hydraulic pressure 
applied to the engine, and drain hoses installed 
on the fuel inlet manifold drain quick disconnects. 

Fuel leakage noted from 
thl1Jst chamber exit 

1.1.1 Post CDDT, replace discrepant main fuel valve per 
applicable field manual. 

1.1.2 Perform valve timing tests with low LOX dome-gas 
generator LOX injector purge on. 

1.1.3 Perform a thrust chamber fuel jacket flush if fuel 
leakage rate exceeds 1000 cc/min. from valve. Per
form LOX dome flush if fuel leakage overflows from 
the thrust chamber inj~ctor and the low LOX dome
gas generator LOX injector purge was not on. 

1.1.4 Perform main fuel valve leak test with and without 
hydraulic pressure applied to the replacement main 
fuel valve. 

2.1 HOLD - Turn on LOX system purge. 

2.1.1 Attach drain hoses to thrust chamber fuel inlet 
manifold drain quick disconnects and allow prefill 
fluid to drain. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR \VET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflmved Qwx Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No main fue 1 valve 2. 
leakage allowed 
with hydraulic 
pressure applied 
to engine 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber exit 

Recommended Disposition 

2.1.1.1 PROCEED through CDDT with LOX system purge on 
and drain hoses installed on the fuel inlet mani
fold drain quick disconnects. 

2.1.1.2 Post CDDT, replace discrepant main fuel valve per 
applicable field manual. 

2.1.1.3 Perform valve timing tests with low LOX dome-gas 
generator LOX injector purge on. 

2.1.1.4 Perform a thrust chamber fuel jacket flush. Per
form LOX dome flush if fuel leakage occurred 
without the low LOX dome-gas generator LOX 
injector purge on. 

2.1.1.5 Perform main fuel valve leak test with and with
out hydraulic pressure applied to the replacement! 
main fuel valve I 

i 



GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 
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~ Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence QDrain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill Overflowed Qwx Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence O LOX Drained Q Mani fold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No fuel leakage 1. 
allowed from thrust 
chamber exit (main 
fuel valves or gas 
generator valve) 

Nonconfonnance Condition 

Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber exit 

1.1 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Turn on LOX system servicing purge. 
Investigate and determine if the leakage is 
from the gas generator valve or the main fuel 
valves. 

1.1.1 If the gas generator valve is NOT leaking and 
the main fuel valve IS LEAKING, drain the 
thrust chamber fuel inlet manifold. PROCEED 
through CDDT with LOX system purge on and drain 
hoses installed on the fuel inlet manifold 
quick disconnects. 

1.1.1.1 Post CDDT, replace discrepant main fuel valve 
per applicable field manual. 

1.1.1.1.l Perform valve timing tests with LOX dome-gas 
generator LOX injector purge on. 

1.1.1.1.2 Perform main fuel valve leak test with and 
without hydraulic pressure applied. 

1.1.1.1.3 Perform thrust chamber fuel jacket flush. Per
form LOX dome flush if LOX dome contamination 
is suspected. 

1.1.2 If the gas generator valve IS LEAKING, BACKOUT. 
Remove prefill and propellant from engine. 

(Continued on next page) 



GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

" ~ Pending Operation 
I\.) 

~ 0Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill Overflowed Owx Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence O LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No fuel leakage 1. 
allowed from thrust 
chamber exit (main 
fuel valves or gas 
generator valve) 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber exit 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1.2.1 Replace discrepant gas generator valve per 
applicable field manual. 

1.1.2.2 Perform engine valve timing test with low LOX 
dome-gas generator LOX injector purge on. 

~.1.2.3 Perform gas generator LOX injector flush. 

~.1.3 Replace any fuel-wetted thermal insulation panel 
per applicable field manual. 
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~ ()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QA<lmit LOX •start Auto. Sequence • Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

t/1 
N 
> 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed Q Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No fuel leakage 1. 
allowed from thrust 
chamber exit (main 
fuel valves or gas 
generator valve) 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber exit 

1.1 

1.1.1 

1.1.1.1 

Recommended Disposition 
.~----~--------l 

BACKOUT - Turn on LOX system servicing purge. 
Remove LOX from engine. Investigate and 
determine if the leakage is from the gas 
generator valve or the main fuel valves. 

If the gas generator valve is NOT leaking and 
the main fuel valve IS LEAKING, drain the 
thrust chamber fuel inlet manifold. PROCEED 
through CDDT with LOX system purge on and drain 
hoses installed on the fuel inlet manifold 
quick disconnects. 

Post CDDT, replace discrepant main fuel valve 
per applicable field manual. 

1.1.1.1.1 Perform valve timing tests with low LOX dome
gas generator LOX injector purge on. 

1.1.1.1.2 Perform main fuel valve leak test with and 
without hydraulic pressure applied. 

1.1.1.1.3 Perform thrust chamber fuel jacket flush. Per
form LOX dome flush if LOX dome contamination 
is suspected. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

oo Pending Operation 
N 

~ ()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto. Sequence • Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No fuel leakage 1. 
allowed from thrust 
chamber exit (main 
fuel valves or gas 
generator valve) 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber exit 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1.2 If the gas generator valve IS LEAKING, BACKOUT. 
Remove prefill and propellant from engine. 

1.1.2.1 Replace discrepant gas generator valve per 
applicable field manual. 

1.1.2.2 

1.1.2.3 

1.1.3 

Perform engine valve timing test with low LOX 
dome-gas generator LOX injector purge on. 

Perform gas generator LOX injector flush. 

Replace any fuel-wetted thermal insulation panels 
per applicable field manual. 
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GUIDELINES FOR \'JET COOT 

Pending Operation 

ninert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Prefill Overflmved QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Mani fold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No gas generator 1. 
valve fuel leakage 
allowed 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage noted from 
gas generator combustor 
drain port 

1.1 

1.1. l 

1.1.1.1 

1.1.1.1.1 

1.1.1.2 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Turn ON LOX system purge. 

If hydraulic pressure is not applied to the 
engine, apply 1400 to 1800 psig (1510- to 
1870-psia umbilical pressure) hydraulic 
pressure. 

If leakage stops with hydraulic pressure 
applied, PROCEED through CDDT with the 
hydraulic system pressurized. Hydraulic pres
sure will be required any time fuel is in the 
engine. 

Post CDDT, remove fuel from the gas generator 
combustor. Perform a gas generator LOX 
injector flush if gas generator valve leakage 
occurs without the LOX system purge on. 

If leakage continues with hydraulic pressure 
applied, BACKOUT. Remove prefill and propel
lant from engine. 

1.1.1.2.1 Replace discrepant gas generator valve per 
applicable field manual. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR \VET COOT 

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Pre fill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No gas generator 1. 
valve fuel leakage 
allowed 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage noted from 
gas generator combustor 
drain port 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1.1.2.2 Perform engine valve timing test with low LOX 
dome-gas generator LOX injector purge on. 

1.1.1.2.3 Perform gas generator LOX injector flush. 
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GUIDELINES FOR \VET COOT 

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX Qor_ain Manifold 

Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence O LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

LOX pump inlet pres- 1. 
sure shall be withir 
the range of 78.3 
to 165 psia from 
LOX tank pressuriza
tion complete to 
T-19 seconds (mon
itored as LOX tank 
ullage pressure). 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

LOX pump inlet pressure 1.1 CONTINUE through AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. 
is below 78.3 psia, as 
indicated by an outboard 1.2 
LOX suction line pressure 
below 76.7 psia. 

1.3 

Failure to meet indicated suction line pressures 
is indicative of gross LOX leakage, a closed LOX 1 

prevalve, or instrumentation out of tolerance. 

If gross LOX leakage is observed drain LOX as soon 
as possible. 

1.4 If LOX prevalves are open and there is no gross 
lOX leakage, PROCEED. 

1.5 Post CDDT, verify value for LOX tank ullage pres
sure during AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE (minimum ullage 
pressure redline is 23.7 psia) and check out LOX 
suction line pressure instrumentation system. 

filll]_: LOX suction line pressures are not redlines and 
are not real-time monitored during AUTOMATIC 
SEQUENCE. An ullage pressure minimum redline of 
23.7 psia with a flight mass load redline of 99.8 
percent are relied upon to provide sufficient LOX 
pump inlet pressure. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 
;;z::i 
I 
co Pending Operation 
N 

~ Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

LOX pump inlet 2. 
pressure shall be 
within the range 
of 78.3 to 165 psi< 
from LOX tank pres
surization completE 
to T-19 seconds 
(monitored as LOX 
tank ullage 
pressure). 

Nonconformance Condition 

LOX pump inlet pressure is 2.1 
over 165 psia, as indicatec 
by an outboard LOX suction 2.2 
line pressure exceeding 
161.7 psia on the inboard 
LOX suction line pressure 
exceeding 163.4 psia 

NQTI..: 

Recommended Disposition 

PROCEED 

Exceeding maximum LOX pump inlet pressure is 
indicative of out-of-tolerance instrumentation. 
Post CDDT, verify value for LOX tank ullage pres
sure during AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE (maximum ullage 
pressure redline is 30.2 psia) and check out LOX 
suction line pressure instrumentation system. 

LOX suction line pressures are not redlines and 
are not real-time monitored during AUTOMATIC 
SEQUENCE. An ullage pressure maximum redline of 
30!2 psia with a maximum flight mass load of 
100.2 percent provides a LOX pump inlet pressure 
of 85.6 psia. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET COOT 

Pending Operation 

0Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Adrni tted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

LOX pump inlet tern- 1. 
perature shall be 
within the range of 
-275 to -297.5 from 
temperature stabili
zation after initi
ation of bubbling 
until initiation of 
AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. 

2. 

Nonconfonnance Condition 

LOX pump inlet temperature 1.1 
in excess of -275 F, as 
indicated by LOX suction 1.2 
line temperature in excess 
of -275 F. 

1.3 

Recommended Disposition 

PROCEED 

LOX temperature warmer than -275 F is not possible 
if the LOX recirculation (helium bubbling) system 
is operative. 

Post CDDT, check LOX suction line temperature 
instrumentation system and bubbling system. 

NOTE: The normal helium bubbling system flows LOX from 
No. 2 duct to No. l duct, and LOX from ducts 

LOX pump inlet temperature 2.1 
less than -297.5 F, as 
indicated by LOX suction 2.2 
line temperature less than 
-297.5 F. 

No. 5 and No. 4 to No. 3 duct. 

PROCEED 

LOX temperature colder than -297.5 F is indicative 
of out-of-tolerance instrumentation systems. Post 
CDDT, check LOX suction line temperature instru- j 
mentation system. 1 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET COOT 

Pending Operation 

0Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

LOX purity sh.al 1 be 1. 
equal to or exceed 
99.5 percent oxygen 
per MIL-P-25508C. 
Oxidizer purity is 
normally determined 
prior to facility 
storage tank fill-
ing and prior to 
vehicle tanking. 

I 
' 
I 

I 

Nonconfonnance Condition 

Oxidizer purity is less 
than 99.5 percent by 
volume when gasified. 

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

I.a 

1.5 

NOTES: 

1. 

2. 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD 

Failure to meet oxygen purity is indicative of a 
purity detennination error or contamination of 
the oxygen. 

Obtain additional oxygen samples, and conduct 
laboratory analyses to determine correct purity 
of oxygen and identity of the contamination. 

If purity is satisfactory, PROCEED. 

If purity is below 99.5 percent as a result of an 
inert dilutant (nitrogen, argon), PROCEED. 

Engine performance is degraded by inert dilutantsr 
Oxygen dilution of 1 percent (by weight) with : 
nitrogen will lower thrust 35K, lower engine mix- : 
ture ratio 0.0058 units, and lower engine spe
cific impulse 2.0 seconds. 

The final disposition of this oxygen must be 
determined by NASA. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 
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~ Pending Operation 

~ ().Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

LOX purity shall be 1. 
equal to or exceed 
99.S percent oxygen 
per MIL-P-25508C. 
Oxidizer purity is 
normally determined 
prior to facility 
storage tank fill-
ing and prior to 
vehicle tanking. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Oxidizer purity is less 
than 99.S percent by 
volume when gasified. 

1.6 

Recommended Disposition 

If purity is below 99.S percent with unsatisfactory 
hydrocarbon or particulate contamination, HOLD 
pending availability of satisfactory oxygen. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

~ Pending Operation 

~ Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence • Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed Q Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No LOX leakage 
allowed from 
primary LOX seal 
drain line. 

1. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Liquid leakage is emi ttin~ 1. 1 
from the LOX seal drain 
line. 

Recommended Disposition 

CONTINUE through CDDT. Minor leakage from the 
drain line is not uncommon during turbopump 
chilldown. 



GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 
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oo Pending Operation 
N 

~ Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence • Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

VI 
00 

Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed Q Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

.Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No external LOX 
leakage allowed 

Nonconfonnance Condition 

1. External LOX leakage noted 1.1 
from engine 

1.1.1 

1.1.2 

1.1.2.1 

1.2 

Recommended Disposition 

BACKOUT - Turn on the environmental purge and 
leave on until LOX is removed from the engine. 

Remove LOX from engine and isolate leakage source 

Torque joint to maximum allowed value and verify 
that leakage stops. 

If leakage continues at maximum joint torque, 
replace discrepant seal per applicable field 
manual. 

Evaluate possible requirement to replace or test 
componentsexposed to the external LOX leakage. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET COOT 

Pending Operation 

Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence • Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflmved .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No LOX leakage 1. 
allowed from thrust 
chamber exit (main 
LOX valves or gas 
generator ball 
valve) 

Nonconformance Condition 

LOX leakage is detected 
from the thrust chamber 
exito 

1.1 

1.1.1 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - If leakage continues, BACKOUT. Remove 
propellants, and prefill from engine. 

Determine if leakage is past main LOX valve or 
gas generator ball valve. 

1.1.1.1 Replace discrepant valve per applicable field 
manual. 

l.l.lo2 Perform valve timing tests with low LOX system 
purge ON. 

1.1.1.3 If gas generator ball valve is replaced, perform 
gas generator LOX injector flush per applicable 
field manual. If main LOX valve is replaced and 
LOX dome contamination is suspected, perform LOX 
dome flush. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

0Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

LOX dome-gas gener- 1. 
ator LOX injector 
purge must be on 
with a pressure 
range of 120 to 
1000 psig during 
prefill admittance 2. 
to the engine, dur
ing prefill tapoff 
of the injector, 
and during engine 
gimbaling with pre
fill in the thrust 
chamber. Nominal 
pressure is 220 3. 
psig. (Measurement 
monitored at Lut. ,; 
System tiP between ' 
measurement and 
engine interface is 
80 psi when inter
face pressure is 
120 psig.) 

Nonconformance Condition 

Purge below 60 psig or 1.1 
goes off during thrust 
chamber prefill, prefill 
topoff, or engine 
gimbaling. 

Purge pressure between 60 2.1 
and 120 psig during 
thrust chamber prefill, 
prefill topoff, or engine 
gimbaling. 2.2 

Purge pressure above 3.1 
1000 psig during thrust 
chamber prefill, prefill 
topoff, or engine 
gimbaling. 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Turn purge off, then CONTINUE through WET 
CDDT. Perform LOX dome flush post CDDT. . 

HOLD - Turn off prefill system or stop gimbaling, 
then turn off purge to preclude LOX purge check 
valve chatter. Correct problem, then PROCEED. 

If problem cannot be corrected, CONTINUE through WET 
CDDT without purge, and perform a LOX dome flush 
post CDDT. 

HOLD - Turn prefill system off or stop gimbaling, 
then turn purge off. Correct problem. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

co Pending Operation 
N 

~ ()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Top~ff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence QDrain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Prefill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Low LOX dome-gas 4. 
generator LOX 
injector purge mus1 
be on with a pres
sure range of 120 
to 1000 psig durin! 
prefill admittance 
to the engine, dur
ing prefill topoff 
of the injector, 5. 
and during engine 
gimbaling with pre-
f i 11 in the thrust 
chamber. (Measure
ment monitored at 
Lut. System !::.P j 
between measurement· 6. 
and engine inter- 1! 
face is 80 psi whe 
interface pressure 
is 120 psig.) · 

Nonconfonnance Condition 

Purge pressure above 4.2 
1000 psig during thrust 
chamber prefill, prefill 
topoff, or engine 
gimbaling. 

Purge system pressure les~S.l 
than 120 psig or greater 
than 1000 psig prior to 
initiating engine girnbal 5.2 
or prefill operation. 

Engine gimbals after last 6.1 
prefill of thrust chamber 
with low LOX dome-gas 
generator LOX injector 
purge ON. 

7. Engine gimbals after last 7.1 
prefill of thrust chamber 
with low LOX dome-gas 
generator LOX injector i 

'l'\~IT'OP OPP I 

Recommended Disposition 

Readjust pressure within range. If purge system 
pressure exceeded 3600 psig, turn purge on and per
form purge system leak test to verify wraparound 
line bellows integrity, then PROCEED. 

If problem cannot be corrected, CONTINUE through WET 
CDDT without purge, and perform a LOX dome flush 
post CDDT. 

HOLD - Turn off purge. Repair system prior to per
fonning gimbal or prefill operations, and PROCEED. 

If problem cannot be corrected, CONTINUE through 
CDDT without purge, and perfonn a LOX dome flush 
post CDDT. 

PROCEED 

CONTINUE through WET CDDT. 
post CDDT. 

Perform LOX dome flush 

I 
I 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

~ Pending Operation 

~ ()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto. Sequence 0 Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed Q Pre fill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

LOX dome-gas gen- 1. 
erator LOX injecto 
purge must be on 
within a pressure 
range of 120 to 
1000 psig for 2. 
start of AlITOMATIC 
SEQUENCE. Nominal · 
pressure is 220 
psig. (Measurement 

monitored at Lut. , 
System 6P between 
m·easurement and 
engine interface is 
80 psi when inter
face pressure is 
120 psi.) 

Nonconfonnance Condition 

Purge pressure in range 1.1 
of 0 to 120 psig prior to 
initiation of AlITOMATIC 
SEQUENCE. 

Purge pressure above 2.1 
1000 psig prior to initi~ 
ation of AUTOMATIC 
SEQUEOCE. 

J 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Turn off purge to preclude check valve 
chatter, then PROCEED. 

HOLD - Turn off purge, then PROCEED. Post CDDT, if 
purge system pressure exceeded 3600 psig, perform 
purge system leak test to verify wraparound line 
bellows integrity. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

~ Pending Operation 

~ ().Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdrnit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence 0 Drain LOX •Drain Manifold 

Engine Status 

Q Fue 1 Ad.mi t ted Q Inert Ordnance 

Q Auto. Sequence 

Installed 0 Pre fill Overflowed QLOx Admitted 

• LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

LOX dome-gas 
generator LOX 
injector purge mus1 
be on with a pres
sure range of 120 
to 1000 psig when 
hydraulics are shu1 
off with the thrus1 
chamber manifold 
fmll during secur
ing operations. 
Nominal pressure is 
220 psig. (Meas
urement monitored 
at Lut. System 6P 
between measurement 
and engine inter- . ~ 
face is 80 psi when 
interface pressure 
is 120 psi.) 

1. 

2. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Purge pressure goes off, 
or is less than 120 psig 
prior to hydraulic shut
off. 

1.1 

1.2 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Turn off purge to preclude LOX purge check 
valve chatter. Correct problem, then PROCEED. 

If problem cannot be 
manifold drain hoses 
hydraulics shutoff. 
after hydraulics are 

corrected, attach thrust chambe1 
and drain manifolds prior to 
Reprime thrust chamber manifold~ 
shut down. 

Purge pressure is greater 2.1· HOLD - Turn purge off. 
than iooo psig prior to 
hydraulics shutoff. 

Correct problem. 

2.2 If problem cannot be 
manifold drain hoses 
hydraulics shutoff. 
after hydraulics are 

corrected, attach thrust cnambe1 
and drain manifolds prior to 
Reprime thrust chamber manifolds 
shut down. 

2.3 If purge system pressure exceeded 3600 psig, perform· 
purge system leak test to verify wraparound line 
bellows integrity. 
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GUIDELINES FOil \\'ET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

n1nert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed 0Prefi11 Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 
·-

LOX system purge 1. 
pressure range of 
120 to 1000 psig , 2. 
during AUTOMATIC 
SEQUENCE. Nominal 
pressure is 220 j3. 
psig. (Measurement I 
:inonitored at Lut. ' 
:Systein tiP between : 
:measurement and ! 

:engine interface is! 
:80 psi when inter
iface pressure is 
il20 psig.) 

---------- . - ·-

! 

I 

Nonconformance Condition 

Purge inoperative 

Purge pressure below 
120 psig 

Purge pressure above 
1000 psig 

_J__ 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 CONTINUE through CDDT. 

2.1 HOLD - Turn off purge to preclude check valve 
chatter, then CONTINUE through CDDT. 

3.1 HOLD - Turn off purge. CONTINUE through CDDT. Post 
CDDT, if purge system pressure exceeded 3600 psig, 
perform purge system leak test to verify structural 
integrity of purge line bellows. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. _Sequ_..:n~e Q Drain LOX QDrain Mani~~ 

Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill Overflmved QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

Turbopump intermed 1. 
iate seal purge of 

Low supply pressure, 0 to 1.1 
15 psig 

HOLD - Turn off purge. Correct purge system problem. 

60 to 125 psig is 
required for start 2. 
of LOX loading. 

Low supply pressure, 15 2.1 
to 59 psig 

PROCEED 

3. High supply pressure, 126 3.1 PROCEED 
to 200 psig 

4. High supply pressure, 201 4.1 HOLD - Turn off purge. Correct problem. 
to 350 psig 

5. High supply pressure, 
greater than 350 psig 

4.2 Post CDDT, verify seal integrity by conducting a 
quantitative flow test. 

5.1 BACKOUT - Turn off purge immediately. Replace 
turbopump intermediate seal per applicable field 
manual. 
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GU £DE LINES FOR \VET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Seque~=:_QDrain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed Q Prefil l Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained 0 Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

Turbopump inter- 1. Low supply pressure, 
less than 15 psig or 
loss of supply pressure 

1.1 BACKOUT - Remove LOX from engine. 
mediate seal purge 
of 60 to 125 psig Correct problem and verify proper seal purge 

operation. 

2. Low supply pressure, 15 2~1 PROCEED 
to 59 psig 

3. High supply pressure, 126 3.1 PROCEED 
to 200 psig 

4. High supply pressure, 201 
to 350 psig 

5. High supply pressure, 
greater than 350 psig 

4.1 BACK OUT - Remove LO X from engine, then turn off 
purge. Correct pro bl em. 

4.2 Post CDDT, verify s eal integrity by conducting a 
quantitative flow t est. 

5.1 BACKOUT - Turn off purge immediately. Remove LOX 
from engine. Replace turbopump intermediate seal 
per applicable field manual. 
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Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst •• Prefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Seque~-c~-~rain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Cocoon purge on 1. 
and purge heater 
on required 15 to 
30 minutes after 
start of LOX load 
and at all subse
quent times LOX 
is in engine. 

i 

! 

I 
; 

Nonconforrnance Condition 

Cocoon purge or purge 
heater inoperative 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 CONTINUE until engine ·environmental temperature 
decreases to 0 F. Reference disposition on sheet 
for temperature less than 0 F if this condition 
occurs. 

. 

. .. 

; 

::c 
(1) 
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GU IDE LINES FOR \'JET CDDT 
---------------------------- ·----· - · ------·------··-----· ·- · . -·- ---·------------

Pending Operation 

n1nert Ordnance Inst. Q_P~~f~ll Topoff QAdrnit ~~X Qst_art Auto. Sequence Q.u.~a_1~ - ~~_x QD1~~i~ __ Manifold . 
Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Prefi 11 Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 
---·- ··-·-------------~ 

Nominal Condition 

The purity of l. 
gaseous nitrogen 
shall be equivalen1 
to TYPe I of 
MIL-P-27401 2. 
specification. 

Nonconfonnance Condition 

The moisture content 1.1 
exceeds 26.3 ppm by volumt 
of water vapor at 70 F. 

The purity of the nitro- 2.1 
gen is less than 99.5 per
cent nitrogen by volume. 
(Total hydrocarbon 25 ppm 
by weight as carbon, 0.5 
percent by volume as 
oxygen, 58.3 ppm by volurnt 
as methane.) 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Correct cause of excessive moisture prior to 
supplying gaseous nitrogen to engine system. 

HOLD - Determine extent of nonconf ormance and evalu
ate hardware condition on an individual occurrence 
and application basis. 

L----------'-------------------'--------------------------------' 



GUIDELINES FOR WET COOT ,, 
~ Pending Operation 

~ ()Inert Ordnance Inst •• Prefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX eorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Thrust chamber pre- 1. 
fill fluid shall 
be in conformance 
with specification 
RB0210-017: 2. 
Solid particles; 
no sedement 
pH value; 6.5 ±1.5 
Ethylene glycol 
percentage by 
weight; 50 ±1 per 3. 
percent. 

4. 
I 

5. 

6. 

Nonconformance Condition 

The prefill fluid contains 1.1 
solid particles which are 
smaller than 1350 microns. 

The prefill fluid contains 2.1 
solid particles which are 
larger than 1350 microns. 2.2 

The pH of the prefill 3.1 
fluid is less than 5.0. 

The pH of the prefill 4.1 
fluid is larger th.an 8.0. 

The prefill fluid contains 5.1 
from 50 to 60 percent 
ethylene glycol by weight. 

The prefill fluid contains 6.1 
more than 60 percent 
ethylene glycol by weight. 

Recommended Disposition 

PROCEED 

. 
HOLD - Do not topoff, then CONTINUE through CDDT. 

Post CDDT, filter the prefill fluid to obtain 
acceptable particle sizes prior to introducing the 
prefill fluid into the thrust chamber. 

HOLD - Do not topoff, the CONTINUE through CDDT. 
Exposure of thrust chamber components to this 
organic acid is acceptable for short time durations 
only, 1 week maximum. 

PROCEED. 

PROCEED. 

IDLD - Do not topoff, CONTINUE thro ugh CDDT, 
CDDT add distilled or deionized wa ter to the 
fill fluid to obtain a 50 percent mixture by 

post 
pre
weight. 

---·- ·· - -·------ . - ---------------''----·--· _________________________ _. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR WEl CDDT 
--------------·---------------·----·--- --·--- -·-----·-----------------·------·- ----

Pending Operation 

n1nert Ordnance [nst •• Prefi~.!__!_oE_~~f QAdmit LOX _Q~~~~~~uto_:_ Sequen:: Q Drain LOX ·~~ain_ Manifold . 
Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 
~-----------------~ ------------·-~·-____. 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
---------------------~--------+--------~-· ~--·--------------~-----' 
Thrust chamber pre,.. 7. 
fill fluid shall 
be in conformance 
with specification 
RB0210-017; 8. 
Solid particles; 
no sedement 
pH value; 6.5 ±1.5 
Ethylene glycol 
percentage by 
weight; 50 ±1 per 
percent. 

The prefill fluid contains 7.1 
from 45 to 50 percent 
ethylene glycol by weight. 

The prefill fluid contains .8.1 
less than 45 percent 
ethylene glycol by weight. 

PROCEED. 

HOLD - Do not topoff, CONTINUE through CDDT, post 
CDDT. Take corrective action to obtain a 50 percent 
mixture by weight. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET COOT 
...---------------·----------------··--······ · ··- ·-- - -------·--·-------·-·· ·- - · - -·-------~ 

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst •• Prefill !opoff QAdmit LOX Qst~r_t_At_J~~-~ - Seque~ce_Q Drain LOX __ Qpr~in Manifold . 
Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefi l L overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 
------·-·-·------·---------·---·--------·---

Nominal Condition Nonconfonnance Condition Recommended Disposition 
1-----------1------------------·------------··- ------------------ -·-------1 

Drain hoses must 
not be removed 
f rorn the fue 1 
inlet manifold 
drainage quick 
disconnects until 
after the final 
application of 
hydraulic supply 
pressure to the 
engine if main fue 
valve leakage has 
occurred without 
hydraulic pressure 
applied. 

1. Drain hoses are removed 
prior to final applica
tion of hydraulic supply 
pressure. 

1.1 HOLD - Turn LOX system purge on. Accomplish 
either step 1.1.1, 1.1.2, or 1.1.3, whichever is 
faster. 

1.1.1 Apply hydraulic supply pressure. Install drain 
hoses on the fuel inlet manifold drain quick dis
connects and measure total volume of fuel which 
drains, then PROCEED. 

1.1.2 . Reinstall drain hoses on the fuel inlet manifold 
drain quick disconnects and measure initial volume 
of fuel which drains, then PROCEED. 

1.1.3 Measure the volume of fuel in the thrust chamber 
prefill fluid post CDDT. Perform drainage with 
hydraulic supply pressure applied. 

1.1.4 Post CDDT, perform a thrust chamber LOX dome flush 
if LOX dome contamination is suspected. Perform a ' 
thrust chamber fuel jacket flush, post CDDT, if 
more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected in steps 
I.I.I, 1.1.2, or 1.1.3 • 
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ljUIDI::l.f'ilES FOR l~ET CDDT 
--------------------- ·---- - ---·--.. ---- ·-------------

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst •• Prefill Topo~~· _QA~~~ LOX Qstart Auto. Sequ_~ncc_Qyrain LOX Qorain Manifold . 
Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted 0 [nert Ordnance Installed Q Prefill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 
!-----------..--~ - ··- .. -----------------
Nominal Condition 

Thrust chamber 
fuel jacket must 
be prefilled to 
injector overflow. 
Prefill overflow 
must be visually 
verified. 

Nonconformance Condi ti on 

1. Thrust chamber does not 
exhibit overflow on one 
or more engines. 

Recommended Disposition 
-------------------------1 

1.1 CONTINUE through CDDT - Correct problem after com
pletion of CDDT. 
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GU IDE LINES FOi{ WET COOT 
-----------------·------------·-··-- --------·----·---·---- --- ··- - ·---------

Pending Operation 

CJ Inert Ordnance Inst. • Pr~fi 11 To po ff Q Admit -~C?_X __ O Start Auto. -~~-'luence Q D~·ai~:_-~~~ . O_E1~ain Mani fold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill OverflO\ved Qwx Admitted 

· Q Auto. Sequence ·o LOX Drained __ O Hanifol~_P_r_i_m:_d _______________ ·----------~ 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
1----------~-----------------+----------- ____ ___________ .... 

Thrust chamber 1. 
fuel inlet mani-
fold must be re
filled to injector 
overflow after 
drain hose removal. 

Thrust chamber does not 
exhibit prefill overflow 
on one or more engines. 

1.1 PROCEED 



"'1 ...... 

GUIDELINES FOR WET COOT 
--------------------------------------------- -----· --····-··- -···----------------. 

:::0 
1 Pending Operation 

00 

~ ()Inert Ordnance Inst. Q Prefi 11 Topoff_ Q Aullli t LOX • Start Auto. Se_~ue_n_c_: __ Q__!}~ain LOX Qorain Mani fold 

E111gine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed • Prefill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 
-----------------·------------------------·- -· -- ·-----·-------------~ 

Nominal Condi ti on Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

1.1 PROCEED 
1-=---..,.-~---~----------------1--·-------~-----~ Thrust chamber L Thrust chamber prefill 
prefill must be topoff on all or any 
topped off after engine does not occur. 
last engine gimbal 
test. · 



GUIDELINES FOR \'JET CDDT 
--------------------------··- ··--------- ---------- - · .. -··- -- ·-- -·---------

:::0 
~ Pending Operation 

~ ()Inert Ordnance Inst •• Prefill __!?.Eoff ___ O~~mit ~~-~-- Qst~!t A~_to. _Sequen<:_:_ _ _Q_Drain __ L~~ -- ·Drain Manifold . 
Engine Status~ 

Q Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed • Prefill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 
1------------.---------------- -----···-·- · - ---------
Nominal Condition 

F~l engine thrust 1. 
chamber attitude 
must not exceed 2 
degrees 30 minutes 
during and after 
last prefill 
topoff. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Engine attitude exceeds 
2 degrees 30 minutes 
during or after prefill 
topoff. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 PROCEED 

1 . 2 If low LOX purge was not on when engine attitude 
change occurred, perform LOX dome flush post GDDT. 



GUIDELINES FOi! l~ET CDDT 
-------------------------------- --------- -------------·-- -- -- --·· --- - --- ----- --------...... 

:;i:i 

~ Pending Operation 

~ Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill_Eopoff QAdmit - ~~~ _ Q~tart Auto. Sequ~~-:_~_Q_o!~ain LO~ QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Prefill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Primed ..,_ _________ r-------~- ------ ---- ---------------1 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
1-----------1-----------------t----~-------------~~-~-

No internal or ex- 1. 
ternal prefi 11 

Internal leakage of pre
fill fluid. · 

leakage is allowed 
from thrust 
chamber. 

2. External leakage of 
prefill. 

1.1 CONTINUE through CDDT - Turn on low LOX system 
purge and leave on through CDDT. 

1.1.1 Post CDDT, repair the thrust chamber per R-3896-3. 

1.1.2 Flush LOX dome at conclusion of weld repair and 
conduct throat plug leak check after LOX dome 
flush completion. 

2.1 HOLD - Drain prefill from thrust chamber, then 
PROCEED. 

2. 2 Post CDDT, repair the thrust chamber pre R-3896 - 3, 
(Vol. II). 

2.2.1 Flush LOX dome at conclusion of weld repair and 
conduct throat plug leak check after completion 
of dome flush. 

2.2.2 Remove external prefill leakage from engine and 
TIS surfaces, and replace TIS panels, which are 
internally wet with prefill. 
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c;u !DEL INES FOR \VET COOT 
··------ ·---

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst. Q Pr:_fi ~-~-~~po!f . Q Admit LOX Qstar 

• Fuel Admitted 

Nominal Condition 

d-c electrical 
power: 24 to 32 
vdc 1.lllder. load 
conditions. 

. 

·---·-··· . 
Eniine Status 

• Inert Ordnance Installed • Prefill 

.Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained .Ma 

Overflmved .LOX Admitted 

nifold Primed 
----------~-- ----- --- _______ ..,. 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Loss of d-c power or less 
than 18 volts. 

2. Low d-c voltage (18 to 24) 

3 . High d-c voltage (32 to 
36 vdc). 

4. High d-c voltage (greater 
than 36 vdc). 

-

1.1 

1. 2 

2.1 

3,1 

4.1 

Recommended Disposition 
----------------------

HOLD - Correct problem: 

Verif y that d-c power distribution to engine is 
1 and that all propellant valves are in the 
d position. 

norma 
close 

CONTI 
valve 
vdc w 
buss 
may b 
relay 

PROCE 

HOLD 

NUE - Through Wet COOT, voltage at four-way 
and checkout valve must be greater than 18 

hen valves are actuating (equivalent no-load 
voltage of approximately 22 vdc). Problems 
e encountered with attaining reliable facility 
operation. 

ED. 

- Turn off electrical power and effect repair. 
Verif y that all engine electrical indicators illum
inate 
duct 
compo 
gas g 
ins ta 
ignit 
and t 

propertly for CDDT completion. Post CDDT, con
an electrical functional check of the following 
nents: main LOX valve, main fuel valve, and 
enerator valves position indicators, hypergol 
lled switch, checkout valve position switch, 
er circuits, flight instruments (calibration), 
urbopump heater thermostats. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

~ Pending Operation 

~ Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequ:nce Q Drain LOX QDra_in Manifold 

Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Turbopump heater 
a-c electrical 
power: 190 to 220 
vac under load con
ditions (Heater 
power turned on 
when LOX is admit
ted to engine). 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Loss of a-c power or low 
voltage less than 190 vac. 

2. High voltage (200 to 240 
vac) 

3 . . High voltage (greater 
than 240 vac) 

1.1 

2.1 

3.1 

Recommended Disposition 

PROCEED 

PROCEED 

HOLD - Turn off a-c power to turbopump heaters and 
PROCEED. Post CDDT, verify proper operation of the 
turbopump heater system. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

•Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed • Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Pyrotechnic ignite1 
a-c electrical 
power; 500 to 750 
vac under load 
conditions 

Nonconfonnance Condition 

1. Low voltage (less than 
500 vac) 

2. High voltage (750 to 1000 
vac) 

3. · High voltage (greater 
than 1000 vac) 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 PROCEED 

2.1 PROCEED 

3.1 HOLD - Turn off igniter power supply, then 
PROCEED through CDDT. 
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GUIDELINES FOR \VET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

~Inert Ordnance Inst •• Prefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed Q Pre fill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 
Main LOX valves l2) l. 
main fuel valves 
(2), gas generator 
valve CLOSE indi
cations are re
quired at all times 
d-c power is 
applied. 

Nonconfonnance Condition 
One valve CLOSE indica
tion is not received, or 
one valve OPEN indication 
is received, or both OPEN 
and CLOSE indications are 
received. 

1.1 

1. 2 

Recommended Disposition 
HOLD - If hydraulic pressure is not applied to 
the engine, apply hydraulic pressure and verify 
that proper indication is received. 

If valve CLOSE indication is not received with 
hydraulic pressure applied, use appropriate 
"work-around" procedures to provide the interlock 
indications which are required to continue 
through COOT, then PROCEED. 

1.3 If valve CLOSE indication is received with 
hydraulic pressure applied, perform the fo llowing 
action to the appropriate valve. 

1.3.1 Main LOX valve position - PROCEED 

1.3.2 Main fuel valve position - CONTINUE through COOT -
post COOT, drain thrust chamber fuel manifold with! 
hydraulic pressure applied. Inspect prefill fluid! 
for evidence of fuel. If more than 13 ounces of ' 
fuel is detected, perform fue l jacket flush. If 
LOX dome contamination is suspected, perform LOX 
dome flush . 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR \'/ET CDDT 

~ Pending Operation 

~ [)Inert Ordnance Inst •• Prefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 
Main LOX valves l 2, I. 
main fuel valves 
(2), gas generator 
valve CLOSE indi
cations are re
quired at all times 
d-c power is 
applied. 

Nonconformance Condition 
One valve CLu::iE indica
tion is not received, or 
one valve OPEN indication 
is received, or both OPEN 
and CLOSE indications are 
received. 

I. 3. 3 

Recommended Disposition 
Gas generator valve position-Inspect gas generator 
combustor drain for evidence of fuel then 
CONTINUE through COOT. If fuel is noted and the 
gas generator LOX purge was not on, perform a 
flush of the gas generator LOX injector 
subsequent to COOT completion. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX eorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed • Prefill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Main LOX valves 1. 
(2), main fuel 
valves (2), gas 
generator valve 
CLOSE indications 
are required at all 
times d-c power is 
applied 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

One valve CLOSE indicatior 1.1 
is not received; or one 

If hydraulic pressure was not lost, HOLD - Use 
appropriate "work-around" procedure to provide 
valve position interlocks required to continue 
through COOT, then PROCEED. 

valve OPEN indication is 
received; or both OPEN 
and CLOSE indications are 
received. 1.2 If hydraulic pressure was lost and the gas genera

tor valve did leave the CLOSED position and re
turns CLOSED or remains off the CLOSED position, 
HOLD. 

1.2.1 Inspect gas generator combustor drain for evidence 
of fuel. If fuel noted and the gas generator LOX 
system purge was not on when the leakage occurred, 
perform a flush of the gas generator LOX injector 
post CDDT. 

1. 3 

1.4 

If hydraulic pressure was lost and if the main I 
fuel valve position indicated the valve left CLOSEi 
CONTINUE through CDDT. Post CDDT drain thrust , 
chamber fuel manifold with hydraulic pressure 
applied. Inspect prefill fluid for evidence of 
fuel. If more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected, 
perform fuel jacket flush. If LOX dome contami
nation is suspected, perform LOX dome flush. 

If hydraulic pressure was lost and the main LOX 
valve momentarily left the CLOSE position, PROCEED 
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GUIDELINES FOR \VET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto. Sequence • Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Mani fold Primed 

Nominal Condition 
Main LUX valves 
(2), main fuel 
valves (2), gas 
generator valve 
CLOSE indications 
are required for 
start of stage LOX 
admittance to the 
engine, and for 
start of automatic 
sequence. 

Nonconfonnance Condition 
l. One valve CLu~c ind1cat1or 

is not received; or one 
valve OPEN indication is 
received; or both OPEN 
and CLOSE indications are 
received. 

l. l 

1. 2 

Recommended Disposition 
It hydraulic pressure was not lost, HOLD - Use 
appropriate "work- around" procedure to provide 
valve position interlocks required to continue 
through CDDT, then PROCEED. 

If hydraulic pressure was lost and the gas genera
tor valve did leave the CLOSED position and re
turns CLOSED or remains off the CLOSED position, 
BACKOUT - Remove propellants from engine and 
correct problem. 

CAUTION: Explosive gel may have formed, - DO NOT 
DISTURB. If LOX system purge is ON,"'""""ieave ON, 
but do NOT turn purge on if it is off. DO NOT 
GIMBAL. 

1.2.1 Inspect gas generator combustor drain for evidence 
of fuel. If fuel noted and the gas generator LOX ! 
system purge was not on when the leakage occurred,! 
perform a flush of the gas generator LOX injector ; 

: 
post COOT. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET COOT 

oo Pending Operation 
N 

~ ()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto. Sequence • Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

00 .... 
o:i 

Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed Q Prefill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 
Main LOX valves 
(2), main fuel 
valves (2), gas 
generator valve 
CLOSE indications 
are required for 
start of stage, LOX 
admittance to the 
engine, and for 
start of automatic 
sequence. 

I 
I 
i 
! 

Nonconformance Condition 
1. One valve CLOSE indicatior. 

is not received; or one 
valve OPEN indication is 
received; or both OPEN 
and CLOSE indications are 
received. 

1. 3 

1.4 

Recommended Disposition 
If hydraulic pressure was lost and the main fuel 
valve position indicated the valve left CLOSE, 
CONTINUE through CDDT. Post COOT drain thrust 
chamber fuel manifold with hydraulic pressure 
applied. Inspect prefill fluid for evidence of 
fuel. If more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected, 
perform fuel jacket flush. If LOX dome contami
nation is suspected, perform LOX dome flush. 

If hydraulic pressure was lost and the main LOX 
valve momentarily left the CLOSE position, 
PROCEED. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

•Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed • Pre fill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Checkout valve must l. 
be in the ground 
position when hy
draulic pressure is 
applied to the 
engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Checkout valve indicates 
some position other than, 
or in addition to, the 
ground position. 

1.1 

1.1.1 

Recommended Disposition 
HOLD - Cycle checkout valve to ground position. 
If ground position is not attained in 4 seconds, 
remove power to preclude motor burnout. 

Determine if problem is associated with the 
checkout valve actuator or the ground control 
system. 

1.1.2 If the problem is associated with the ground 
control system, conduct cycling tests as required 
to verify that the checkout valve will attain the 
desired position at the proper time and that the 
correct indication will be received at that t ime. 
Then PROCEED. 

1.1. 3 If the actuator is defective, and the checkout 
valve is not in the ground position, replace 
actuator per applicable field manual. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

0Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Aut_?. Sequ~_nce Q Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed Q Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Checkout valve must 1. 
be in the ground 
position for start 
of automatic 
sequence. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Checkout valve indicates 
some position other than, 
or in addition to, the 
ground position. 

1.1 

Recommended Disposition 
HOLD - Cycle checkout valve to ground position. 
If ground position is not attained in 4 seconds, 
BACKOUT - Remove power to preclude motor burnout. 

1.1.1 Turn cocoon purge on and leave on until oxidizer 
is removed from the engine. Reduce hydraulic 
pressure to minimum value at which the hydraulic 
pumping unit will satisfactorily operate, but not 
less than 400 psig. 

1.1.2 Remove LOX from engine and turn off hydraulic 
pressure. See sheets on hydraulic pressure loss 
for further disposition. 

1.1.3 Determine if problem is associated with the check
out valve actuator or the ground control system. 

1.1.4 If the problem is associated with the ground con- 1 

trol system, conduct cycling tests as required to I 
verify that the checkout valve will attain the ' 
desired position at the proper time and that the 
correct indication will be received at that time. 
Then PROCEED. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR \VET COOT 
..-------------------·-------·--·-·-------------------------

Pending Operation 

Qinert Ordnance Inst. QPre~ill ____ '_fopoff QAdmit LOX ___ .Star!__~~~:>H· ~~1ue!1ce Q~rain LOX Qorain Manifold 
• Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 
---------------------. 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
i------------1'"-----------------+----------Checkout valve must 1. 

be in the ground 
position for start 
of automatic 
sequence. 

Checkout valve indicates 
some position other than, 
or in addition to, the 
ground position. 

1.1.5 If the actuator is d~fective and the checkout 
valve is not in the ground position, replace 
actuator per applicable field manual. 

1.2 If the checkout valve is in the ground position 
and cannot be cycled to the engine position, use 
appropriate "work-around" procedure to provide 
interlock indications which are required to con
tinue through CDDT, then PROCEED. Perform step 
1.1.5 post CDDT. Cycle checkout valve to engine 
position post CDDT with fuel in the engine and 
the ground hydraulic supply pressure set at 
1500 ±100 psig at the four-way valve for at least 
20 seconds. 

NOTE: The checkout valve motor will burn out if power 
is applied to a stalled motor in excess of approxi 
mately 30 seconds. (Position switches turn off 
power to the motor.) If the checkout valve re
mains in the engine position for 20 minutes, the 
ground hydraulic pumping unit reservoir will be
come depleted with automatic shutdown of the 
hydraulic pumping unit. See sheet on RP-I 
contaminated with RJ-1 for further disposition . 

.__ ________ __....__ _______________ _.._ ___ - ··-
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liU WELINES FOR \~ET CDDT 
---·-- ·----------------

Pending Operation 

Qinert Ordnance Inst.· QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence _Q~~~~~~~~ QDrain Manifold 

• Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed Q Pre fill Overflowed QLOX A<lmi tted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 
-----------------------------------------------·------------~ 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Oisposition 
---'+,----------------+--------------Checkout valve mus 1. Checkout valve fails to 1.1 HOLD - If high LOX system purge is on, turn it of£ 

be in the stage attain the stage position 
position prior to during the AUTOMATIC 1. 2 Verify·that checkout valve returned to the ground 

position. initiation of for- SEQUENCE resulting in 
ward umbilical automatic cutoff. 
disconnect signal. 1.2.1 Determine if problem is associated with the 

checkout valve actuator or the ground control 
system. 

1.2.2 If. the problem is associated with the ground 
control system, conduct cycling tests as required 
to verify that the checkout valve will attain the 
engine position at the proper time and that the 
correct indication will be received at that time. 
Then PROCEED. 

1.2.3 If the checkout valve is in the ground position 
and cannot be cycled to the engine position, use 
appropriate "work-around" procedure to provide 
interlock indications which are required to con
tinue through CDDT, then PROCEED. Perform step 
1.2.4 post CDDT. Cycle checkout valve to engine 
position post CDDT with fuel in the engine and the 
ground hydraulic supply pressure set at 1500 ±100 
psig at the four-way valve for at least 20 
seconds. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GU IUEL fNES FOR WET CDDT 

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Tapoff QAdnrlt LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence 0 Drain LOX QDrain Manifold 

" Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 
Checkout valve must 1. 
be in the stage 
position prior to 
initiation of for
ward umbilical 
disconnect signal. 

i 

l 
! 

I 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
Checkout valve fails to 1.2.4 If actuator is defective, replace actuator per 

applicable field manual post CDDT. attain the stage position 
during the AUTOMATIC 
SEQUENCE resulting in 1.3 If the checkout valve is not in the growid posi

tion, cycle checkout valve to growid position. automatic cutoff. 
If growid position is not attained in 4 seconds, 
BACKOUT - Remove power to preclude motor burnout. 

1.3.1 Turn cocoon purge on: and leave on until oxidizer 
is removed from the engine. Reduce hydraulic 
pressure to minimum value at which the hydraulic 
pumping unit will satisfactorily operate, but not 
less than 400 psig. 

1.3.2 Remove LOX from engine and turn off hydraulic 
pressure. See sheets on hydraulic pressure loss 
for further disposition. 

1.3.3 Correct problem per steps 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. 

I '------------&-.---··-·--------------IL------------------------------' 
(Continued on next page) 
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GU IDE I.I N ES FOR WET C DDT 
----------------------------------------------------------- ---------------1 

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst. _QPrefill Topoff QAum~t LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Dra_~~- - LUX Q_?.rain Manifold . . . 
Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Prefill OverflO\ved Owx Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 
-·- -----------

Nominal Condition 

Checkout valve must 1. 
be in the stage 
position prior to 
initiation of for
ward umbilical 
disconnect signal. 

~ 

i 

Nonconfonnance Condition Recommended Disposition 

Checkout valve fails to 1.3.4 If the actuator is defective, replace actuator 
per applicable field manual. attain the stage position 

during the AUTOMATIC 
SEQUENCE resulting in NOTE: The checkout valve motor will burn out if power 

is .applied to a stalled motor in excess of 
approximately 30 seconds (position switches turn 
off power to motor). 

automatic cutoff. 

-

NOTE: If the checkout valve remains in the engine 
position for 20 minutes the ground hydraulic 
pumping unit reservoir will become depleted with 
automatic shutdown of the hydraulic pumping unit. 
See sheet on RP-1 contaminated with RJ-1 for 
further disposition. 

I 
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GU IDH INES rnn. \~ET COOT 
T----------------------------------------------------- . -·-· .. . . .. ----·- -·- ·-----------

Pending Operation 

•Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill :.!:_~poff_ QA<lrnit _1'.0X Qstart Auto. Seque~ce _Qy~~i'~-~~~~-- Qorain Manifold 

• Engine Status 

Q Fuel Adrni tted Q Inert Ordnance Installed • Prefi 11 Overflowed .LOX i\dmi tted 

• Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 
----------~--------------------------------·- -- ·----·-·- ·------------4 

Nominal Condition 

Hypergol cartridge 
installed light 
must actuate when 
inert cartridge is 
install~d and re
main actuated to 
serve as an inter
lock. Cartridge 
cap must be screwed 
on by hand torque 
only. 

Nonconfonnance Condition Recommended Disposition 
----+----------- ---·------~ 

1. Light does not go on when 1.1 CONTINUE through COOT - Use appropriate "work-
cartridge is installed or around" procedures to provide the interlock 
light goes off after cart- indications which are required to CONTINUE 
ridge installation. through COOT. Correct problem post COOT. 

2. Cartridge cap cannot be 2.1 
screwed on by hand torque. 

HOLD - Verify proper operation of hypergol 
diaphragm follower by use of a GSE tool. If 
possible, correct problem. If problem cannot be 
corrected, use appropriate "work-around" pro
cedures to provide interlock indications which 
are required to CONTINUE through CDDT, then 
PROCEED. Effect system repair post COOT. 
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GU I DEL l .;i ES F<m \VET CDDT 
------------------------- - ··· ·- -- - -- ------------------ -----

Pending Operation 

einert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff 01\<l1nit LOX Qstart 
~~-----------=-------. ---· -------·------- Autu, S.~~tuence Q Drain LO~ Qorain Mani fold 

• Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed • Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Pyrotechnic igni- 1. 
ters (4) installed 
indication is re
quired to start 
AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE 
(Inert ordnance 
installed for -
CDDT.) 

Nonconformance Condition 

Pyrotechnic igniter 
installed signal not re
ceived when circuit is 
completed or is subse
quently lost 

----------
Recommended Disposition 

1.1 CONTINUE to start AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE - Simulate 
igniter installed signal prior to start of 
AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. 

1.1.1 Correct problem after COOT. 



GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 
:::c --- --- ·-----
' oo Pending Operation 

N 

~ ()Inert Ordnance Inst. Q Prefi 11 Topof f 0 Admit LOX • St~r~ Aut~~ --~~11:1~21ce Q Drain LOX Qorai1~ Mani fold 

00 
-...J 

• Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed 0 Pre fill Overflowed QLOX A<lmi tted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Pyrotechnic igni- 1. 
ters (4) installed 
indication is re
quired to start 
AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE 
(Inert ordnance 
installed for CDDT) 

Nonconformance Condition 

Pyrotechnic igniter in
stalled signal is lost 

--~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 HOLD - Simulate igniter installed signal, 
then PROCEED. 

1.1.1 Correct problem after CDDT. 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET COOT 
r--------------------------------------·-- --- --------------··- -----·----

Pending Operation 

Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topo.~~- --OAdmit LOX Qs:_~r~ !~_i:_to_. __ ~~!uence Q Drain __ ~~~ _O°.!.:ain Manifold 
• Engine Status 

• Fuel Adrni tted 0 Inert Ordnance Installed • Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 
----------...~---------- ----· ------ - ···--·----------t 
Nominal Condition 

Calibration of 
flight instrumen
tation redline 
parameters 
(3 steps; arnb.ient, 
20 percent, and 
80 percent). 

Nonconfonnance Condition Recommended Disposition 

1. Calibration voltage out- 1.1 
put of specification 

PROCEED. (If a zero shift was observed determine 
the amount of shift bias for use when receiving 
future measurements recorded by the effected 
transducer). 

limits (1 of 3 steps or 
a zero shift). 

2. Calibration voltage out
put out of specification 
limits (2 of 3 steps, all 
3 steps, or complete 
failure of output signal). 

2.1 Turbopump LOX bearing 
temperature 

; 2. 2 Engine environmental 
ternperat ure 

2.1.1 PROCEED - (During effective period of redline 
monitoring, use alternates which are S-IC engine 
heater panel temperature OK-and temperature high 
light indications). 

2.2.1 CONTINUE through COOT - Utilize measurement on 
another engine for redline monitoring. 



GUIDELINES FOR WET CDDT 
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oo Pending Operation 
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~· ()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequence Q Drain LOX Qorain Manifold 

00 
ID 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed· • Pre fill Overflm~ed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 
l--~~"---~~~~~~~-=-~~~~~~~~-==--~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~---·~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4 

Nominal Condition 

Calibration of 
flight instrumen
tation nonredline 
parameters pres
sure transducers 
(three steps: 
ambient, 20 per
cent, and 80 per
cent) 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Calibration voltage out
put out of specification 
limits (1 of 3 steps) 

2. Calibration voltage out
put out of specification 
limits (2 of 3 steps with 
backup) 

3. Calibration voltage out
put out of specification 
limits (2 of 3 steps no 
backups) 

4. Calibration voltage out
put out of specification 
li~its (zero shift) 

Recommended Disposition 

1. 1 PROCEED 

2.1 PROCEED 

3.1 PROCEED 

4.1 PROCEED 
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GU[OELC~ES FOR WET CD~r 
~---------------------- ----------------------·--·- - ·- .. --· ·--- - --·------------.. 

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff Q~dmit LOX •start Auto. _?~q~e~~~~--Q-~~-~~!~-~~~- QDrain Manifold 
" Engine Status 

Q Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed 0Prefi11 Overflmved .LOX Admitted 

1-----------r--O __ A_u_t_o_._s_e_q_u_e_n __ c_e Q LOX Drained Q Hanifold Primed ________________ --------------------. 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
----------·----------------4-----------------------------------------1 

Engine environ- 1. 
mental temperature 
shall be greater 
than 0 F from LOX 
admittance to 
engine until start 
of AUTOMATIC 
SEQUENCE 

Engine environmental tern- 1.1 CONTINUE - Until temperature reaches -20 F. 
perature less than 0 F Correct problem. 

1.1.1 \I/hen temperature reaches -20 F, HOLD. Inspect for 
leakage from cocoon. If LOX leakage is detected
BACKOUT. 

1.1.2 Inspect for leakage from fuel overboard drain 
system. Reference fuel drain line leakage sheet 
for disposition. 

1.1.3 If neither LOX leakage nor fuel drain system 
leakage are detected, PROCEED. 

1.2 Post CDDT, inspect for external fuel leakage and 
drain fluid from thrust chamber manifold, with 
hydraulic pressure applied, and measure volume of 
fuel in prefill fluid. If more than 13 ounces of I 

I 

fuel is present in the prefi 11 fluid, perform a ' 
fuel jacket flush. I 

I 

i 

L I --------___ _____,___ _____ ______, 
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l;U IDEL INES FOi~ WET CUDT 
------------------------------ --- ·· - - - ------------------------ -- ----- ·------------

Pending Operation 
·-

nlnert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QAr.Imit ~~~ - _ .St~I_"·~ - Auto. Sequence Q D_:-_~ir~-~~x_ O~rain Manifold . . 
Engine Status 

0 Fuel Admitted Q Inert Ordnance Installed Q Pre fill OverflO\ved .LOX Admitted 

Q Auto. Sequence Q LOX Drained Q Mani fold Primed _____________________ _. 

Nominal Condition Nonconforrnance Condition Recommended Disposition 
1-----------l----'-----------------1--- ----------------------------------4 

Turbopurnp LOX I. 
bearing temperature 
above 0 F from LOX 
loading to start 2. 
of AUTOMATIC 
SEQUENCE 

Turbopump LOX bearing 
temperature less than 0 F 

Turbopump LOX bearing 
temperature greater than 
200 F 

I.I PROCEED 

2.1 HOLD - Turn heater power off. Then PROCEED. Turn 
power ON and OFF as required to maintain bearing 
temperature in a range of 0 to 200 F (80 to 130 F 
is normal). 
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GUIDELINES FOR WET corrr 
---------------·---------------·-·-----·-·---------·---·-

Pending Operation 

n1nert Ordnance Inst. QPrefill Topoff QA<lmit LOX Qstart Aut':'.:. .. .:?:~1uence _.QE.::_ain LOX Qorain Manifold 
• Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Prefill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition 

Thrust OK pressure 1. 
switch calibration 

Pickup pressure 

1060 +65 psig 2• 
-65 

Dropout pressure 
SO to 100 psig 3. 
below pickup 
pressure 

High calibration pickup 
pressure (greater than 
1125 psig) 

Low calibration pickup 
pressure (less than 994 
psig) 

Differential pressure 
less than or greater 
than specified 

-----------------
Recommended Disposition 

1.1 PROCEED - (Replace pressure switch per applicable 
field manual post CDDT). 

·2.1 PROCEED - (Replace pressure switch per applicable 
field manual post CDDT). 

·3.1 PROCEED - (Replace pressure switch per applicable 
field manual post CDDT). 
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GUIDELINES FOR \~ET COOT 
--------------------------------------·- ·- ··-·-··-- ·-----·- ------------

Pending Operation 

()Inert Ordnance Inst.· QPrefill Topo_ff QAdmit LOX Qstart Auto. Sequenc::__Q~-r~-~~-.~~~- Qorain Manifold 

Engine Status 

• Fuel Admitted • Inert Ordnance Installed • Pre fill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 

• Auto. Sequence • LOX Drained • Manifold Prim~~-------·-·-··--··- ·---------1 
Nominal Condition Nonconfonnance Condition Recommended Disposition 
L-----------'-----------------+------------·- ----------4 

Thermal insulatior 1. 
panels shall not 
be internai.ly 
wetted. 

Thermal insulation panels 
are internally wetted 
with nonflammable fluid 
(water). 

1.1 PROCEED 

2. Thermal insulation panels 2.1 PROCEED. Replace wetted panels post CDDT. 
are internally wetted 
with flammable fluids 
(RP-1, RJ-1, etc.). 

l 
L---------~-------------------L-----~---------------------__J 

_J 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY COOT 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance .Prime Manifold 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted .Engines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Removed Q~tanifold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
-----------+-------------·-----+---------·------- --- --------------
Hydraulic supply 1. Hydraulic supply pressure 1.1 

less than 400 psig, or pressure of 1400 to 
1800 psig required 
(1510 to 1870 psia 
tDBbilical pressure) 
for engine gimbaling 

loss of hydraulic pressure 

2. Hydraulic supply pressure 
400 to 1400 psig 

3. Hydraulic supply pressure 
1800 to 2200 psig 

4. Hydraulic supply pressure 
2200 to 3000 psig 

5. Hydraulic supply pressure 
greater than 3000 psig 

NOTE: 

2.1 

3.1 

4.1 

i 4.1.1 

5.1 

CONTINUE Through CDDT - If main fuel valve leak
age has occurred without hydraulic pressure 
applied, allow all fuel to drain from the fuel ! 
inlet manifold drain hoses after restoring hy
draulic pressure prior to initiation of engine 
gimbaling. 

If the engine is gimbaled with drain hoses in
stalled with the fuel inlet manifold cavities 
primed with fuel (100 ounces), the thrust cham
ber fuel jacket must be flushed. 

PROCEED 

CONTINUE Through CDDT - DO NOT GIMBAL 

CONTINUE Through COOT - DO NOT GIMBAL 

Inspect for external hydraulic system leakage 
fuel overboard drain line leakage; see pages 
covering these problems for disposition. 

HOLD - Turn LOX system purge ON . Turn off 
hydraulic pressure. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY COOT 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance • Prime Manifold 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted .Engines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Removed Q~.tanifold Primed 
-· ------- - · ·- -·- ----

Nominal Condition Nonconforrnance Condition Recommended Disposition 
i------------4--- ---------- - ·-·- - -+--- ------------ - ------------ -------t 
Hydraulic supply 5. 
pressure of 1400 to 
1800 psig required 
(1510 to 1870 psia 
umbilical pressure) 
for engine gimbaling 
(continued). 

Hydraulic supply pressure 
less than 400 psig, or 
loss of hydraulic pressure 
(continued) 

5.1.1 

5 .1. 2 

Perform action applicable to loss of hydraulic 
pressure per paragraph 1, and subsequent to 
reapplication of hydraulic pressure, perf orm 
4.1.1. 

Evaluate possible requirement to replace compo
nents post CDDT. 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY COOT 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRernove Inert Ordnance QPrime Manifold 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted .Engines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Removed ·~·1anifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

RP-1 fuel specific 1. 
gravity shall be in 
the range of 0.801 
to 0.815 per 
MIL-R-25576. 

Nonconformance Condition 

RP-1 specific gravity less 
than 0.801 or greater than 
0.815 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 CONTINUE through Dry CDDT 

1.2 Out of tolerance values of RP-1 specific gravity 
are indicative of a measurement error or contamin
ation of the fuel with another fluid. 

1.3 Obtain additional RP-1 samples and conduct labor
atory analyses to determine correct specific 
gravity values. 

1.4 If specific gravity is verified to be outside of 
specification values, BACKOUT - Determine the 
identity of the contaminates responsible for the 
discrepant specific gravity value. The determina
tion of fuel acceptability is dependent upon the 
type of contaminants, its effect on engine per
formance, and the performance effect on flight 
trajectory. 

NOTES: 
1. RP-1 low specific gravity results in high engine 

performance, while high specific gravity results 
in low engine performance. The performance effect 
is +1.8 K-lb thrust for each engine per -0.001 
tmits of specific gravity. 

2. The effect of engine performance level change due 
to specific gravity upon Saturn V flight trajectol') 
must be assessed by NASA. 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance Q Prime Mani fold 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Engines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Removed • ~1ani fold Primed 
··-------i 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
1-----------4---------------··~--+--------~-~~~-~--~-.-..:=--~------~~----1-

RP-1 fuel shall not 
contain excessive 
quantities of RJ-1 
fuel 

1. RP-1 fuel is contaminated 
· with RJ-1 fuel 

1.1 

1. 2 

PROCEED 

Subsequent to DRY CDDT completion determine the 
amount of RJ-1 mixed with the RP-1. The effect 
of RJ-1 mixed with RP-1 is to increase the fuel 
specific gravity which will decrease engine thrust. 
100 percent RJ-1 lowers engine thrust 4 percent, 
thrust OK pressure switches will pick up; however 
the effect of low liftoff thrust and low flight 
thrust effect on Saturn V flight trajectory must 
be assessed by NASA. A fuel volume of approxi
mately 475 gallons per engine will be consumed 
prior to launch liftoff; however RJ-1 volumes 
greater than approximately 170 gallons in the in
board and 198 gallons in the outboard engine fuel 
suction lines will result in mixing in the fuel 
tank. 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY COOT 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance QPrime f'.lanifold 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted .Engines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Removed ·~fanifold Primed 
-----·----i 

Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fuel 1. 
overboard drain line 
shall not exceed 
that volumetric 
flowrate re~orded 
during hydraulic 
system leak and 
ftm.ctional test. 2. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during hy
draulic system leak and 
ftm.ctional test. 

Prefill leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 CONTINUE Through DRY CDDT - Attempt to define 
leakage rate and type fuel (RP-1 or RJ-1). Post 
CDDT; investigate the source of leakage by use of ! 
an isolation procedure. 

2.1 CONTINUE Through DRY COOT - Replace hypergol mani
fold assembly post CDDT. 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance QPrime Manifold 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted .Engines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Removed ·~fanifold Primed 
··------1 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condi ti on Reconunended Disposition 
t------------+------------~- -----t--------~-------------------~--t 

Zero liquid leakage 1. 
from lube seal drain 
line. 

Liquid leakage from drain 
line 

1.1 BACKOUT - Remove propellants from engine. Take 
investigative action to determine leakage source. 
Engine replacement may be required. 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY COOT 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRernove Inert Ordnance QPrime Manifold 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted .Engines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Removed ·~.fanifold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
~~~~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~~~~~~~~·-~---+-~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-+ 

No external fuel 
leakage allowed. 

1. External fuel leakage is 
noted from engine seal 
(propellant feed system 
or hydraulic system). 

1.1 

1.1.1 

HOLD - Isolate leakage source. 

If the leak is from the engine hydraulic con- I 
trol system, turn on low LOX dome-gas gen
erator LOX injector purge and turn off hy
draulic pressure to the engine, then PROCEED 
through COOT. Perform post COOT inspections 
as defined on sheets covering loss of hydraulic 
pressure. 

1.1.2 Post CDDT, torque joint to maximum allowed 
value and verify that fuel leakage stops. 

1.1 . 2.1 If fuel leakage continues at maximum joint 
torque, remove fuel from engine. Replace 
discrepant seal per applicable field manual. 

1.2 If leak is from engine fuel system joint, 
torque joint to maximum allowed value and 
PROCEED through CDDT. 

1.2 .1 

1. 3 

POST-CDDT ~ If fuel leakage continues at max
imum joint torque, remove fuel from engine. 
Replace discrepant seal per applicable field 
manual. 

Remove residual fuel from engine external sur
f aces and replace any fuel wetted thennal in
sulation panels per applicable field manual. 
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GUIDELINES FOR ORY CDDT 

Pending Operation 

• Prep for Gimbaling .Remove Inert Ordnanc: __ Q Prime Man_i_f_o_l_<l ______________ ___. 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted QEngines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Removed ·~-1anifold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconforrnance Condition Recommended Disposition 
I------------+--------------------+----------------__;;__ ___________ -+ 
Main fuel valve 
leakage without 
hydraulic pressure 
applied shall not 
exceed 500 cc/min. 
from each valve. 

1. Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber fuel inlet 
manifold drain hoses in 
excess of 500 cc/min. per 
fuel valve. 

1.1 

1.1.1 

1.1.1.1 

HOLD - Turn ON LOX system purge. 

Apply 1400 to 1800 psig (1510 to 1870 psia 
umbical pressure) hydraulic pressure. 

Proceed through CDDT with LOX system purge 
on, hydraulic pressure applied to the engine 
and drain hoses installed on the fuel inlet 
manifold drain quick disconnects. 

1.1.1.1.1 Post COOT, replace discrepant main fuel valve 
per applicable field manual. 

1.1.1.1.2 Perform valve timing tests with low LOX dome
gas generator LOX injector purge on. 

1.1.1.1.3 

1.1.1.1.4 

Perform a thrust chamber fuel jacket flush. 
Perform LOX dome flush if fuel leakage over
flows from the thrust chamber injector and 
the low LOX dome-gas generator LOX injector 
purge was not on. 

Perform main fuel valve leak test with and 
without hydraulic pressure applied to the 
replacement main fuel valve . 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY CDDT 
.....-------------------------------------··--------------------

Pending Operation 

• Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance QPrime Manifold 
----------

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted .Engines Gimbaled Q Inert Ordnance Removed QHanifold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
1-------------1-------------~--·-_ __, ______________________________ _.,. 
No main fuel valve 1. 
leakage allowed with 
hydraulic pressure 
applied to engine. 

Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber fuel inlet 
manifold drain hoses. 

1.1 HOLD - Turn ON LOX system purge. PROCEED 
through CDDT with LOX system purge on, hydraulic 
pressure applied to the engine and drain hoses 
installed on the fuel inlet manifold drain 
quick disconnects. 

1.1.1 Post CDDT, replace discrepant main fuel valve 
per applicable field manual. 

1.1.2 Perform valve timing tests with low LOX dome
gas generator LOX injector purge on. 

1.1.3 Perform a thrust chamber fuel jacket flush if 
fuel leakage rate exceeds 1000 cc/min. from dis
crepant valve. Perform LOX dome flush if fuel 
leakage overflows from the thrust chamber in
jector and the low LOX dome-gas generator LOX 
injector purge was not on. 

1.1.4 Perform main fuel valve leak test with and with-
1 out hydraulic pressure applied to the replace-
! ment main fuel valve . 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRernove Inert Ordnance QPrime Manifold 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted .Engines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Removed ·~·1anifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

No gas generator 
valve fuel leakage 
allowed 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Fuel leakage noted from 
gas generator combustor 
drain port. 

' 

1.1 

1.1.1 

1.1.1.1 

Reconunended Disposition 

HOLD - Turn ON LOX system purge. 

If hydraulic pressure is not applied to the 
engine, apply 1400 to 1800 psig (1510 to 
1870 psia umbilical pressure) hydraulic 
pressure. 

If leakage stops with hydraulic pressure 
applied, .PROCEED through COOT with the 
hydraulic system pressurized. Hydraulic 
pressure will be required any time fuel is 
in the engine. 

1.1.1.1.1 Post CDDT perform a gas generator LOX injec
tor flush if gas generator valve fuel leak
age occurs without the LOX system purge on. 

1.1.1.2 If leakage continues with hydraulic pressure 
applied, PROCEED through CDDT. Post CDDT, 
remove prefill and fuel from the engine. 

I 1.1.1. 2 .1 Replace discrepant gas generator valve per 
applicable field manual. 

1.1.1.2.2 Perform engine valve timing test with low 
LOX dome-gas generator LOX injector purge on. 

1.1.1.2.3 Perform gas generator LOX injector flush . 

_J 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY CDDT 

Pending Operation 

• Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance QPrime Manifold 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Engines Gimbaled Q Inert Ordnance Removed Q Mani fold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
--~~~~~~~~---<~~~~~~~~~~~~·---~~-+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_.:...~~~~~~~~~~~-t 

LOX dome-gas gener- 1 . Pu~ge system pressure 1,1 HOLD ~Turn purge off. Repair system prior to 
a tor LOX injector less than 120 psig or performing gimbal operations, and PROCEED. 
purge must be on greater than 1000 psig 
with a pressure prior to initiating 
range of 120 to_ lOOC engine gimbal operation. 
psig during engine 
gimbaling with pre
fill in the thrust 2. 
chamber. Nominal ; 
pressure is 220 psi~. 

(Measurement moni
tored at Lut. Sys
tem Ll.P between 
measurement and 
engine interface 
is 80 psi when 
inte1face prt:ssure ! 
is 120 psig) 

3. 

Purge pressure below 60 
psig or goes off during 
engine gimbaling. 

. . - .. -· 

Purge pressure between 60 
and 120 psig during engine 
gimbaling. 

4. Purge pressure above 
1000 psig during engine 
gimbaling. 

1.2 If problem cannot be corrected, CONTINUE.through 
CDDT without purge, and perfonn a LOX dome flush 
post DRY CDDT. 

2.1 HOLD - Turn purge off to preclude check valve 
chatter, then CONTINUE through DRY CDDT, perform 
LOX dome flush post DRY COOT. 

3.1 HOLD - Stop gimbaling turn off purge to preclude 
LOX purge check valve chatter. Correct problem, 
then PROCEED. 

3.2 If problem cannot be corrected, CONTINUE through 
DRY COOT without purge, and perform a LOX dome 
flush post DRY CDDT or do not gimbal during DRY 
CDDT. 

4.1 HOLD - Stop gimbaling. Turn purge off. Correct 
problem. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY CDDT 

Pending Operation 

• Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance QPrime Manifold 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted .Engines Gimbaled Q Inert Ordnance Removed Q~.tanifold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
1--~~~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~-+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-=--~~~~~~~~~~~--t 

l LOX dome-gas gener- 4. 
ator LOX injector 
purge must be on 
with a pressure 
range of 120 to 
1000 psig during 
engine gimbaling 
with prefill in the 
thrust chamber. 
Nominal pressure is 
220 psig. 

(Measurement mon'."' 
itored at Lut. 
System ~p between 
measurement and en
engine interface is 
80 psi when inter
face pressure is 
120 psig) 

Purge pressure above 1000 
psig during engine 
gimbaling. (Continued) 

4.2 Readjust pressure within range. If purge system 
pressure exceeded 3600 psig, turn purge on and 
perform purge system leak test to verify wrap 
aroWld line bellows integrity. Then PROCEED. 

4.3 If problem cannot be corrected, CONTINUE through 
DRY CDDT without purge, and perform a LOX dome 
flush post DRY CDDT or do not gimbal during DRY 
CDDT. 

,, 
CD 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance .Prime Manifold 

Engine Status 

QFuel Admitted QEngines Gimbaled Q Inert Ordnance Removed · QManifo_l_d_P_r_i_m_e_d _________ --1 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
L-----------+------------~--:__--l-------------------=---------------t 

LOX dome-gas gen- 1. 
erator LOX injector 
purge must be on · · 
with a pressure 
range of 120 to 1000 2. 
ps1g .when pre£i11 
is admitted to prime 
the thrust chamber 
manifold. Nominal 
pressure is 220 psig 

(Heasuremen t mon
itored at Lut. Sys
tem tiP between 
measurement and 
engine interface is 
80 psi when interface 
pressure is 120 
psig) 

Purge pressure goes off, 
or is less than 120 psig 
during prefill admittance. 

Purge pressure greater 
than 1000 psig ·during pre
fill admittance. -

1.1 HOLD - Turn off prefill system, then turn off 
purge to preclude LOX check valve chatter. 
Correct problem. Then PROCEED. 

2.1 HOLD - Turn off prefill system, then turn off 
purge. Correct problem. 

2.2 If purge system pressure exceeded 3600 psig, per
form purge system leak check to verify wrap-around 
line bellows integrity. 

-
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY COOT 
.--------------------------------·-------·· ·--- - - . --------

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance 

Engine Status 

QPrimc ~lanifold I .. ----·----·----------··----t 
.Fuel Admitted • Engines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Removed • ~lani fold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Reconunended Dispos ition 
--------------+---------·-------- -·---+-------- - - ------ ---· 

·- ·---· ·-·--·-·--·· --··-·-·· --·-1; 
-------------+ 

The purity of gas
eous nitrogen shall 
be equivalent to 
Type I of MIL-P-

1. 

27401 specification. 2. 

The moisture content ex
ceeds 26.3 ppm by volwne 
of water vapor at 70 F. 

The purity of the nitrogen 
is less than 99.5 percent 
nitrogen by volwne (total 
hydrocarbon 25 ppm by 
weight as carbon, 0.5 per
cent by volume as oxygen, 
58.3 ppm by volume as 
methane) . 

1.1 

2.1 

HOLD - Correct cause of excessive moisture prior i 
to supplying gaseous nitrogen to the engine system J 

I 

HOLD - Determine extent of nonconformance and 
evaluate hardware condition on an individual 
occurrence and application basis. 

i 

I 

,__ _________ _._ _________________ ._ _____________________ - ·-------' 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Girnbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance .Prime Manifold 

Engine Status 

QFuel Admitted QEngines Gimbaled Q Inert Ordnance Removed QManifold Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Thrust chamber pre- 1. 
fill fluid shall be 
in conformance with 
specification 
RB0210-017. 2. 

Solid particles: 
no sedement; pH 
value: 6~5 ±1.5; 
ethylene glycol per- 3. 
centage by weight: 
50 ±1 percent. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

The prefill fluid contains 
solid particles which are 
smaller than 1350 microns. 

The prefill fluid con
tains solid particles 
which are larger than 
1350 microns. 

The pH of the prefill 
fluid is less than 5.0. 

The pH of the prefill 
fluid is larger than 8.0. 

The prefill fluid contains 
from 50 to 60 percent 
ethylene glycol by weight. 

The prefill fluid contains 
more than 60 percent 
ethylene glycol by weight. 

The prefill fluid contains 
from 45 to 50 percent 
ethylene glycol by weight. 

I.I PROCEED 

2.1 HOLD - Filter the prefill fluid to obtain accept
able particle sizes prior to introducing the pre
fill fluid into the thrust chamber. 

3.1 HOLD - Exposure of thrust chamber components to 
this organic acid is acceptable for short time 
durations only, 1 week maximum. 

4.1 PROCEED 

5.1 PROCEED 

6.1 HOLD - Add distilled or deionized water to the 
prefill fluid to obtain a 50 percent mixture by 
weight. 

7 .1 PROCEED 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELI~ES FOR DRY CDDT 
.---------------------------------------·---- ------------- ------... 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance • Prim~ . ~lani folJ ·-·

Engine Status 

QFuel Admitted Q Engines Gimbaled Q Inert Ordnance Removed Q ~lani fold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition RecommendeJ Disposition 

I -·-·- ---·--1 
! 
I 

-- · - - --· - ---/ 

-----------+-------·--------- --·-<1--------·- -------·-------- --~ 
Thrust chamber pre
fill fluid shall be 
in conformance with 
specification 
RB0210-017. 

Solid particles: 
no sedement; pH 
value: 6.5 ±1.5; 
ethylene glycol per
centage by weight: 
50 ±1 percent. 

------------·-

8. The prefill fluid contains 
less than 45 percent 
ethylene glycol by weight. 

8.1 HOLD - Take corrective action to obtain a SO 
percent mixture by weight. 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY COOT 

Pending Operation 

tf Prep for Gimhaling 
1----------------------· 

.. Remove Inert Ordnance Qrrime ManifolJ 

Engine Status 

tfFuel Admitted Q Engines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Removed • ~lani ~C:.~~~r_ime~--- __ -----·-

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
1------·-------+-------·-----·---- ·- -·--1------------------- ---------------+ 

Drain hoses must not 1. 
be removed from the 
fuel inlet manifold 
drainage quick dis
connects until after 
the final applica-
tion of hydraulic 
supply pressure to 
the engine if main 
fuel valve leakage 
has occurred without 
hydraulic pressure 
applied. 

Drain hoses are removed 1.1 
prior to final application 
of hydraulic sypply 
pressure. 1.1.1 

1.1. 2 

1.1.3 

HOLD - Turn LOX system purge on. Accomplish 
either step 1.1.l or 1.1.2, whichever is fast e r. 

Apply hydraulic supply pressure. Then install 
drain hoses on the fuel inlet manifold drain 
quick disconnects and measure total volwne of 
fuel which drains. The PROCEED. 

Reinstall drain hoses on the fuel inlet manifold 
drain quick disconnects and measure initial 
volume of fuel which drains. Then PROCEED. 

Post CDDT, perform a thrust chamber LOX dome 
flush if the LOX dome is suspected to be con
taminated. Perform a thrust chamber fuel jacket 
flush, post CDDT,if more than 13 ounces of fuel I 
is detected in steps 1.1.1 or 1.1.2. \ 

I 
I 
I 
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GUIDELINES FOR ORY COOT 
------------------------------------------ --- ----· 

Pending Operation 

QRemove Inert Ordnance .Prime ~lani fold 
1-----------------------:=-------------·-

En gin e Status 

() Prep for Gimbaling 
·------------~ 

i 

----1 ()Fuel Admitted ()Engines Gimbaled ()Inert Ordnance Removed ()nanifold Primed 

:::t•lchc::i: i::. 1 1. r;:::sntfo::::c:r Cio
5
nd::::; t= ~LD _ c~~::::~:;::l::~~~s i-;;:---· 

jacket must be re- not to exhibit drain hose 
primed with prefill. drainage on one or more 

engines. 
1.1. l If thrust chamber does not prefill due to 

sticking check valve, replace check valve per 
applicable field manual, verify torqueing pro
cedure and record torque values. Waive throat 
plug leak check. 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY CDDT 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~O~:~~P~r~e~p~~f~o~r~~G~i~mh~~a~l~in~~g~~~O:~R~:~:~:~~~:_·-n_-g_I-n~~~:~:~r~~~:~:~~~:~n~c-~----0--~-~-i-m .. _e_M_a_n __ i--f-ol-._d-_~-- ~-~-. -_-- _- I 
Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted .Engines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Removed • ~.tani fold Primed I 
1-------r-------=--- .... ...... ____ ._ ------·- -- - · - ··- ·-···- .. ---1· 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
-----------+----------------- ----!-------- - ·- -

No internal or ex- 1. Internal leakage of pre-
ternal prefill leak- fill fluid. 
age is allowed from 
thrust chamber. 

2. External leakage of 
pre fill. 

1.1 

1.1.1 

CONTINUE through CDDT - Turn on low LOX system 
purge and leave on through CDDT. 

Post CDDT repair the thrust chamber per R-3896-3.1 

1.1.2 Flush LOX dome at conclusion of weld repair and 
conduct throat plug leak check after LOX dome 
flush completion. 

2.1 HOLD - Drain prefill from thrust chamber. Then 
PROCEED. 

2.2 Post CDDT, repair the thrust chamber per 
R-3896-3, (Vol. II). 

12.2. I Flush LOX dome at conclusion of weld repair and 
conduct throat plug leak check after completion 
of dome flush. 

I ! 2 .2 .2 

I 

I 

Remove external prefill leakage from engine and 
TIS surfaces, and replace TIS panels, which are 
internally wet with prefill. 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance QPrime Manifold 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted .Engines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Removed . QHanifold Primed 

Nominal Condition ·Nonconforrnance Condition Recommended Disposition 
-----------+------------------+----------------....:.....-------------+ 
d-c electrical 
power: 24 to 32 
vdc tmder load 
conditions. 

1. Loss of d-c power or less 
than 18 volts. 

1.1 CONTINUE through DRY CDDT 

1.2 Post DRY CDDT, verify d-c power distribution to 
engine is normal and all propellant valves are 
in the closed position. 

2. Low d-c voltage (18 to 24). 2.1 PROCEED 

3. High 
vdc. 

4. High 
than 

L . 

d-c voltage 32 to 36 

' 
d-c voltage, greater 
36 vdc. 

3.1 PROCEED 

4.1 HOLD - Turn off electrical power and CONTINUE 
through DRY CDDT, post DRY CDDT. Effect system 
repair. Verify that all engine electrical indi
cators illuminate properly. Post DRY CDDT com
pletion conduct an electrical functional check 
of the following components: main LOX valve, main 
fuel valve, and gas generator valve position in
dicators, hypergol installed switch, checkout 
valve position switches, igniter circuits, flight 
instruments (calibration) and turbopump heater 
thermostats . 
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GUIDELI~ES FOR DRY COOT 
.-------------------------------------··-- ----·--------

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance Q Prime Mani fold 

Engine Status ~ 
.Fuel Admitted • Engines Gimbaled Q Inert Ordnance Removed Q ~-lani fold Primed I ·--·---1· Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

-----------+------·--------- ----t---·- ----- -------------~ 

Pyrotechnic igniter 1. 
a-c electrical power 
500 to 750 vac under 
load conditions 2. 

3. 

Low voltage, less than 500 1.1 PROCEED 
vac. 

High voltage, 750 vac to 2.1 PROCEED 
1000 vac. 

High voltage, greater than 3.1 
1000 vac. 

HOLD - Turn off igniter power supply and PROCEED 
through DRY CDDT . 

..._______..._ ___ __.____ ____ . __ _J 

j 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY CDDT 
r-----------------------------------··-------· ----· 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance 0 Prime Mani fold 
---

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted .Engines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Rem~v_e_<l _ _ •~·1a~ .~~ol~~rime~·- _ ·- - ·- -=i--
Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
-----------+-------·---· ··------- ----+---------- - ------------
Main LOX valves (2), 1. One valve CLOSE indication I.I HOLD - If hydraulic pressure is not applied to I 
main fuel valves (2) is not received; or one the engine, apply hydraulic pressure and verify 
gas generator valve valve OPEN indication is that proper indication is received. 
CLOSE indications received; or both OPEN and 
are required at all CLOSED indications are 
times d-c power is received. 
applied. 

1. 2 If valve CLOSED indication is not received with 
hydraulic pressure applied, use appropriate 
"work-around" procedures to provide the inter
lock indications which are required to CONTI~U[ 
through CDDT, then PROCEED. 

1.3 If valve closed indication is received with hy
draulic pressure applied, perform the following 
actions for the appropiate valve. 

1.3.1 Main LOX valve position - PROCEED 

1.3.2 Main fuel valve position - CONTINUE through COOT. 
Post COOT, drain thrust chamber fuel manifold 
with-hydraulic pressure applied. Inspect pre
fill fluid for evidence of fuel. If more than 
13 ounces of fuel is detected, perform fuel 
jacket flush. If LOX dome contamination is sus
pected, perform LOX dome flush. 

__ _J 
(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY COOT 
.....-------------------------P-e_n_d-in_g_O_p_e_r_a_t_i_o_n ________ .. ____________________ 1. 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance Q Prime Mani fold _ 
·- - - ------

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted .Engines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Removed ·~·1-~~~~~~~:imned ~ 
Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Dispositio 

1-------------4-------------·- - ---<>---------· ·- ··---· --------

Main LOX valves (2), 1. One valve CLOS indication 1.3.3 Gas generator valve position - Inspect gas gen- ; 
main fuel valve (2) is not received; or one erator combustor drain for evidence of fuel, I 
gas generator valve valve OPEN indication is then CONTINUE through CDDT. If fuel is noted j 
CLOSE indications received; or both OPEN and and the gas generator LOX purge was not on, per- [ 
are required at all CLOSED indications are form a flush of the gas generator LOX injector I 
times d-c power is received. subsequent to CDDT completion. 
applied. 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY COOT 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance QPrime ~lanifold 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Engines Gimbaled Q Inert Ordnance Removed Q Mani fold Primed 
- -- --- -----------·--·- ··--------! 

_N_o_m_i_n_a_l_C_o_n_d_i_t_1_· o_n_--+ ___ N_o_n_c_o_n_f_o_r __ m_a_n_c_e_C_o_n_d_1_·_ t __ i ()_n _ ___ ,_ ___________ R_e_c_o_mm_e_n_d_e_d_D_i_s_p_o_s_i_t_i_o_n _________ -t, 

Checkout valve must 1. 
be in the ground 
position when hy
draulic pressure is 
applied to the 
engine. 

Checkout valve indicates 
some position other than, 
or in addition to, the 
ground position. 

1.1 

1.2 

HOLD - Cycle checkout valve to ground position . 
If ground position is not attained in 4 seconds, 
BACKOUT - remove power to preclude motor burnout. 

Turn off hydraulic pressure, then PROCEED. 

1.3 Post DRY CDDT - Determine if problem is assoc
iated with the checkout valve actuator or the 
ground control system. 

1.3.1 If the problem is associated with the ground 
control system, conduct cycling tests as re
quired to verify that the checkout valve will 
attain the desired position at the proper time 
and that the correct indication will be received 
at that time. 

1.3.2 If the actuator is defective and the checkout 
valve is not in the grotllld position, replace 
actuator per applicable field manual. 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY COOT 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance Q Prime Mani fold 

Engine Status 
------------4 

.Fuel Admitted 0 Engines Gimbaled Q Inert Ordnance Removed 0 ~fani fold Primed 
-----------~---------------~------------------··· -- ·--- ·--·· ----- ----
__ N_o_m_i_n_a_1_c_o_n_d_i_t_i_o_n_-4-__ N_on_c_on_fo_r __ m_a_n_c_e_C_o_n_d_1_·t_i?_n __ + _________ R_e_c_o_mm_e_n_d_e_d_D_i_s_p~o_s_-_it_io_n ________ --+I 
Hypergol cartridge 
installed must re
main actuated to 
serve as an 
interlock. 

1. Light goes off after cart
ridge installation 

1.1 I CONTINUE through COOT - Use appropriate "work- I 
around" procedures to provide the interlock indi- . 

I cations which are required to CONTINUE through ! 
CDDT. Correct problem post COOT. 

_J 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY COOT 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance QPrime 1-lanifold 
----- -----

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Engines Gimbaled Q Inert Ordnance Removed Q Mani fold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
!------------+---------------·- ·-----~-------- ----------

Pyrotechnic igniters 1. 
(4) installed indi
cation is required 
to obtain engine 
armed indication. 
(Inert ordance in
stalled for DRY 
CDDT) 

Pyrotechnic igniter instal- 1.1 
led signal not received 
when circuit is completed 
or is subsequently lost 

1.1.1 

CONTINUE through DRY CDDT - Simulate igniter 
installed signal to obtain engine anned 
indication. 

Correct problem after DRY CDDT completion. 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY CDDT 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance Qrrime Manifold 
---- -------+ 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted .Engines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Removed ·~-1anifold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
1-------------t---------------··- ·-·-----+---·------ ·----· 
Calibration of 1. Calibration voltage out

put out of specification 
limits (1 of 3 jteps or 
a zero shift). 

flight instrumenta
tion redline para
meters 

(3 steps: ambient, 
20 percent, and 80 
percent). 

2. Calibration voltage output 
out of specification 
limits (2 of 3 steps, all 
3 steps, or complete fail
ure of output signal). 

2.1 Turbopump LOX bearing 
temperature. 

2.2 Engine environmental 

1.1 PROCEED - (If a zero shift was observed deter
mine the amount of shift bias for use when re
viewing future measurements recorded by the 
affected transducer). 

2.1.1 PROCEED 

2.2.1 PROCEED 

_J 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY COOT 

Pending Operation 

Q Prep for Gimbaling QRemove Inert Ordnance QPrime Manifold 
-------

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Engines Gimbaled • Inert Ordnance Remove cl • ~lani fold Primed 

_N_~_in_a_l_C_oo_d_i_t_i_oo ____ r_~o_n_c_o_n_fo_r_m_a_n_c_e_C_o_n_d_i~_n ____ ~ _-______ ~co~nd~;s~-i-o-n-- · ·~ 

Calibration of 1. Calibration voltage out- 1.1 PROCEED I 
flight instrumenta- put out of specification 
tion non-redline limits (1 of 3 steps). 
parameter pressure 
transducers (3 
steps: ambient, 
20 percent and 80 
percent). 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Calibration voltage out-
put out of specification 
limits (2 of 3 steps with 
backup). 

Calibration voltage output 
out of specification 
limits (2 of 3 steps no 
backup). 

Calibration voltage out-
put out of specification 
limits (zero shift). 

2.1 PROCEED 

3. 1 PROCEED 

4.1 PROCEED 
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GUIDELINES FOR DRY COOT 

Pending Operation ==l 
Q Prep for Gimbaling _ QRemove Inert Ordnance Q P_r_i_m_e _r-~an~_f_o_l_d ___________ _ 

Engine Status 
; 

.Fuel Admitted .Engines Gimbaled .Inert Ordnance Removed ·~lanifold Primed ! 

Nominal Condition 

Thermal insulation 
panels shall not 
be internally 
wetted. 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Thermal insulation panels 1.1 PROCEED 
are internally wetted with 
nonflammable fluid 
(water). 

- ··· - - - ·-- - ·- · 

Recommended Disposition 

2. Thermal insulation panels 
are internally wetted 
with flanunable fluids 
(RP-1, RJ-1, etc.). 

2.1 PROCEED - Replace wetted panels post DRY CDDT. 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCll COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted .Fuel Admitted 
>----------~---- ---: ·M~nifold Prime3 ________________ __, 

Nominal Condition 

RP-1 fuel specific 
gravity shall be 
in the range of 
0.801 to 0.815 per 
MIL-2-255 76. 

1. 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
·----+- ---· ----- _________ __, 

RP-I specific gravity less 1.1 
than 0.801 or greater tha 
0.815. 

1. 2 

HOLD - Out of tolerance values of RP-1 specific 
gravity are indicative of a measurement error or 
contamination of the fuel with another fluid. 

Obtain additional RP-1 samples and conduct labora
tory analyses to determine correct specific gravity 
values 

1.3 If specific gravity is verified to be outside of 
MIL specification values, BACKOUT 

1.4 Determine the identity of the contaminates responsi~ 
ble for the discrepant specific gravity value. The' 
determination of fuel acceptability is dependent I 
upon the type of contaminate, its effect on engine 1 

performance, and the performance effect on flight i 
trajectory. ! 

NOTES 

1. 

2. 

I 

RP-I low specific gravity results in high engine ' 
performance, while high specific gravity results in I 
low engine performance. The performance affect is 1 

+ 1.8 K-lb thrust for each engine per -0.001 units ! 
of specific gravity. 

The effect of engine performance level change due 
to specific gravity upon Saturn V flight trajectory 
must be assessed by NASA. 

I 
i 

I 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCll COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

!----------------------------------------------------·------·-
Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted .Fuel Admitted ·~-tanifold Primed 
1-----------~----

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
t-----------t-------------------r--- ·--------------·-
RP-I fuel shall I. 
not contain ex
cessive quantities 
of RJ-1 fuel. 

RP-1 fuel is contaminated 
with RJ-1 fuel. 

1.1 HOLD 

1.2 Determine the amount of RJ-1 mixed with the RP-1. 
The effect of RJ-1 mixed with RP-I is to increase 
the fuel specific gravity which will decrease en
gine thrust. 100 percent RJ-1 lowers engine thrust 
4 percent, thrust OK pressure switches will pick 
up; however, the effect of low liftoff thrust and 
low flight thrust effect on Saturn V flight tra- ; 
jectory must be assessed by NASA. A fuel volume of I 
approximately 475 gallons per engine will be con
sumed prior to launch liftoff; however, RJ-1 vol- ! 

umes greater than approximately 170 gallons in the ·1· 

inboard and 198 gallons in the outboard engine 
fuel suction lines will result in mixing in the ! 

I fuel tank. I 

L_ ________ __._ _______________ _,_ ______________________________ • 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCll COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

!------------------------------------------------------·---------~ 
Engine Status 

~---------.--•=--P_r_e_ fill Admitted • Fuel Admi tte<l Q ~fani fold Prim~~ -- - ----------------1 
Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition 

+------------1------------------+------·. 
Leakage from fuel 1. 
overboard drain 
line shall not ex
ceed that volu
metric flowrate 
recorded during 
hydraulic system 
leak and func
tional test. 

Fuel leakage from fuel 1.1 
overboard drain line ex-
ceeds the volumetric flow- 1.1.1 
rate recorded during hy-
draulic system leak and 
functional test. 

1.1.1.1 

1.1.1.1.1 

1.1.1.1.2 

1.1.1.1.2.1 

1.1.1.1.2.2 

1.1.1.1.2.3 

(Continued on next page) 

Recommended Disposition 
----------~ 

HOLD - Perform the following isolations: 

Pressurize the fuel tank to maximum 
permissable level. If the leakage rate 
decreases, depressurize the fuel tank 
and PROCEED with the launch countdown. 

I 
If the leakage rate increases or re- j 
mains the same, perform the following: 

1 

Measure the leakage rate. If the leak- I 
age rate is less than 158 cc/min., ; 
PROCEED. 

I 

If the leakage rate is greater than 1581 
cc/min., perform the following: 

Disconnect the I-inch line from the 
hydraulic drain system from the Y-fit
ting on the 1-3/4-inch fuel overboard 
drain line . Cap the Y-fitting. 

Install the fuel seal drain manifold 
adapter P/N 9020907 

Measure the leakage from the inlet port i 
of the adapter (No. 6 seal). 1 

J 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCll COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Engine Status 

.Pre fill Admitted 
~---------~----

• Fuel Admitted Q ~-fani fold Primed __ --------------------1 
I Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

~----------+-----------------~------------------- Jess·~~ Leakage from fuel 
overboard drain 
line shall not ex
ceed that volu
metric flowrate 
recorded during 
hydraulic system 
leak and func
tional test. 

1. Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during hy
draulic system leak and 
functional test. 

1.1.1.1.2.3.1 

1.1.1.1.2.3.2 

1.1.1.1.2.4 

1.1.1.1.2 . 4.1 

1.1.1.1.2.4.2 

1.1.1.1.2.5 

1.1.1.1.2.5.l 

1.1.1.1.2.5.2 

1.1.1.1.3 

(Continued on next page) 

If the leakage rate is 
gpm, PROCEED. 

If the leakage rate is greater than 20 
gpm, replace the engine. 

Measure the leakage from the primary 
port of the adapter (No. 5 seal). 

If the leakage rate is less than 6.5 
gpm, PROCEED. 

If the leakage rate is more than 6.5 
gpm, replace the engine. 

Measure the leakage rate from the over
board drain line. This leakage is bear~ 
ing coolant valve leakage. ! 

If the leakage rate is less than 158 
cc/min., PROCEED 

If the leakage rate is more than 158 
cc/min., replace bearing coolant valve. 

Measure the leakage rate from the I-inch 
hydraulic drain system. If the leakage 1 

rate does not exceed 1882 cc/min., 
PROCEED. 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCll COUNTDO\V:.J 

Pending Operation ~ 

1------------·-----------
Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted I 
~---------.------

.Fuel Admitted 0~·1anifold Primed _________________ _,! 

! 
I Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fuel 
overboard drain 
line shall not ex
ceed that volu
metric flowrate 
recorded during 
hydraulic system 
leak and func
tional · test. 

1. 

Nonconformance Condi ti on Recommended Disposition ____ ,_ ____________ ------------- ·-------- ·--·--
Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during hy
draulic system leak and 
functional test. 

1.1.1.1.4 

1.1.1.1.4.1 

1.1.1.1.4.1.1 

1.1.1.1.4.1.2 

1.1.1.1.4.2 

1.1.1.1.4.2.l 

If the leakage rate exceeds 1882 cc/ 
min., perform the following: 

Isolate the ignition monitor valve vent 
from the overboard drain system. 

If the leakage is less than 1882 cc/ 
min., reinstall flight hardware and 
PROCEED. 

If the leakage is greater than 1882 cc/ 
min., replace the ignition monitor 
valve. 

Isolate the redundant shutdown drain 
from overboard drain system. 

If the leakage is less than 3764 cc/ 
min., reinstall flight hardware and 
PROCEED. 

1.1.1.1.4.2.2 If the leakage is greater than 3764 cc/ 
min., perform the following: 

1.1.1.1.4.2.2.l Isolate the engine control valve drain 
from the overboard drain system. Mea
sure the leakage rate from the redun
dant shutdown valve . 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCll COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted 
1----------~----

.Fuel Admitted 0Manifold Primed _______________ --1 

Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fuel 1. 
overboard drain 
line shall not ex
ceed that volu
metric flowrate 
recorded during 
hydraulic system 
leak and func-
tional test. 

Nonconformance Condition 
Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during hy
draulic system leak and 
functional test. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1.1.1.4.2.2.2 If the leakage is less than 3764 cc/ 
min., reinstall flight hardware and 
PROCEED. 

1.1.1.1.4.2.2.3 If the leakage exceeds 3764 cc/min., 
replace the redundant shutdown valve. 

1.1.1.1.4.3 Isolate the No. 1 main fuel valve 
potentiometer drain from the overboard 
drain system. 

1.1.1.1.4.3.1 If the leakage is less than 9410 cc/ 
min., reinstall flight hardware and 
PROCEED. 

1.1.1.1.4.3.2 If the leakage is 
min., replace the 
potentiometer. 

greater than 9410 cc/ I 
main fuel valve 

1.1.1.1.4.4 

1.1.1.1.4.4.1 

Isolate the No. 2 main fuel valve 
tiometer drain from the overboard 
drain system. 

po ten~ 
If the leakage is less than 9410 cc/ 
min., reinstall flight hardware and 
PROCEED. 

I 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

!------------------------------------------·---------··---
Engine Status 

1--------------·=--P __ refill Admitted .Fuel Admitted ~anifold Prime~-------------------1 
Nominal Condi_t_1_· o_n_1--__ N_o_n_c_o_n_f_o_nn_a_n_c_e_C_o_n_d_i_t_1·_ o_n_--t---------- __ Recommended Ui spos it ion ~ 

Leakage from fuel 1. Fuel leakage from fuel 1.1.1.1.4.4.2 If the leakage is greater th~~~~~~- I 
overboard drain overboard drain line ex- cc/min., replace the main fuel valve 

1

. 

line shall not ex- ceeds the volumetric flow- potentiometer. 
ceed that volu- rate recorded during hy-
metric flowrate draulic system leak and 1.1.1.1.S If the source of leakage is not deter- 'I 

recorded during functional test. mined by isolating the preceding com-
hydraulic system ponents, PROCEED. \ 
leak and func-
tional test. 2. Prefill leakage from fuel 

overboard drain line. 
2.1 HOLD - Replace hypergol manifold 

assembly 

l 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCII COUNTDO\vN 

Pending Operation 

Engine Status 

QPrefill Admitted .Fuel Admitted ~nifold Prime~--------
1-----------~----

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
-----------r------------------·-i-------·-------------
Zero liquid leak- 1. 
age from lube seal 
drain line. 

Liquid leakage from drain 
line. 

1.1 HOLD - Remove propellants from engine. Take in
vestigative action to determine leakage source. 
Engine replacement may be required. 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCll COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation I 
1-----------------------11 

Engine Status 

1-----------___ Q_P_r~fill Admitted .Fuel Admitted Q~·lanifold Prime~_ .. ______________ , 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
.i.----------~1---------------------.._ ______________________ __ ____ _ 

No external fuel 1. 
leakage allowed. 

External fuel leakage is 
noted from engine seal 
(propellant feed system or 
hydraulic system). 

1.1 HOLD - Isolate leakage source. 

1.1.1 If the leak is from the engine hydraulic control 
system and if the system is pressurized, turn on 
low LOX dome-gas generator LOX injector purge and 
turn off hydraulic pressure to the engine. Per
form inspections as defined on sheets covering 
loss of hydraulic pressure. 

1.1.2 Torque joint to maximum allowed value and verify 
that fuel leakage stops. 

1.1.3 If fuel leakage continues at maximum joint torque, 
remove fuel from engine. Replace discrepant seal 
per applicable field manual. 

1.2 If leak is from engine fuel system joint, torque 
joint to maximum allowed value and verify that 
fuel leakage stops. 

1.2.1 If fuel leakage continues at maximum joint torque, 
remove fuel from engine. Replace discrepant seal 
per applicable field manual. 

1.3 Remove residual fuel from engine external surfaces 
and replace any fuel wetted thermal insulation 
panels per applicable field manual. 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCll COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Engine Status 

• Pre fill Admitted • Fuel Admi tte<l ·~·lanifol<l Primed 
!------------.----- ····--------------------1 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condi ti on Recommended Disposition 
~------·---!------------------··-~-----------------·-· -
Main fuel valve 1. 
leakage without 
hydraulic pressure 
applied shall not 
exceed 500 cc/min. 
from each valve. 

Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber fuel inlet 
manifold drain hoses at a 
flowrate above 500 cc/min. 
per valve. 

1.1 

1. 2 

HOLD - Turn LOX system purge on. 
and fuel from engine. 

Remove prefi 11 

Replace discrepant main fuel valve per applicable 
field manual. 

1.3 Perform engine valve timing test with low LOX 
dome-gas generator LOX injector purge on. 

1.4 Perform main fuel valve leak test with hydraulic 
pressure applied. 

1.5 Perform thrust chamber jacket flush, and LOX dome 
flush if LOX dome contamination is suspected. 

1.6 Replace any fuel wetted thermal insulation panels 
per applicable field manual. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

-·--_J 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNC!l COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Engine Status 1-----------.--• __ P_r~fill Admitt_ed .Fuel Admitte~ ·~·lanifoJ!_Prime? 
Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition 
+-----------+------------------1------- -· -- -----·-··--- ---·--- ·---

Recommended Disposition 
·---

No gas generator 1. 
valve fuel leakage 
allowed. 

Fuel leakage noted from 
gas generator combustor 
drain port. 

1.1 

1.1.1 

1.1.1.1 

HOLD - Turn on LOX system purge. 
I 

If hydraulic pressure is not applied to the I 
engine, apply 1400 to 1800 psig (1510 to 18701 
psia umbilical pressure) hydraulic pressure. I 

If leakage stops with hydraulic pressure ap- i 
plied, PROCEED with the hydraulic system 
pressurized. Hydraulic pressure will be re
quired any time fuel is in the engine. 

1.1.1.l.l Perform a gas generator LOX injector flush if 
gas generator valve leakage occurs without 
the LOX system purge on. 

1.1.1.2 If leakage continues with hydraulic pressure 
applied, remove prefill and fuel from the 
engine. 

1.1.1.2.1 Replace discrepant gas generator valve per 
applicable field manual. 

I 
1.1.1.2.2 Perform engine valve timing test with low 

dome-gas generator LOX injector purge on. 
LOX I 

I 

1.1.1.2.3 Perform gas generator LOX injector flush. 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCll COUNTDO\v'N 

Pending Operation 

!"------------ ------------------------------··-- ·- ·--·-----------i 
Engine Status 

• Pre f!.11 Admitted 
i-------------·---

.Fuel Admitted -~tanifold Primed 
. ·- ---·----·---------i 

' 
Nominal Condi_t_i_o_n-+l __ N_o_n::unformance Condi ti on 

ITurbopump inter- 1. Purge pressure less than 
!mediate seal purge 60 psig. 
160 to 125 psig. 

2 (Purge not re- I · Purgt; pressure between 
. ct ct . I i26 anc 200 psig 

qu~re uring pre-
lallllch colllltdown 1 

operations but i 3· 
wi 11 be ON due tc• I 
gaseous nitrogen ! 
pressurization cf ; 
the vehi ck gas 
bottles for vehi ·· 
cle systerr, 
checkouts). 

i 
I 

I 

Purge P~essure greater 
than ::!01 psig. 

1.1 

2.1 

3.1 

3.2 

3.3 

Recommended Oisposition 
·---- ------- ·- -------· -----------1 

HOLD - Turn purge OFF, correct problem, then 
PROCEED. 

PROCEED. 

HOLD - Turn purge off inunediately. Correct 
problem. 

Verify seal integrity by conduting a quantitative 
flow test. 

If purge pressure was greater than 350 psig, re
place intermediate seal per applicable field 
manual. 

;:l::i 
(!) 

< ...... 
Ill 
(!) 
c. 

°' I 
t.-1 
0 
I 

-...J 
....... 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCII COU;-.;'TDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted .Fuel Admitted ~anifold Primed _ _______________ 
1 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condi ti on ! 
l-------------lf--------------------+---------··-- ·· 

Recommended Disposition , 
------·--------- ----·---------· 

The purity of gas- 1. 
eous nitrogen 
shall be equiva
lent to Type I of 
MIL-P-27401 2. 
specification. 

The moisture content ex- 1.1 
ceeds 26.3 ppm by volume 
of water vapor at 70 F. 

The purity of the nitrogen 2.1 
is less than 99.S percent 
nitrogen by volume. (Total 
hydrocarbon 25 ppm by 
weight as carbon, 0.5 per-
cent by volume as oxygen, 
58.3 ppm by volume as 
methane). 

HOLD - Correct cause of excessive moisture prior 
to supplying gaseous nitrogen to the engine 
system. 

HOLD - Determine extent of nonconformance and 
evaluate hardware condition on an individual 
occurrence and application basis. 



- - - ----- -------------··-- - - . . 

GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted !-----------.------ .Fuel Admitted •Manifold Primed·-----------------1 

Nominal Condition 

Thrust chamber pre 1. 
fill fluid shall 
be in conformance 
with specification 
RB0210-017: Solid 2. 
Particles: no sed
iment; pH Value: 
6.5 ±1.5; Ethylene 
Glycol percentage 3. 
by weight: 50 ±1 
percent. 

4. 

Nonconformance Condition 

The prefill fluid contains 1.1 
solid particles which are 
smaller than 1350 microns. 

The prefill fluid contains 2.1 
solid particles which are 
larger than 1350 microns. 

The pH of the prefill fluid 3.1 
is less than 5.0 

The pH of the prefill fluid 4.1 
is larger than 8.0 

5. The prefill fluid contains 5.1 
from 50 to 60 percent 

6. 

7. 

~. 

ethylene glycol by weight. 

The prefill fluid contains 
more than 60 percent 
ethylene glycol by weight. 

The prefill fluid contains 
from 45 to 50 percent 
ethylene glycol by weight. 

The prefill fluid contains 
less than 45 percent 
ethvlene !!lvcol bv weil!ht 

6.1 

7.1 

8 . 1 

Recommended Disposition 

PROCEED. 

HOLD - Filter the prefill fluid to obtain accept
able particle sizes prior to introducing the pre
fill fluid into the thrust chamber. 

HOLD - Exposure of thrust chamber components to 
this organic acid is acceptable for short time 
durations only, one week maximum. 

PROCEED. 

PROCEED. 

HOLD - Add distilled or deionized water to the 
prefill fluid to obtain a 50 percent mixture by 
weight. 

PROCEED. 

HOLD - Take corrective action to obtain a 50 per
cent mixture by weight. 

...... 
I 

...... 
U1 
I 

'-.I ...... 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCll COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

1----------------------------------------·-------··-------------1 

.Prefill Admitted 
1----------~----

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Mani f_old Primed 

Nominal Condition 

Drain hoses must 1. 
tnot be removed f ron 
the fuel inlet 
manifold drainage 
quick disconnects 
unti 1 after the 
final application 
of hydraulic supply 
pressure to the en
gine if main fuel 
valve leakage has 
occurred without 
nydraulic pressure 
applied. 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition ----+---------- --------··- -- . __:_ ____________ ----t 

Drain hoses are removed 1.1 
prior to final application 
of hydraulic supply 
pressure. 

1.1.1 

1.1. 2 

1.1. 3 

1.1.3.l 

HOLD - Turn LOX system purge on. Accomplish 
either step 1.1.1 or 1.1.2, whichever is 
faster. 

Install drain hoses on the fuel inlet manifold 
drain quick disconnects and leave installed 
until after hydraulic pressure is applied. 
Measure initial volume of fuel which drains. 

Apply hydraulic supply pressure. Then install 
drain hoses on the fuel inlet manifold drain 
quick disconnects and measure total volume of 
fuel which drains. 

If fuel volume measured in step 1.1.1 or 1.1.2 
exceeds 13 ounces, perform a thrust chamber 
fuel jacket flush. Perform a thrust chamber 
LOX dome flush if the LOX dome is suspected to 
be contaminated. Then PROCEED. 

If fuel volume measured in step 1.1.1 or 1.1.2 
is less than 13 ounces, PROCEED. 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCll COUNTD0\\1!\ 

Pending Operation 

!-------------------------------------------------
Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted .Fuel Admitted ·~lanifold P~ime~ 
~---------~----

Nominal Condition 

No internal or ex- 1. 
ternal prefill 
leakage is allowed 
from thrust 
chamber. 

2. 

3. 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
-- --------------· ---------+-----------·----------- ----- - -

Internal leakage of pre-
fill fluid, not breaking 
from wall (seeper leak) . 

Internal leakage of pre-
fill fluid breaking from 
wall. 

External leakage of 
pre fill 

1.1 

1.2 

1. 3 

1.4 

2.1 

2.2 

2.3 

3.1 

3.2 

HOLD - Drain prefill below level of leak. 

Clean area around leak. 

Repair with silicone adhesive sealant RTV-102 
(General Electric) or aluminum tape. 

Refill chamber and PROCEED. 

HOLD - Drain prefill from thrust chamber. 

Repair the thrust chamber per R-3896-3 (Vol. II). 

Flush LOX dome at conclusion of weld repair and 
conduct throat plug leak check after completion of 
dome flush. 

HOLD - Drain prefill from thrust chamber. 

Repair the thrust chamber per R-3896-3 (Vol. II). 
i 
! j 3. 3 Flush LOX dome at conclusion of weld repair and 

conduct throat plug leak check after completion 
dome flush. 

of i 
! 

3.4 Remove external prefill leakage from engine and 
TIS surfaces, and replace TIS panels, which are 
internally wet with prefill. 

(Continued on next page) 

I 
i 

I 



GUIDELINES FOR PRELAU!\Cll CCUl\TDO\\fN 

Pending Operation 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted .Manifold Primed 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
+-----------~f.--------------· -·----+---- ·---·--------·------ -

No internal or ex- 4. 
ternal prefill 
leakage is allowed 
from thrust 
chamber. 

Prefill leakage from any 
thrust chamber fitting. 

4 .1 

4.2 

HOLD - Torque fitting to maximum value. 

If leakage continues, remove prefill from thrust 
chamber. Replace fitting and/or seal to correct 
leakage. 

4.3 If leakage cannot be stopped per 4.2, consider 
welding fitting to stop leak. 

4.4 Remove external prefill leakage from engine and 
TIS surfaces, and replace TIS panels, which are 
internally wet with prefill. 



Nominal Condition 

d-c electrical 
power - 24 to 32 
vdc mder load 
conditions. 

GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted .Fuel Admitted •Manifold Primed ______________ ---1 

Nonconformance Condition 

I. Loss of d-c power or less I.I 
than 18 volts 

1.2 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Correct problem. 

Verify that d-c power distribution to engine is 
normal and that all propellant valvesare in the 
close position. 

2. Low d-c voltage (18 to 24) 2.1 PROCEED. 

3. High d-c voltage, 32 to 36 3.1 PROCEED. 
vdc 

4. High d-c voltage, greater 4.1 
than 36 vdc. 

HOLD - Turn off electrical power and effect re
pair. Post repair, verify that all engine elec
trical indicators illt.Dninate properly. Conduct 
an electrical functional check of the following 
components: main LOX valve, main fuel valve, and 
gas generator valves position indicators, hypergol 
installed switch, checkout valve position switch, 

: igniter circuits, flight instruments (calibration) 
and turbopump heater thermostats. 

I-' 
I 
I-' 
<n 
I 

'-.I 
I-' 
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Nominal Condition 

Main LOX valves 
(2), main fuel 
valves (2), gas 
generator valve 
CLOSE indications 
are present when 
d-c power is 
applied. 

1. 

GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCII COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Engine Status 

I • Fuel Admi tte<:!__~ni fold Primed 

Nonconformance Condition 

One valve CLOSE indication 
is not received; or one 
valve OPEN indication is 
received; or both OPEN and 
CLOSE indications are 
received. 

I 
Recommended Disposition l 

--~~~ - - - H~~-D---I-f-·hyd~aulic- pressure is not a;pli~ 
the engine, apply hydraulic pressure. I 

1. 2 If valve closed indication is not received with 
hydraulic pressure applied, accomplish the 
following action for the appropriate valve: 

1.2.1 Main fuel valve position: correct problem, if 
main fuel valve position switch is defective, 
BACKOUT, remove propellant, prefill, from engine. 
Replace position indicator per applicable field 
manual and accomplish checkout per established 
procedure. 

1. 2 .2 

I 
I 

Main LOX or gas generator valve position: use 
appropriate "work-around" procedure to provide 
interlock indications required to continue 
through launch, then PROCEED. 

the 

1. 3 If valve closed indication is received with hy
draulic pressure applied, accomplish the follow
ing action for the appropriate valve. 

i 
I 

I 

-~~~--~~___J 

(Continued on next page) 



GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCH COU~TDO\VN 

~ Pending Operation 
00 
t,J 
C/l 

-...J --------------------~ 
Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted .Fuel Admitted ·~·lanifold Primed 
~---------- ----- -

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition ___j 
~M-a-in--L-O_X_v_a_l_v_e_s--~1-.--0-n_e_v_a_lv_e_C_L_O_S_E_i __ n_dication-~l.3.l Main fuel val~e po~i~io~:-~;ain th~~~~-:~~~~er I 
(2), main fuel is not received; or one fuel manifold with hydraulic pressure applied. . 
valves (2), gas valve OPEN indication is Inspect prefill fluid for evidence of fuel. If J 

generator valve received; or both OPEN and more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected in the I 
CLOSE indications CLOSE indications are prefill fluid, BACKOUT, remove prefill from 
are present when received. engine and perform a fuel jacket flush. If LOX I 
d-c power is dome contamination is suspected, perform a LOX 
applied. dome flush. I 

1. 3 . 2 Main LOX valve position: PROCEED. 

I 
1.3.3 Gas generator valve position: inspect gas gen- : 

erator combustor drain for evidence of fuel. If i 
fuel is detected and the LOX purge was not on, I 
perform a flush of the gas generator LOX injectorj 



GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCII COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted .Fuel Admitted Manifold Primed I 
:~N~o~m~i~n~a~l~~C~o~n~d~1_.-t~1_.-o~n~~:~~~~-N-_o-~n_c_o_n_f_o_rm~a_n_c_e~C_o_n_~i __ t_i_o_n~-+-·~·~~-~~~~-~-R_e_c_o_m_m_e_n_d_e~-D-i_s_p_o_s_i_t_i_o_n~~~~~~~~~~I, 
Checkout valve 1. Checkout valve indicates 1.1 HOLD - Cycle checkout valve to ground position. i 
must be in the some position other than, If ground position is not attained in 4 seconds, 
ground position if or in addition to, the BACKOUT, remove power to preclude motor burnout. 
hydraulic pressure ground position. 
is applied to the 
engine, and when 
d-c power is 
applied. 

1. 2 Determine if problem is associated with the 
checkout valve actuator or the ground control 
system. 

1.2.1 If the problem is associated with the ground con
trol system, conduct cycling tests as required 
to verify that the checkout valve will attain the 
desired position at the proper time and that the 
correct indication will be received at that time . 

1.2.2 If the actuator is defective and the checkout 
valve is not in the ground position, replace 
actuator per applicable field manual. 
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GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCII COUNTDO\'il\ 

Pending Operation 

!------------------------------------------· --·- ··--- - ·--· 
_ _j 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted 
1-------------~-

• Fuel Admi tteJ • ~·lanifol~_Primed _ u - - - ·- · 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
+-------·---1-----------------------1-- ------·- . ---·---- ··---- -- · 
Calibration of 1. Calibration voltage output 

out of specification 
limits (1 of 3 steps or a 
zero shift) . 

flight instrumen
tation redline 
parameters (3 
steps: ambient, 
20 percent, and 2. Calibration voltage output 

out of specification 
limits (2 of 3 steps, all 
3 steps, or complete fail
ure of output signal). 

80 percent). 

2.1 Turbopump LOX bearing 
temperature. 

2.2 Engine environmental 
temperature. 

1.1 PROCEED. (If a zero shift was observed, de
termine the amount of shift bias for use when 
reviewing future measurements recorded by the 
affected transducer) 

2.1.1 CONTINUE through launch countdown - Utilize 
alternates - S-IC engine heater panel TEMPERA
TURE OK and TEMPERATURE HIGH light indications 
for redline during countdown. 

2.2.l CONTINUE through launch countdown - Utilize mea
surement on another engine for redline 
monitoring. 
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Nominal Condition 

Calibration of 
flight instrumenta-
tion non-redline 
parameters pres-
sure transducers 
(3 steps: ambient, 
20 percent, and 
80 percent). 

I 
l 

i 
; 

! 
: 
; 

I 

I 
: 
I 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

.. ··------------------------------------

GUIDELINES FOR PRELAUNCll COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted .Fuel 
·-

Admitted • ~Ian i fo 1 d Primed 

Nonconfonnance Condition Recommended Disposition --1 -· ··-

Calibration voltage output 1.1 PROCEED . 
out of specification limits 
(1 of 3 steps). 

Calibration voltage output 2 . 1 PROCEED. 
out of specification limits 

I (2 of 3 steps with backup) I 

Calibration voltage output 3.1 PROCEED. 
out of specification limits 
(2 of 3 steps no backup). 

' Calibration voltage output 4.1 PROCEED. 

I out of specification limits 
(zero shift) . ' I 

I 
I 
j 

I 
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GU IDE LINES FOR PRELAUNCll COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Engine Status 

.Prefill Admitted .Fuel Admitted ·~·lanifold Primed ·--·-------------1 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition 
~-----------+-------------···-----+----------

Recommended Disposition 
.. --·--------1 

I 
Thermal insulation 1. 
panels shall not 
be internally 
wetted. 

2. 

Thermal insulation panels 1.1 
are internally wetted with 
nonflammable fluid (water). 

Thermal insulation panels 2.1 
are internally wetted with 
flammable fluid (RP-1, 
RJ-1, etc.). 

PROCEED. 

HOLD - Replace wetted panels, then PROCEED. 

I 
I 

I 
I 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUiHDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance .Prefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

.Fuel Admitted 

Nominal Condition 

• Live Ordnance Installed 

Engine Status 

QPrefill Overflowed 

Nonconformance Condition 

Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Recommended Disposition ~ 
~~~~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+-~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~ I 

Hydraulic supply 
pressure of 1400 to 
1800 psig required 
(1570 to 1870 psia 
umbilical pressure) 
prior to admitting 
LOX to engine. 

1. Hydraulic supply pressure 
less than 400 psig, or los~ 
of hydraulic pressure. 

12. Hydraulic supply pressure 
400 to 1400 psig. 

3. Hydraulic supply pressure 
1800 to 2200 psig. 

1.1 

1. 2 

CONTINUE to LOX tanking if no main fuel valve 
leakage has occurred without hydraulic pres
sure applied to the engine. 

HOLD - If main fuel valve leakage has occurred 
without hydraulic pressure applied to the 
engine, turn LOX system purge on. 

1.2.1 Install drain hoses on the fuel inlet manifold 
drain quick disconnects and leave installed 
until after hydraulic pressure is reapplied. 
Measure total volume of fuel which initially 
drains. If fuel volume exceeds 13 ounces, per
form thrust chamber fuel jacket flush. Perform 
thrust chamber LOX-dome flush after removing 
hypergol cartridge if the LOX dome is suspected 
to be contaminated. 

2.1 CONTINUE to start automatic sequence. Correct 
problem. 

NOTE: Do not admit LOX to engine if it will be neces
sary to shut down hydraulic pumping unit. 

3.1 CONTINUE to start automatic sequence - DO NOT 
GIMBAL. 

~: Do not admit LOX if the hydraulic pumping unit 
must be shut down. 

(Continued on next page) 

i 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUtHDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance .Pre fill Topoff QAdmi t LOX Ost art Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply 4. 
pressure of 1400 to 
1800 psig required 
(1570 to 1870 psia 
umbilical pressure) 
prior to admitting 
LOX to engine. 5. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic supply pressure 
2200 to 3000 psig 

Hydraulic supply pressure 
greater than 3000 psig. 

Recommended Disposition 

4.1 DO NOT GIMBAL 

4 .1.1 Inspect for external hydraulic system leakage 
and fuel overboard drain line leakage; see 
pages covering these problems for disposition. 

5.1 HOLD - Turn on LOX system purge. Turn off 
hydraulic pressure. Correct problem. 

5.1.l Perform action applicable to loss of hydraulic 
pressure. 

5.1.2 Perform action per 4.1.1 subsequent to reappli- 1 

cation of hydraulic pressure. 

5.1.3 Evaluate possible requirement to replace 
components. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUiHDO\\''.'J 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill To po ff .Admit LOX Q Start Auto Sequence 
!----------------------------------------·-----------------·------ --------

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 
~'-------,-------.c-----------------=--.------------- Q Auto -~eq~enc?_ ----i 
+-------------+----------------+----------R_e_c __ om_m __ e_.n_<l_e_<l __ lli ~-p_o_s_i_t_i_o_n ____ . _____ __,, 
Hydraulic supply 1. Hydraulic supply pressure 1.1 HOLD - Turn LOX system purge on. 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition 

I 

I 

pressure of 1400 to less than 400 psig, or 
1800 psig required loss of hydraulic pressure. 1.1.1 
(1570 to 1870 psia 
umbilical pressure) 
prior to admitting 
LOX to engine. 

2. Hydraulic supply pressure 2.1 

I 
400 to 1400 psig. 

NOTE: 
I --

3. Hydraulic supply pressure 3.1 
1800 to 2200 psig 

NOTE: --
I 

I 

i 
If main fuel valve leakage has occurred with- i 
out hydraulic pressure applied to the engine, 1· 

install drain hoses on the fuel inlet manifold 
drain quick disconnects, and leave installed I 
until after hydraulic pressure is reapplied. 
Measure total volume of fuel which initially 
drains. If fuel volume exceeds 13 ounces, per
form thrust chamber fuel jacket flush. Perform 
thrust chamber LOX-dome flush after removing 
hypergol cartridge if the LOX dome is suspected 
to be contaminated. 

CONTINUE to start automatic sequence. Correct 
problem. 

Do not admit LOX to engine if it will be neces-
sary to shut down hydraulic pumping unit. 

CONTINUE to start automatic sequence - DO NOT 
GIMBAL 

Do not admit LOX if the hydraulic pumping unit 
must be shut down. 

: 

! 

I 

I 
I 

-·· -----
_J 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUiffDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qrnstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed • Pre fill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply 4. 
pressure of 1400 to 
1800 psig required 
(1570 to 1870 psia 
umbilical pressure) 
prior to admitting 
LOX to engine. 5. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic supply pressure 
2200 to 3000 psig. 

Hydraulic supply pressure 
greater than 3000 psig. 

Recommended Disposition 

4 .1 DO NOT GIMBAL 

4.1.1 Inspect for external hydraulic system leakage 
and fuel overboard drain line leakage; see 
pages covering these problems for disposition. 

5.1 HOLD - Turn on LOX system purge. Turn off 
hydraulic pressure. Correct problem. 

5.1.1 Perform action applicable to loss of hydraulic 
pressure. 

5.1.2 Perform action per 4.1.l subsequent to reappli
cation of hydraulic pressure. 

5.1.3 Evaluate possible requirement to replace 
components. 

! 
I 

I 
I 

~I ~~1~~~~---~----I 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Oinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply 1. 
pressure of 1400 to 
1800 psig (1510 to 
1870 psia umbilical 2. 
pressure) with LOX 
in engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic supply pressure 1.1 
400 to 1400 psig. 

Hydraulic supply pressure 2.1 
less than 400 psig, or loss 
of hydraulic pressure. 

NOTE: 

2 .1.1 

NOTE: 

2.1.1.1 

2.1.1.2 

2.1.1.3 

(Continued on next page) 

Recommended Disposition 
I 

CONfINUE to start automatic sequence. Cor-
rect problem. 

HOLD - Turn on the environmental and LOX 
system purges and leave the purges on 
until oxidizer is removed from the engine 
or hydraulic pressure is restored. I 

I 
All field documentation specifies to start 1 

LOX detanking if hydraulic pressure is lost 
for more than 10 minutes. 

If hydraulic pressure is restored within 
20 minutes, perform the following: 

I 
Reference Fig. 3 (next page) to determine I 
actual time for paragraphs 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. 

Drain the gas generator combustor of any 
fuel accumulated. 

Verify that no leakage is emitting from 
fuel overboard drain line. 

With hydraulic supply pressure applied, 
drain thrust chamber fuel manifold prefill 
into a suitable container and inspect for 
the presence of fuel. 



FIGURE 3 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF GAS GENERATOR BALL VALVE FUEL SHAFT 
STEADY-STATE AND TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE CHART 

The gas generator ball valve fuel shaft steady-state and transient temperature 
chart can be used for four purposes. 

1. The nomograph located at the bottom center of the chart represents a 
tra<leoff between hydraulic pressure and hydraulic temperature. For any 
initial gas generator ball valve fuel shaft temperature, there are 
numerous hydraulic temperature and hydraulic pressure combinations possi
ble. This is illustrated with two combination shown by the diagonal 
lines at (!) . 

2. The primary purpose of the chart is to determine the time interval from 
a complete loss of hydraulic pressure to the point where fuel will no 
longer flow when hydraulic pressure is restored. The following four 
steps should be used in connection with the chart: 

A. First, draw a line on the nomograph between the steady-state hydrau
lic temperature and hydraulic pressure at the time of the loss of 
hydraulic pressure. Where this line crosses the centerline at (D 
represents the gas generator ball valve fuel shaft temperature at 
that time. 

8. Second, draw a diagonal line from this gas generator ball valve fuel 
shaft temperature at @ to the reference point at @ . 

C. Third, a horizontal line is drawn from ~ where the diagonal crosses 
the freezing point reference line to the exponential curve at @ . 

D. Fourth, the time interval from the loss of hydraulic pressure to the 
point where fuel will no longer flow when hydraulic pressure is 
restored is read directly below the intersection of the exponential 
curve at © . 

3. The chart can also be used to determine the gas generator ball valve fuel 
shaft temperature for various time intervals after a complete hydraulic 
pressure loss as follows: 

A. First, the initial gas generator ball valve fuel shaft temperature 
as found by drawing a diagonal line between the particular hydraulic 
temperature and hydraulic pressure at @ is located on the scale 
at @ (reference step 2A). · 

8. Second, the line is drawn from the temperature at @ to the reference 
point at @ (reference step 28). 

R-8257 1398 

·----------------- ----- - - - - - -



FIGURE 3 (CONTINUED) 

C. Third, the specific time interval in question is located on the 
exponential curve at CZ) @ . 

D. Fourth, a horizontal 1 ine is drawn from @ to @ , and the actual 
gas generator ball valve fuel shaft temperature is read above the 
intersection at @ . 

4. The -60 F 0-ring limit can also be used to determine whether any action 
need be taken. If the hydraulic pressure is restored within the time 
interval as dictated by the intersection of the diagonal from @ to G) 
and the 0-ring limit reference line, then no action need be taken. If 
it is not restored within this time interval, but before the time limit 
imposed by the freezing point reference line, inspection is necessary. 

R-8257 139C 
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GUIDELI~~ES FOR LAUNCH COUIHDOWN 

Pending Operation 

0Install Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
..._~~~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~-'--~~~~~~~~~+-~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~--~-----~~--~-< 

Hydraulic supply 2. Hydraulic supply pressure 2.1.1.3.l If more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected, I 
pressure of 1400 to less than 400 psig, or los~ BACKOUT, drain prefill, conduct main fuel 
1800 psig (1510 to of hydraulic pressure. valve leak test. with hydraulic pressure 
1870 psia umbilical applied, and perform thrust chamber jacket 
pressure) with LOX flush after removing propellants from en-
1n engine. gine. Perform thrust chamber LOX dome 

flush after removing hypergol cartridge if 
LOX dome contamination is suspected. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

' 

2 .1.2 

2.1.2.l 

i 
I 

I 
I 2.1.2.2 

If hydraulic pressure is not restored in 
20 minutes, BACKOlIT, remove LOX from engine 
and return engine to ambient temperature. 

Inspect the gas generator combustor drain 
for evidence of leakage. If evidence of 
leakage is detected and the LOX system 
purge was not on, conduct gas generator LOX 
system flush after removing igniters and 1 

I 

propellants from engine. 1 

With hydraulic supply pressure applied, I 
drain the thrust chamber fuel manifold pre- 1

1 

fill into a suitable container and inspect 
for presence of fuel. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUtJTDOl\i.!'J 

Pending Operation 

Q1nstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

Hydraulic supply 2. 
pressure of 1400 to 
1800 psig (1510 to 
1870 psia umbilical 
pressure) with LOX 
in engine. 

3. 

Hydraulic supply pressure 2.1.2.2.l 
less than 400 psig, or loss 
of hydraulic pressure. 

2.1.2.3 

2 . 1.2.4 

Hydraulic supply pressure 3.1 
1800 to 2200 psig. 

(Continued on next page) 

If more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected, ' 
drain prefill, conduct main fuel valve leak 
test with hydraulic pressure applied, and 
perform thrust chamber jacket flush after 
removing propellants from engine. Perform 
thrust chamber LOX dome flush after remov
ing hypergol cartridge if LOX dome contam
ination is suspected. 

With hydraulic pressure applied, inspect 
for leakage from the fuel overboard drain 
line, and for external hydraulic system 
leakage, see pages covering these problems 
for disposition. i 

I 

Remove plugs from Port "G" on each main LOX Ii 

valve and inspect (swab check) for evidence 
of fuel. If fuel is detected, replace the i 
main LOX valve per applicable field manual. l 

CONTINUE to start automatic sequence - DO 
NOT GIMBAL 

I 

I 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH cou:ffDOW~ 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

0Fuel Admitted 

Nominal Condition 

()Live Ordnance Installed 

5. Hydraulic supply pressure 
greater than 3000 psig. 

4 .1.1 

5. 1 

5 .1.1 

5~1. 2 
I 
! 

5 .1. 3 

• LOX Admitted 

Inspect for external 
fuel overboard drain 
pages covering these 
disposition. 

0 Auto Sequence 

i 

hydraulic leakage and I 
line leakage; see 
problems for 

BACKOUT - Turn on LOX system purge. Reduce 
hydraulic pressure to value between 400 and 
3000 psig. If pressure is above 3600 psig, 
turn hydraulic pressure off. 

With hydraulic pressure applied, inspect 
for external hydraulic leakage and fuel 
overboard drain line leakage; see pages 
covering these problems for disposition. 

j 
I 
i 

i 
Perform action application to reduced hy- 1 
draulic pressure per the preceding applica- : 
ble paragraph. 

Evaluate possible requirement to replace 
components. 

__ __J 
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GUIDELe~ES FOR LAUNCll COUiHDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Oinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply 1. 
pressure of 1400 to 
1600 psig (1510 to 
1670 psia umbilical 2. 
pressure) with LOX 
in engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic supply pressure 1.1 
400 to 1400 psig. 

Hydraulic supply pressure 2.1 
less than 400 psig, or loss 
of hydraulic pressure. 

NOTE: 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Until problem is corrected. Then 
PROCEED. 

HOLD - Turn on the environmental and LOX 
system purges and leave the purges on 
until oxidizer is removed from the engine 
or hydraulic pressure is restored. 

All field documentation specifies to start 
LOX detanking if hydraulic pressure is 
lost for more than 10 minutes. 

I 
I 

I 

l 

! 

I 

2 .1.1 If hydraulic pressure is restored within 

1 
20 minutes, perform the following: 

NOTE: 

2.1.1.1 

2.1.1.2 

2.1.1.3 

(Continued on next page) 

I 
I 

Reference Fig. 1 to determine actual time 

1

1 

for paragraphs 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. 

Drain the gas generator combustor of any 
fuel accumulated. 

Verify no leakage is emitting from fuel 
overboard drain line. 

With hydraulic supply pressure applied, 
drain thrust chamber fuel manifold prefill 
into a suitable container and inspect for 
the presence of fuel. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUtJTOO\'/N 

Pending Operation 

0Install Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmi t LOX est art Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply 2. 
pressure of 1400 to 
1600 psig (1510 to 
1670 psia umbilical 
pressure) with LOX 
in engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic supply pressure 
less than 400 psig, or los 
of hydraulic pressure. 

2.1.1.3.1 

2 .1.2 

2.1.2.1 

2.1.2.2 

Recommended Disposition 

If more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected,:! 
BACKOUT, drain prefill, conduct main fuel 
valve leak test with hydraulic pressure \ 
applied, and perform thrust chamber jacket 
flush after removing propellants from en- 1 

gine. Perform thrust chamber LOX dome 
flush if LOX dome contamination is 
suspected. 

If hydraulic pressure is not restored in 
20 minutes, BACKOLTf, remove LOX from engine 
and return engine to ambient temperature. 

I 
I 

Inspect the gas generator cornbustor drain i 
for evidence of leakage. If evidence of i 
leakage is detected and the LOX system purgt 
was not on, conduct gas generator LOX sys
tem flush after removing igniters and pro- 1 

pellants from engine. 1 

With hydraulic supply pressure applied, I 
drain the thrust chamber fuel manifold pre- !

1 fill into a suitable container and inspect , 
for presence of fuel. ' 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUiffDO\'JN 

Pending Operation 

()Install Live Ordnance ()Prefill Topoff ()Admit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted ()Live Ordnance Installed ()Pre fi 11 Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply 
pressure of 1400 to 
1600 psig (1510 to 
1670 psia umbilical 
pressure) with LOX 
in engine. 

2. 

I 
I 

: 3. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic supply pressure 2.1.2.2.1 
less than 400 psig, or loss 
of hydraulic pressure. 

Hydraulic supply pressure 
1600 to 1800 psig. 

2.1.2.3 

2.1.2.4 

3.1 

4.1 

(Continued on next page) 

Recommended Disposition 

If more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected, 
drain prefill, conduct main fuel valve leak 
test with hydraulic pressure applied, and 
perform thrust chamber flush after removing 
propellant from engine. Perform thrust 
chamber LOX dome flush after removing hyper 
gol cartridge if LOX dome contamination is 
suspected. 

With hydraulic pressure applied, inspect 
for leakage from the fuel overboard drain 
line, and for external hydraulic system 
leakage, see pages covering these problems i 
for disposition. : 

Remove plugs from Port "G" on each main LOX 
valve and inspect (swab check) for evidence 
of fuel. If fuel is detected, replace the i 

main LOX valve per applicable field manual.' 
' 

PROCEED. 

HOLD - Investigate and correct problem -
NOT GIMBAL . 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUHTDO\VN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic supply 5. 
pressure of 1400 to 
1600 psig (1510 to 
1670 psia umbilical 
pressure) with LOX 
in engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic supply pressure 
greater than 3000 psig. 

5.1 

s .1.1 

5.1.2 

s .1. 3 

Recommended Disposition 

BACKOUT - Turn on LOX system purge. Reduce 
hydraulic pressure to value between 400 and 
3000 psig. If pressure is above 3600 psig, 
turn hydraulic pressure off. 

With hydraulic pressure applied, inspect 
for external hydraulic leakage and fuel 
overboard drain line leakage; see pages 
covering these problems for disposition. 

Perform action applicable to reduced hydrau 
lie pressure per the preceding applicable 
paragraph. 

Evaluate possible requirement to replace 
components . 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUtJTDO\<iN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic fluid tern- 1. 
perature of 60 to 
130 F required with 
LOX in engine . 2. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic fluid temperature 1.1 
130 to 200 F. 

Hydraulic fluid temperature 2.1 
40 to 60 F. 

2 .1.1 

2 .1.2 

3. Hydraulic fluid temperature 3.1 
less than 40 F. 

3.1.1 

3.1.1.1 

3 .1.2 

(Continued on next page) 

Recommended Disposition 

PROCEED. 

HOLD - Check engine hydraulic supply 
pressure. 

If hydraulic temperature is SO to 60 F, 
raise hydraulic pressure to 1800 psig, and 
CONTINUE to start of automatic sequence 

If hydraulic temperature is 40 to SO F, 
raise hydraulic pressure to 2200 psig and 
CONTINUE to start of automatic sequence -
DO NOT GIMBAL. I 

I 

HOLD - Investigate and correct problem. I 

Obtain a hydraulic temperature in excess of l 
40 F and raise hydraulic pressure to obtain ~ 
a temperature-pressure relationship in I 
accordance with 2.1.1 or 2.1.2. ! 

! 

Inspect fuel overboard drain line for leak- I 
age; see pagescovering this condition for 
disposition. 

If problem cannot be corrected, BACKOUT. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUiHDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Oinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

Hydraulic fluid tern- 3. 
perature of 60 to 

i--~~~~~~~~~--+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--· ~~~~---<, 

Hydraulic fluid temperature 3.1 . 2 .1 
less than 40 F. 

130 F required with 
LOX in engine. 

4. Hydraulic fluid temperature 4.1 
greater than 200 F. 

4.1.1 

4.1.2 

4.1. 3 

(Continued on next page) 

When hydraulic temperature is restored, 
inspect for external hydraulic system 
leakage and overboard fuel drain line leak
age; see pagescovering these conditions for 
disposition. 

HOLD - Reduce hydraulic pressure to the 
minimum value at which the hydraulic pump
ing unit will satisfactorily operate, but 
not less than 400 psig. Correct problem. 

I 

If hydraulic pressure reduction is not ef
fective in reducing hydraulic temperature, 
BACKOUT. Turn on LOX system purge and i 
turn off hydraulic pressure. i 

I 
I 

Inspect for leakage from fuel overboard 
drain line after restoring hydraulic pres
sure; see page covering this con di ti on for : 
disposition. i 

Inspect for fuel leakage from thrust cham
ber fuel inlet manifold disconnect valves 
after restoring hydraulic pressure. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUtffDOW~ 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

Oruel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic fluid tern- 4. 
perature of 60 to 
130 F required with 
LOX in engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic fluid temperature 4.1.3.1 
greater than 200 F. 

4.1.4 

Recommended Disposition 

If more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected I' 

in the manifold, perform the thrust chamber 
flush procedure, after removing igniters, 

1 
hypergol, and prefill from engine. Per
form a LOX dome flush after removing hyper-I 
gol if LOX dome contamination is suspected . . 

Inspect the combustor drain for evidence I 
of fuel leakage. If evidence of leakage is; 
detected and the LOX system purge was not 
on, BACKOUT, remove igniters and flush gas 
generator LOX injector. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed .LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic fluid tern- 1. 
perature of 60 to 
130 F required with 
LOX in engine. 2. 

I 3, 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic fluid temperature 1.1 
130 to 200 F. 

Hydraulic fluid temperature 2.1 
40 to 60 F. 

2 .1.1 

2 .1. 2 

Hydraulic fluid temperature 3.1 
less than 40 F. 

3.1.1 

3.1.1.1 

3.1.2 

Recommended Disposition 

PROCEED. 

HOLD - Check engine hydraulic supply 
pressure. 

If hydraulic temperature is 50 to 60 F, raisei 
hydraulic pressure to 1800 psig, and CONTINUE 
to start of automatic sequence. 

If hydraulic temperature is 40 to 50 F, raise 
hydraulic pressure to 2200 psig and CONTINUE 
to start of automatic sequence - DO NOT 
GIMBAL. 

HOLD - Investigate and correct problem. 

Obtain a hydraulic temperature in 
40 F and raise hydraulic pressure 
temperature-pressure relationship 
ance with 2.1.1 or 2.1 . 2. 

excess of 
I to obtain a! 

in accord- ; 

Inspect fuel overboard drain line for leak
age; see page covering this condition for 
disposition. 

If problem cannot be corrected, BACKOUT, re
move LOX from engine. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCll COWHDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qrnstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdrnit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic fluid tern- 3. 
perature of 60 to 
130 F required with 
LOX in engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic fluid temperature 3.1.2.1 
less than 40 F. 

4. Hydraulic fluid temperature 4.1 
greater than 200 F. 

4 .1.1 

4.1.2 

4.1. 3 

Recommended Disposition 

When hydraulic temperature is restored, 
inspect for external hydraulic system 
leakage and overboard fuel drain line 
leakage; see pages covering these 
conditions for disposition. 

HOLD - Reduce hydraulic pressure to the mini
mum value at which the hydraulic pumping unit 
will satisfactorily operate, but not less 
than 400 psig. Correct problem. 1 

If hydraulic pressure reduction is not ef
fective in reducing hydraulic temperature, 
BACKOUT, remove LOX from engine. Turn on LOX 
system purge, consider cycling hydraulic 
pressure on and off in 2-minute intervals 
until LOX is removed from the engine, then 
remove hydraulic pressure. Correct problem. 

Inspect for leakage from fuel overboard drain 
line after restoring hydraulic pressure; see 
page covering this condition for disposition. 

Inspect for fuel leakage from thrust chamber ! 
fuel inlet manifold disconnect valves while 
cycling hydraulic pressure per 4.1.1, and 
after restoring hydraulic pressure. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUUTDOWN 

Pending 0peration 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAd~it LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 
·----

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
+-----------+-------'-----------+----------·-·--------------.. ·-----
Hydraulic fluid tern- 4. 
perature of 60 to 
130 F required with 
LOX in engine. 

Hydraulic fluid temperature 4.1.3.1 
greater than 200 F. 

4.1.4 

If more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected 
in the manifold, perform the thrust chamber 
flush procedure, after removing igniters, 
hypergol, and prefill from engine. Perform a 
LOX dome flush if LOX dome contamination is 
suspected. 

Inspect the combustor drain for evidence of 
fuel leakage. If evidence of leakage is de
tected and the LOX system purge was not on, 
BACKOUT, remove igniters and flush gas gen
erator LOX injector. 

J 
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GUIDELeJES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Ornstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdrnit LOX •start Auto Sequence ~ 

Engine Status . A I 
i-:Q=-=-F.::u.:..e.:..l_:A...:.dm=i=-t=-t=-e=-d=--_Q=-~L=i...:.v...:.e--=-O=-r.::dn::..:.a=n:.:..c=-e=--I=-n::....:s:_:t:..::a...::.l-=l-e_d_:_:O=--Pr_e_f-.-1_-l_l_O_v_e_r_f_l_o_w_e_d_-=Q=-_LO_X_A_d_m_i_t_t_e_d __ Q __ A_u_t_o_S_e_cq_u __ e_ n_cel 

1 

Nominal Condition Nonconforrnance Condition Recommended Disposition 
1------------+-----------------4------------------ -------~- I 

Hydraulic fluid tern- 1. 
perature of 60 to 
130 F required with 
LOX in engine. 2. 

3. 

Hydraulic fluid temperature 1.1 
130 to 200 F. 

Hydraulic fluid temperature 2.1 
40 to 60 F. 

Hydraulic fluid temperature 3.1 
less than 40 F. 

3.1.1 

3.1.1.1 

3.1.2 

3.1.2.1 

Hydraulic fluid temperature 4.1 
greater than 200 F. 

PROCEED. 
I 
I 

HOLD - Check engine 
If pressure is 1400 

hydraulic supply pressure ·I 
to 1600 psig, PROCEED. 

HOLD - Investigate and correct problem. 

Obtain a hydraulic temperature in excess of 
40 F. 

! 

Inspect fuel overboard drain line for 
see page covering this condition for 
disposition. 

I 
leakage ;1 

I 

If problem cannot be corrected, BACKOUT, re
move LOX from engine. 

When hydraulic temperature is restored, in
spect for external hydraulic system leakage 
and overboard fuel drain line leakage; see 
pagescovering these conditions for 
disposition . 

I 
I 
I 
I 

HOLD - Reduce hydraulic pressure to the mini
mum value at which the hydraulic pumping unit 
will sat1sfactor1ly operate, but not less than 
400 psig. Correct problem . 

.__ _________ ......_ _______________ ~----------~-~----------------' 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUiffDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic fluid tern- 4. 
perature of 60 to 
130 F required with 
LOX in engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic fluid temperaturE 4.1.1 
greater than 200 F. 

4.1. 2 

4.1. 3 

4.1.3.1 

Recommended Disposition 

If hydraulic pressure reduction is not ef
fective in reducing hydraulic temperature, 
BACKOUT, remove LOX from engine. Turn on 
LOX system purge, consider cycling hydraulic 
pressure on and off in 2-minute intervals 
until LOX is removed from the engine, then 
remove hydraulic pressure. Correct problem. 

Inspect for leakage from fuel overboard drain 
line after restoring hydraulic pressure; see 
page covering this condition for disposition. 

Inspect for fuel leakage from thrust chamber 
fuel inlet manifold disconnect valves while 
cycling hydraulic pressure per 4.1.1, and 
after restoring hydraulic pressure. 

I 
; 

I 
If more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected ! 
in the manifold, perform the thrust chamber j 

flush procedure, after removing igniters, · 
hypergol, and prefill from engine. Perform j 
a LOX dome flush if LOX dome contamination is 
suspected. 

(Continued on next page) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Hydraulic fluid tern- 4. 
perature of 60 to 
130 F required with 
LOX in engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Hydraulic fluid temperature 4.1.4 
greater than 200 F. 

Recommended Disposition 

Inspect the combustor drain for evidence of 
fuel leakage. If evidence of leakage is 
detected and the LOX system purge was not on, 
BACKOUT, remove igniters and flush gas gen
erator LOX injector. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUIHDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted • Auto Sequence -----
Nominal Condition Nonconforrnance Condition Reconunended Disposition 
-----------+----------------+----------------·-·---------------------! 

Fuel pump inlet 1. 
pressure shall be 
within the range of 
43. 3 to 110 psia 
from tank pressuri
zation to T-19 
seconds (Monitored 
as fuel tank ullage 
pressure). 

12. 
' i 

Fuel pump inlet pressure 
less than 43.3 psia. 

Fuel pump inlet pressure 
greater than 110 psia. 

1.1 

1. 2 

1. 3 
I 

I 
! 2 .1 
i 

I 

I 

HOLD - Verify that gross fuel system leakage 
does not exist. 

Fuel pump inlet pressure is not monitored in 
real time during the automatic sequence. Fuel 
tank ullage pressure is monitored from comple
tion of fuel tank pressurization (approximately 
T-70 seconds) to T-19 seconds. Minimum ullage 
pressure redline of 27.0 psia corresponds to 
a fuel pump inlet pressure of 43.3 psia. Fuel 
prevalve open position switches are interlocked 
to start of automatic sequence and ignition 
command. I 

i 
If ullage pressure is within redline, prevalves I 
are in open position, and there is no indication! 
of gross fuel system leakage, PROCEED. 

I 
PROCEED. ' 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted • Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Fuel pump inlet 2. 
pressure shall be 
within the range of 
43.3 to 110 psia 
from tank pressuri
zation to T-19 
seconds (Monitored 
as fuel tank ullage 
pressure). 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel pump inlet pressure 
greater than 110 psia. 

2.2 

Recommended Disposition 

Fuel pump inlet pressure is not monitored in 
real time during the automatic sequence. Fuel 
tank ullage pressure is monitored from comple
tion of fuel tank pressurization (approximately 
T-70 seconds) to T-19 seconds. Maximum ullage 
pressure redline of 30.2 psia corresponds to a 
fuel pump inlet pressure of approximately 48 
psia. Fuel prevalve open position switches are 
interlocked to start of automatic sequence and 
ignition command. The fuel tank vent and relief 
valve is actuated at approximately 31.5 psia 
either mechanically by ullage pressure or auto
matically by the high fuel tank ullage pressure 
switch. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconforrnance Condition 

Fuel bulk tempera- 1. 
ture shall be within 
the range of 35 to 

Fuel bulk temperature is 
greater than 100 F. 

1.1 

1. 2 
100 F during engine 
operation. 

2. Fuel bulk temperature less 2.1 
than 35 F, but greater than 
30 F. 2.2 

3. Fuel bulk temperature less 3.1 
than 30 F, but greater than 
zero. 

i 3. 2 

4. Fuel bulk temperature less 4 . 1 
than zero . 

4.2 

Recommended Disposition 

PROCEED. 

Fuel temperature greater than 100 F would be in 
excess of ambient temperature, and there is no 
facility fuel system heater . The indication 
of temperature is probably instrumentation. 
Check fuel suction line internal temperature 1 

Cl92, Cl94, and Cl96, and fuel bulk temperature 
C300, C301, and C302. 

PROCEED. 

Mean ambient temperature should never be less 
than 30 F, therefore fuel bulk temperature 
should never be less than 30 F. 

HOLD - Verify all fuel temperatures measurements 
noted in 1. 2. 

Cold fuel temperature reduces engine thrust 1.13 
K-lb per engine per degree F fuel temperature. 
Effect of Saturn V flight trajectory must be 
assessed by NASA. 

BACKOUT - Ensure that the cocoon purge is ON. 

Inspect engine for external fuel and fuel over
board drain line leakage. 
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GUIDELI~JES FOR LAUNCH COUtJTDO\\'N 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

RP-1 fuel shall not 1. 
contain excessive 
quantities of RJ-1 
fuel. 

Nonconformance Condition 

RP-1 fuel is contaminated 
with RJ-1 fuel. 

1.1 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Determine the amount of RJ-1 mixed with 
the RP-I. The effect of RJ-1 mixed with RP-1 
is to increase the fuel specific gravity which 
will decrease engine thrust. 100 percent RJ-1 
lowers engine thrust 4 percent, thrust OK pres
sure switches will pick up; however, the effect 
of low liftoff thrust and low flight thrust ef- i 

feet on Saturn V flight trajectory must be 
assessed by NASA. A fuel volume of approxi
mately 475 gallons per engine will be consumed 
prior to launch liftoff; however RJ-1 volumes 
greater than approximately 170 gallons in the 
inboard and 198 gallons in the outboard engine J 

fuel suction lines will result in mixing in the 1 

fuel tank. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence -----ti 
I 
I 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

RP-1 fuel specific 1. 
gravity shall be in 
the range of 0.801 
to 0.815 per MIL-R-
25576. 

RP-1 specific gravity less 1.1 
than 0.801 or greater than 
0.815 

1.2 

HOLD - Out of tolerance values of RP-1 specific ; 
gravity are indicative of a measurement error 
or contamination of the fuel with another fluid . 

Obtain additional RP-1 samples and conduct 
laboratory analyses to determine correct spe- I 
cific gravity values. 

1.3 If specific gravity is verified to be outside 
of MIL specification values, BACKOlIT. 

1.4 

NOTES 

1. 

2. 

Determine the identity of the contaminates 
responsible for the discrepant specific gravity I 
value. The determination of fuel acceptability 
is dependent upon the type of contaminate, its l 
effect on engine performance and the performance : 
effect on flight trajectory. J 

I 
I 

I 
I 

RP-1 low specific gravity results in high engine i 
performance, while high specfic gravity results ! 
in low engine performance. The performance ef- : 
feet is + 1.8 K-lb thrust for each engine per 
-0.001 units of specific gravity. 

The effect of engine performance level change j 
due to specific gravity upon Saturn V flight tral 
jectory must be assessed by NASA. _ 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUIHDO\''~ 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QA<lmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fuel 1. 
overboard drain line 
shall not exceed 
that volumetric 
flowrate recorded 
during hydraulic 
system leak and 
functional test. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during hy
draulic system leak and 
functional test. 

1.1 

1.1.1 

1.1.1.1 

1.1.1.1.l 

1.1.1.1.2 

1.1.1.1.2.l 

1.1.1.1.2.2 

Recommended Disposition 

CONTINUE to start of LOX tanking. I 

Pressurize the fuel tank to maximum 
permissable level. If the leakage 
rate decreases, depressurize the fuel 
tank and PROCEED with the launch 
countdown. 

If the leakage rate increases or re-
mains the same, perform the following 

I 

i 

Measure the leakage rate. If the 
leakage rate is less than 158 cc/min ··I 
PROCEED. I 

If the leakage rate is greater than 
158 cc/min., perform the following: 

I 

I 
Disconnect the I-inch line from the ~ 
hydraulic drain system from the Y-
fi tting on the 1-3/4-inch fuel over- I 
board drain line. Cap the Y-fitting. j 

Install the fuel seal drain manifold ' 
adapter P/N 9020907. I 

' I Measure the leakage from the inlet 
port of the adapter (No. 6 seal). 

.__ _______ ___J.__ ____________ __._l _l_. l_._l_._l_._2_. 3------------------·---~i 
(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUHTDO\\'N 

Pending Operation 

Q1nstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fuel 1. 
overboard drain line 
shall not exceed 
that volumetric 
flowrate recorded 
during hydraulic 
system leak and 
functional test. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during hy
draulic system leak and 
functional test. 

1.1.1.1.2.3.l 

1.1.1.1.2.3.2 

1.1.1.1.2.4 

1.1.1.1.2.4.l 

1.1.1.1.2.4.2 

1.1.1.1.2.5 

1.1.1.1.2.5.1 

1.1.1.1.2.5.2 

Recommended Disposition 

If the leakage rate is less than 20 
gpm, PROCEED. 

If the leakage rate is greater than 
20 gpm, BACKOUT, replace the engine. 

Measure the leakage from the primary 
port of the adapter (No. 5 seal). 

If the leakage rate is less than 6.5 
gpm, PROCEED. 

If the leakage rate is more than 6.5 
gpm, BACKOUT, replace the engine. 

Measure the leakage rate from the 
overboard drain line. This leakage 
is bearing coolant valve leakage. 

If the leakage rate is less than 158 
cc/min. , PROCEED 

If the leakage rate is more than 158 
cc/min., BACKOUT, replace bearing 
coolant valve . 

L-----------'-------------· -- . ---'-----------------------·-- -------·-·- ------

(Continued on next page) 
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GU IDE LINES FOR LAUNCll COUtJTDOWN 
--------------------, 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LO~ __ Osi:art_A_u_t_o_S_e....:.qu_e_n_c_e _______ ___, 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fuel 1. 
overboard drain line 
shall not exceed 
that volumetric 
flowrate recorded 
during hydraulic 
system leak and 
functional test. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during hy
draulic system leak and 
functional test. 

1.1.1.1.3 

1.1.1.1.4 

1.1.1.1.4.1 

1.1.1.1.4.1.1 

1.1.1.1.4.1.2 

1.1.1.1.4.2 

1.1.1.1.4.2.1 

l.1.1.1.4.2.2 

Recommended Disposition 

Measure the leakage rate from the 1-
inch hydraulic drain system. If the 
leakage rate does not exceed 1882 
cc/min., PROCEED. 

If the leakage rate exceeds 1882 
cc/min., perform the following: 

Isolate the ignition monitor valve 
vent from the overboard drain system. 

If the leakage is less than 1882 
cc/min., reinstall flight hardware an 
PROCEED. 

If the leakage is greater than 1882 
cc/min., BACKOUT, replace the ignition 
monitor valve. 

Isolate the redundant shutdown drain 
from overboard drain system. 

If the leakage is less than 3764 
cc/min., reinstall flight hardware and 
PROCEED. 

If the leakage is greater than 3764 
cc/min., perform the following: 

L....---------....L.----------------~- .... ·-··--·------·-··---·-------·--· 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELl:~ES FOi~ LAUNCH COUlffDOWN 

Pending Operation 

O lnstall Live Ordnance QPrefil 1 Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence I-------=-------------..:::_ ____ __;~-------------~--- _______ _____ ___, 
Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
+-----------+----------------+---------------------------·-----------1 

Leakage from fuel 1. 
overboard drain linE 
shall not exceed 
that volumetric 
flowrate recorded 
during hydraulic 
system leak and 
functional test. 

Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during hy
draulic system leak and 
functional test. 

1.1.1.1.4.2.2.1 Isolate the engine control valve 
drain from the overboard drain sys
tem. Measure the leakage rate from 
the redundant shutdown valve. 

1.1.1.1.4.2.2.2 If the leakage is less than 3764 
cc/min., reinstall flight hardware 
and PROCEED. 

1.1.1.1.4.2.2.3 If the leakage exceeds 3764 cc/min., 
BACKOUT, replace the redundant shut
down valve. 

1.1.1.1.4.3 Isolate the No. 1 main fuel valve 
potentiometer drain from the over
board drain system. 

1.1.1.1.4.3.1 If the leakage is less than 9410 
cc/min., reinstall flight hardware 
and PROCEED. 

1.1.1.1.4.3.2 If the leakage is greater than 9410 
cc/min., BACKOUT, replace the main 
fuel valve potentiometer. 

1.1.1.1.4.4 Isolate the No. 2 main fuel valve 
potentiometer drain from the over
board drain system . 

L-----------~-----------------L------------------------------------

(Continued on next page) 
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GU LULL L~~lS FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition 

Leakage from fuel 1. Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumatric flow
rate recorded during hy
draulic system leak and 
functional test. 

overboard drain line 
shall not exceed 
that volumetric 
flowrate recorded 
during hydraulic 
system leak and 
functional test. 

2. Pre fill leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line. 

1.1.1.1.4.4.1 

1.1.1.1.4.4.2 

1.1.1.1.5 

2.1 

Recommended Disposition 

If the leakage is less than 9410 
cc/min., reinstall flight hardware 
and PROCEED. 

If the leakage is greater than 9410 
cc/min., BACKOUT, replace the main 
fuel valve potentiometer. 

If the source of leakage is not de
termined by isolating the preceding 
components, PROCEED. 

BACKOlIT - Remove fuel, prefill, and 
hypergol. Replace hypergol manifold 
assembly 

-----------'-------------·---------~---------- .. -------------------------



GU IDt:LlNES FOR LAUNCll COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Q1nstall Live Ordnance ()>refill Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fuel 1. 
overboard drain line 
shall not exceed 
that volumetric 
flowrate recorded 
during hydraulic 
system leak and 
functional test. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage from fuel 1.1 
overboard drain line ex-
ceeds the volumetric flow-
rate recorded during hy
draulic system leak and 
functional test. 

1.1.1 

1.1.1.1 

1.1.1.1.1 

1.1.1.1.2 

1.1.1.1.2.1 

1.1.1.1.2.2 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Accomplish the following 
isolations: 

Pressurize the fuel tank to maximum 
permissable level. If the leakage 
rate decreases, depressurize the fuel 
tank and PROCEED with the launch 
countdown. 

If the leakage rate increases or re
mains the same, perform the following: 

Measure the leakage rate. If the 
leakage rate is less than 158 cc/min., 
PROCEED. 

If the leakage rate is greater than 
158 cc/min., perform the following : 

Disconnect the I-inch line from the 
hydraulic drain system from the Y-
fi tting on the 1-3/4-inch fuel over
board drain line. Cap the Y-fitting. 

Install the fuel seal drain manifold 
adapter P/N 9020907 . 

.__ _________ _._ ________________ _!_ _______________________________ _. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GU IDLL U.;l'-) FOR L\UNCH COUtJTOOIVN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefil 1 Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
J---------+..-:-------------t---------------------

Le ak age from fuel 1. 
overboard drain line 
shall not exceed 
that volumetric 
flowrate recorded 
during hydraulic 
system leak and 
functional test. 

Fuel leakage from fuel 1.1.1.1.2.3 
overboard drain line ex-
ceeds the volumetric flow-
rate recorded during hy- 1.1.1.1.2.3.l 
draulic system leak and 
functional test. 

1.1.1.1.2.3.2 

1.1.1.1.2.4 

1.1.1.1.2.4.1 

1.1.1.1.2.4.2 

1.1.1.1.2.5 

1.1.1.1.2.S.1 

1.1.1.1.2.S.2 

Measure the leakage from the inlet 
port of the adapter (No. 6 seal). 

If the leakage rate is less than 20 
gpm, PROCEED. 

If the leakage rate is greater than 
20 gpm, BACKOUT, replace the engine. 

Measure the leakage from the primary 
port of the adapter (No. 5 seal). 

If the leakage rate is less than 6.5 
gpm, PROCEED. 

If the leakage rate is more than 6.5 I 
gpm, BACKOUT, replace the engine. 

Measure the leakage rate from the 
overboard drain line. This leakage 
is bearing coolant valve leakage. 

If the leakage rate is less than 158 
cc/min., PROCEED. 

If the leakage rate is more than 158 
cc/min., BACKOUT, replace bearing 
coolant valve. l ----- -----"-------------------'-------------------------

(Continued on next page) 
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GU IDELI~~ES FOR LAUNCH cour.JTDO\\IN 

Pending Operation 

()Install Live Ordnance ()Prefill . Topoff .Admit LOX ()start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed ()Prefill Overflowed ()LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fuel 1. 
overboard drain line 
shall not exceed 
that volumetric 
flowrate recorded 
during hydraulic 
system leak and 
functional test. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during hy
draulic system leak and 
ftmctional test. 

L-~~~~~~~~~---~~~~---~~~~~~~~~-

1.1.1.1.3 

1.1.1.1.4 

1.1.1.1.4.1 

1.1.1.1.4.1.1 

1.1.1.1.4.1.2 

1.1.1.1.4.2 

1.1.1.1.4.2.1 

r-1.1.1.4.2.2 

(Continued on next page) 

Recommended Disposition 

Measure the leakage rate from the 1-
inch hydraulic drain system. If the 
leakage rate does not exceed 1882 
cc/min., PROCEED. 

If the leakage rate exceeds 1882 
cc/min., perform the following: 

Isolate the ignition monitor valve 
vent from the overboard drain system. 

If the leakage is less than 1882 
cc/min., reinstall flight hardware 
and PROCEED. 

If the leakage is greater than 1882 
cc/min., BACKOUT, replace the ignition 
monitor valve. 

Isolate the redundant shutdown drain 
from overboard drain system. 

If the leakage is less than 3764 
cc/min., reinstall flight hardware and 
PROCEED. 

If the leakage is greater than 3764 
cc/min., perform the following: 

- ··---· ... ___ _ 



GUIDEL !.\to...; FOH L·\U\CH COUNTDOWN 
.------------------------------- -------------

Pending Operation 

Q1nstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0 dm · d Q · d I 11 d Q Pref1· 11 Overflowed Q LOX t~dm1· tted Q Auto Sequence Fuel A itte Live Or nance nsta e '\ 

Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fuel 1. 
overboard drain line 
shall not exceed 
that volumetric 
flowrate recorded 
during hydraulic 
sys tern leak and 
functional test. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during hy
draulic system leak and 
functional test. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1.1.1.4.2.2.1 Isolate the engine control valve 
drain from the overboard drain system 
Measure the leakage rate from the 
redundant shutdown valve. 

1.1.1.1.4.2.2.2 If the leakage is less than 3764 
cc/min., reinstall flight hardware 
and PROCEED. 

1.1.1.1.4.2.2.3 If the leakage exceeds 3764 cc/min., 
BACKOUT, replace the redundant shut
down valve. 

1.1.1 . 1.4 . 3 Isolate the No. 1 main fuel valve 
potentiometer drain from the overboarc 
drain system. 

1.1.1.1.4.3.l If the leakage is less than 9410 
cc/min., reinstall flight hardware 
and PROCEED. 

1.1.1 . 1.4.3.2 If the leakage is greater than 9410 
cc/min., BACKOUT, replace the main 
fuel valve potentiometer. 

1.1.1.1.4.4 Isolate the No. 2 main fuel valve 
potentiometer drain from the overboard 
drain system. 

L_ ________ ..i_ _____________ --'----------- - --- -- --- -- - _____ _.. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Ornstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX 1-------.:::_ ___________ _ _______ _ 

Engine Status 

0 Start Auto Sequence ·· ----------

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconformancc Condi·tion 

Leakage from fuel 1. Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during hy
draulic system leak and 
functional test. 

overboard drain lin1 
shall not exceed 
that volwnetric 
flowrate recorded 
during hydraulic 
system leak and 
functional test. 

2. Prefill leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line. 

1.1.1.1.4.4.l 

1.1.1.1.4.4.2 

1.1.1.1.5 

2.1 

Recommended Disposition 

If the leakage is less than 9410 
cc/min., reinstall flight hardware 
and PROCEED. 

If the leakage is greater than 9410 
cc/min., BACKOUT, replace the main 
fuel valve potentiometer. 

If the source of leakage is not de
termined by isolating the preceding 
components, PROCEED. 

BACKOUT - Remove fuel , prefill, and 
hypergol. Replace hypergol manifold 
assembly . 

....._ ____________ L-------------------1'------------------------·----------
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GU IDEL U~ES FOIZ L.\U:~Cll COUtJTOOIVN 
..----------------·--·-------·---·- - ·-------------·-------------------. 

Pending Operation 

L--------=Q=--I_n_s_t_a_l_l_L_i_v_e_O_r_un_a_n_c_e __ Q=--P_r_e_fi 11 Topof f Q A<lmi t LOX --~St art Auto S_eq....:..u_e_n_c_e ________ -t 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fuel 1. 
overboard drain line 
shall not exceed 
that volumetric 
flowrate recorded 
during hydraulic 
system leak and 
ftmctional test. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during hy
draulic system leak and 
functional test. 

1.1 

1.1.1 

1.1.1.1 

1.1.1.1.1 

1.1.1.1.1.1 

1.1.1.1.1.2 

1.1.1.1.1.2.1 

1.1.1.1.1.2.2 

(Continued on next page) 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Pressurize the fuel tank to 
maximum permissable level. 

If the leakage rate decreases, de
pressurize the fuel tank and PROCEED 
with the launch countdown. 

If the leakage rate increases or re
mains the same, BACKOUT, remove LOX 
from engine. 

Measure the leakage rate. 

If the leakage rate is less than 158 
cc/min., PROCEED. 

If the leakage rate is greater than 
158 cc/min., perform the following: 

Disconnect the I-inch line from the 
hydraulic drain system from the Y-
fi tting on the 1-3/4-inch fuel over
board drain line. Cap the Y-fitting. 

Install the fuel seal drain manifold 
adapter P/N 9020907 . 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAU,\Clt COU!'fflJOIVN 

Pending Operation 

01nstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX 
!-----~~~-~~~~~~-----~ 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed 

Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fuel 1. 
overboard drain line 
shall not exceed 
that volumetric 
flowrate recorded 
during hydraulic 
system leak and 
functional test. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during hy
draulic system leak and 
functional test. 

1.1.1.1.1.2.3 

1.1.1.1.1.2.3.1 

1.1.1.1.1.2.3.2 

1.1.1.1.1.2.4 

l.1.1.1.1.2.4.1 

1.1.1.1.1.2.4.2 

1.1.1.1.1.2.5 

1.1.1.1.1.2.5.1 

• Start Auto Sequence 

• LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 1 
Recommended Disposition _ 

Measure the leakage from the inlet 
port of the adapter (No. 6 seal). 

If the leakage rate is less than 20 
gpm, PROCEED. 

If the leakage rate is greater than 
20 gpm, BACKOUT, replace the engine. 

Measure the leakage from the primary 
port of the adapter (No. 5 seal). 

If the leakage rate is less than 6.5 
gpm, PROCEED. 

If the leakage rate is more than 6.5 
gpm, BACKOUT, replace the engine. 

Measure the leakage rate from the 
overboard drain line. This leakage is 
bearing coolant valve leakage. 

If the leakage rate is less than 158 
cc/min., PROCEED. 

1.1.1.1.1.2.5.2 If the leakage rate is more than 158 
cc/min., BACKOUT, replace bearing 
coolant valve . 
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t;UIDEL CJES rG!{ L\U:JCll COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

0Install Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
t-~~~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--------~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~-~~~~~~-1 

Leakage from fuel 1. Fuel leakage from fuel 1.1.1.1.1.2.6 Measure the leakage rate from 
overboard drain linE overboard drain line ex- the 1-inch hydraulic drain 
shall not exceed ceeds the volumetric flow- system. If the leakage rate 
that volumetric rate recorded during hy- does not exceed 1882 cc/min., 
flowrate recorded draulic system leak and PROCEED. 
during hydraulic functional test. 
system leak and 1.1.1.1.1.2. 7 
functional test. 

1.1.1.1.1.2. 7.1 

1.1.1 .1.l.2.7.l.l 

1.1.1.1.1.2. 7.1.2 

1.1.1.1.1.2. 7.2 

If the leakage rate exceeds 
1882 cc/min., perform the 
following: 

Isolate the ignition monitor 
valve vent from the overboard 
drain system. 

If the leakage is less than 
1882 cc/min., reinstall flight 
hardware and PROCEED. 

If the leakage is greater than 
1882 cc/min., BACKOlIT, replace 
the ignition monitor valve. 

Isolate the redundant shutdown 
drain from overboard drain 
system. 

l
. l.l.l._l_.l.2.7.2.1 If the leakage is less than 

3764 cc/min., reinstall flight 
hardware and PROCEED . 

L--~~~~~~~~~-'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~ ~~~~~~~~~~ 

(Continued on next page) 
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Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Leakage from fuel 1. 
overboard drain line 
shall not exceed 
that volumetric 
flowrate recorded 
during hydraulic 
system leak and 
functional test. 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

Fuel leakage from fuel 1.1.1.1.1.2.7.2.2 
overboard drain line ex-
ceeds the volumetric flow-
rate recorded during hy-
draulic system leak and 1.1.1.1.1.2.7.2.2.1 
functional test . 

1.1.1.1.1.2. 7.2.2.1.1 

1.1.1.1.1.2. 7.2.2.1.2 

1.1.1.1.1.2. 7.3 

1.1.1.1.1.2.7.3.1 

If the leakage is greater than 
3764 cc/min., perform the 
following: 

Isolate the engine control 
valve drain from the overboard 
drain system. Measure the 
leakage rate from the redun
dant shutdown valve . 

If the leakage is less than 
3764 cc/min., reinstall flight 
hardware and PROCEED. 

If the leakage exceeds 3764 
cc/min., BACKOUT, replace the 
redundant shutdown valve. 

Isolate the No. 1 main fuel 
valve potentiometer drain 
from the overboard drain 
system. 

If the leakage is less than 
9410 cc/min., reinstall flight 
hardware and PROCEED. 

·- - _________ ..__ _______________ _,_ ___ ·-·-·--------------------·---·- . -

(Continued on next page) 
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GU IDE LINES FOR LAU NC fl COUtJTDOIVN 

Pending Operation 

01nstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nonconforrnance Condition 

Leakage from fuel 1. Fuel leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line ex
ceeds the volumetric flow
rate recorded during hy
draulic system leak and 
functional test. 

overboard drain line 
shall not exceed 
that volumetric 
flowrate recorded 
during hydraulic 
system leak and 
functional test. 

2. Prefill leakage from fuel 
overboard drain line. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1.1.1.1.2. 7.3.2 

1.1.1.1.1.2. 7.4 

1.1.1.1.1.2.7.4.1 

1.1.1.1.1.2.7.4.2 

1.1.1.1.1.2.8 

2.1 

If the leakage is greater than 
9410 cc/min., BACKOUT, replace 
the main fuel valve 
potentiometer. 

Isolate the ~o. 2 main fuel 
valve potentiometer drain from 
the overboard drain system. 

If the leakage is less than 
9410 cc/min., reinstall flight 
hardware and PROCEED. 

If the leakage is greater than 
9410 cc/min., BACKOlff, replace 
the main fuel valve 
potentiometer. 

If the source of leakage is 
not determined by isolating 
the preceding components, 
PROCEED 

BACKOlff - Remove fuel, prefill, 
and hypergol. Replace hypergol 
manifold assembly . 

.__ ________ ....L.------....,..-------------
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GU IOELINES FOR LAUNCH COLHHUOl\'N 

Pending 0peration 

01nstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence -'------------t 
Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted • Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Zero liquid leakage 1. 
from turbopump lube 
seal drain line. 

Noncon formance Condition 

Liquid leakage from drain 
line 

1.1 

Recommended Disposition 

BACKOlIT - Remove propellants, prefill, igniters, 
and hypergol cartridge from engine. Take in
vestigative action to determine leakage source. 
Engine replacement may be required . 

~ .. ---·------_ __._ _______________ ~--------~ ·-- ---- --·-------------
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GU COELfNES fOR LAUNCH COUfffDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Oinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

No external fuel 
leakage allowed. 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. External fuel leakage is 1.1 
noted from engine seal 
(propellant feed system or 
hydraulic system). I.I.I 

1.1.1.1 

1.1.1.2 

1.1.2 

Recommended Disposition 

CONTINUE to LOX tanking - Isolate leaking 
source. 

If the leak is from the engine hydraulic 
control system, remove prefill from thrust 
chamber fuel manifold. Install thrust cham
ber fuel inlet manifold drain hoses, remove 
the gas generator combustor drain plug and 
turn on the low LOX dome-gas generator LOX 
injector purge. Turn off hydraulic pressure 
to the engine and monitor for main fuel 
valve and gas generator ball valve leakage. 
Reference sheets on leakage past these 
valves for disposition if leakage occurs. 

Torque leaking joint to maximum allowed 
value and verify that fuel leakage stops. 

BACKOUT - If fuel leakage continues at maxi
mum joint torque, remove fuel from engine. 
Replace discrepant seal per applicable field 
manual. 

If leak is from engine fuel system joint, 
torque joint to maximum allowed value and 
verify that fuel leakage stops. 

·-·- · ---- ___ _.__ ____________ __ . ______ _,_ _______________________________ I 
(Continued on next page) 
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Pending Operation 

Oinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 
·-----t 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

No external fuel 
leakage allowed. 

I 

Nonconfarmance Condition Recommended Disposition 

1. External fuel leakage is 1.1.2.1 BACKOUT - If fuel leakage continues at maxi
mum joint torque remove fuel from engine. 
Replace discrepant seal per applicable field 
manual. 

noted from engine seal 
(propellant feed system or 
hydraulic system). 

-· 

1.2 Remove residual fuel from engine external 
surfaces and replace any fuel wetted thermal 
insulation panels per applicable field 
manual. 

----·- - -· -- · 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

No exte111al fuel 
leakage allowed. 

I 
i 

I 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. External fuel leakage is 
noted from engine seal 
(propellant feed system 
or hydraulic system). 

1.1 

1.1.1 

Reconunended Disposition 

HOLD - Isolate leakage source. 

If the leak is from the engine hydraulic con
trol system, remove prefill from thrust cham
ber fuel manifold. Install thrust chamber 
fuel inlet manifold drain hoses, remove the 
gas generator combustor drain plug and tu111 
on the low LOX dome-gas generator LOX in~ 

jector purge. Tu111 off hydraulic pressure to 
the engine and monitor for main fuel valve 
and gas generator ball valve leakage. Refer
ence sheets on leakage past these valves for 
disposition if leakage occurs. 

1.1.1.1 Torque joint to maximum allowed value and 
verify that fuel leakage stops. 

1.1.1.2 

1.1.2 

BACKOUT - If fuel leakage continues at maxi
mum joint torque, remove fuel from engine. ! 
Replace discrepant seal per applicable field \! 

manual. 

If leak is from engine fuel system joint, 
torque joint to maximum allowed value and 
verify that fuel leakage stops. 

! 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Q1nstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

No external fuel 
leakage allowed. 

1. 

Nonconformance Condition 

External fuel leakage is 
noted from engine seal 
(propellant feed system 
or hydraulic system). 

1.1.2.1 

Recommended Disposition 

BACKOUT - If fuel leakage continues at maxi- I 
mum joint torque remove fuel from engine. 
Replace discrepant seal per applicable field 
manual. 

1.2 Remove residual fuel from engine external 
surfaces and replace any fuel wetted thermal 
insulation panels per applicable field 
manual. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COLJrffDO\'JN 

Pending Operation 

Oinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

No external fuel 
leakage allowed. 

i 

I 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. External fuel leakage 
noted from engine. 

1.1 

Recommended Disposition 

BACKOUT - Remove LOX from engine, and 
isolate leakage source. 

1.1.1 If the leak is from the engine hydraulic con
trol system, drain prefill from the thrust 
chamber fuel inlet manifold. Install thrust 
chamber fuel inlet manifold drain hoses, re
move the gas generator combustor drain plug 
and turn on the low LOX dome-gas generator 
LOX injector purge. Turn off hydraulic pres
sure to the engine and monitor for main fuel 
valve and gas generator ball valve leakage. 
Reference sheets on leakage past these valves 
for disposition if leakage occurs. 

1.1.1.1 Torque joint to maximum allowed value and 
verify that fuel leakage stops. 

I 
1.1.1.2 BACKOUT - If fuel leakage continues at maxi- 1 

mum joint torque, remove fuel from engine and! 
replace discrepant seal per applicable field 
manual. 

1.1. 2 If leak is from engine fuel system joint, 
torque joint to maximum allowed value and 
verify that fuel leakage stops. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUtJTDO\\IN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed Qrrefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted 0 Auto Seque_n_c_e __ _. 

Nominal Condition 

No external fuel 
leakage allowed. 

1. 

I 

Nonconforrnance Condition 

External fuel leakage 
noted from engine. 

I 

1.1.2.1 

Recommended Disposition 

BACKOUT - If fuel leakage continues at maxi
mum joint torque, remove fuel from engine. 
Replace discrepant seal per applicable field 
manual. 

1.2 Replace any fuel wetted thermal insulation 
panels per applicable field manual. 

! 
! 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

' 

i 
I 

_J 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUtffDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Oinstall Live Ordnance .Prefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 
~;__--------=--.---------------=---.--------___:::;____ ---------1 

Nominal Condition 

Main fuel valve 
leakage with out 
hydraulic pressure 
applied shall not 
exceed 500 cc/min. 
from each valve. 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber fuel inlet 
manifold drain hoses at a 
flowrate above 500 cc/min. 
per valve. 

Recommended Disposition 

I.I BACKOUT - Turn LOX system purge on. Remove pre
fill, fuel, igniters, and hypergol cartridge 
from engine. 

1.2 Replace discrepant main fuel valve per applicable 
field manual. i 

1.3 Reperform all negated leak and functional tests. 

1.4 Perform thrust chamber jacket flush, and LOX 
dome flush if LOX dome contamination is suspected 

1.5 Replace any fuel wetted thermal insulation panels, 
per applicable field manual. ! 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

a_____.1...___ _ ___,_____ _______ _J 



GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Ornstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

No main fuel valve 1. 
leakage allowed 
with hydraulic 
pressure applied to 
engine. 

2. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber fuel inlet 
manifold drain hoses. 

Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber exit. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 BACKOUT - Turn LOX system purge on. Remove pre
fill, propellants, igniters, and hypergol cart
ridge from engine. 

1.2 Replace discrepant main fuel valve per applicable 
field manual. 

1.3 Reperform all negated leak and functional tests. 

1.4 Perform thrust chamber jacket flush if fuel leak
age rate exceeded 500 cc/min. Perform LOX dome 
flush if fuel leakage overflowed injector and 
LOX system purge was not on. 

1.5 Replace any fuel wetted thennal insulation panels 
per applicable field manual. 

2.1 BACKOUT - Turn LOX system purge on. Remove pre
fill, propellants, igniters, and hypergol cart
ridge from engine. 

' I 
! 

i 
I 

2.2 Replace discrepant main fuel valve per applicable! 

2.3 

2.4 

field manual. I 

Reperform all negated leak and functional tests. I 
I 

Perform thrust chamber jacket flush, and LOX dome II 

flush if LOX dome contamin~tion is suspected. . 

(Continued on next page) 

I 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUHTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

No main fuel valve 2. 
leakage allowed 
with hydraulic 
pressure applied to 
engine. 

' 
i 

I 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber exit. 

Recommended Disposition 

2.5 Replace any fuel wetted thermal insulation 
panels per applicable field manual. 

IL...----__.____I _ ___,____ __ _________, 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

0Install Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

No fuel leakage 1. 
allowed from thrust 
chamber exit (main 
fuel valve or gas 
generator valve). 

Nonconformance Condition 

Fuel leakage noted from 
thrust chamber exit 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 BACKOUT - Turn LOX system purge on. Remove pre-: 
fill, propellants, igniters, and hypergol cart
ridge from engine. Determine if leakage is from 
gas generat0r valve or main fuel valve. 

1.2 Replace discrepant valve per applicable field 
manual. 

1.3 Reperform negated leak and functional tests. 

1.4 If main fuel valve is replaced, accomplish the 
following. 

1.4.1 

1.6 

Perform thrust chamber jacket flush, and LOX 
dome flush if LOX dome contamination is 
suspected. 

If gas generator valve is replaced, perform gas 
generator LOX injector flush. 

Replace any fuel wetted thermal insulation 
panels per applicable field manual . 

I 
I 
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GUIDELDJES FOR LAUNCH COutHDO\'JN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed errefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

No gas generator 
valve fuel leakage 
allowed. 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Fuel leakage noted from 
gas generator combustor 
drain port. 

1.1 

1.1.1 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Turn ON LOX system purge. j 

If hydraulic pressure is not applied to the 
engine, apply 1400 to 1800 psig (1510 to 
1870 psia umbilical pressure) hydraulic 
pressure 

1.1.1 . l If leakage stops with hydraulic pressure 
applied, CONTINUE with the hydraulic sys
tem pressurized . 

1.1.1.1.1 Perform a gas generator LOX injector flush 
if gas generator ball valve leakage occurs 
without the LOX system purge on. 

1.1.1.2 

1.1.1.2.1 

1.1.1.2.2 

1.1.1.2 . 3 

If leakage continues with hydraulic pres
sure applied, BACKOUT. Remove prefill and 
propellants from engine. I 

I 

I 
Replace discrepant gas generator valve per [ 
applicable field manual. 1 

Reperform negated leak and functional tests -'1 

Perform gas generator LOX injector flush. . 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUiffDO\'JN 

Pending 0peration 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted • Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

LOX pump inlet pres- 1. 
sure shall be within 
the range of 78.3 
to 165 psia from LOX 
tank pressurization 
complete to T-19 
seconds (monitored 
as LOX tank ullage 
pressure). 

Nonconformance Condition 

LOX pump inlet pressure 
is below 78.3 psia as in
dicated by an outboard LOX 
suction line pressure be
low 75.0 psia or the in
board LOX suction line 
pressure below 76.7 psia. 

1.1 

1. 2 

1. 3 

Recommended Disposition I 
HOLD - Verify that gross LOX system leakage does 
not exist. 

Failure to meet indicated suction line pressures 
is indicative of gross LOX leakage, a closed LOX 
prevalve, or instrumentation out of tolerance. 

If gross LOX leakage is observed - BACKOUT. 

1.4 If LOX prevalves are closed - BACKOUT. 

1.5 If ullage pressure is within redline, LOX pre
valves are open, and there is no gross LOX leak
age - PROCEED 

NOTE: LOX suction line pressures are not redlines and 
are not real time monitored during automatic 
sequence. An ullage pressure minimum redline 1 

of 23.7 psia with a flight mass load redline ofJ 
99.8 percent are relied upon to provide suf- i 
ficient LOX pump inlet pressure. · 

i 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUiHDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Q1nstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted • Auto Sequence ------+ 

Nominal Condition Nonconfarrnance Condition Recommended Disposition ! t------------+------------------+------------------------------------41 
LOX pump inlet pres- 2. 
sure shall be within 
the range of 78.3 
to 165 psia from LOX 
tank pressurization 
complete to T-19 
seconds (monitored 
as LOX tank ullage 
pressure). 

LOX pump inlet pressure 
is over 165 psia as indi
cated by an outboard LOX 
suction line pressure ex
ceeding 161.7 psia or the 
inboard LOX suction line 
pr~ssure exceeding 163.4 
psia. 

2.1 

2.2 

NOTE: 

PROCEED 

Exceeding maximum LOX pump inlet pressure is in
dicative of out of tolerance instrumentation. 

LOX suction line pressures are not redlines and 
are not real time monitored during automatic 
sequence. An ullage pressure maximum redline 
of 30.2 psia with a maximum flight mass load 
of 100.2 percent provides a LOX pump inlet 
pressure of 85.6 psia. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUtITDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Ornstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed Qrrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

LOX pump inlet tem
perature shall be 
within the range of 
-275 to -297.5 F 
from temperature 
stabilization after 
initiation of bub
bling until initi
ation of automatic 
sequence. 

1. 

2. 

Nonconformance Condition 

LOX ptnnp inlet temperature 
in excess of -275 F as in
dicated by LOX suction 
line temperature in excess 
of -275 F. 

1.1 

1. 2 

LOX pump inlet temperature 2.1 
less than -297.5 F as in-
dicated by LOX suction 2.2 
line temperature less than 
-297.5 . 

Reconunended Disposition 

CONTINUE to start of AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. 

LOX temperature must be stabilized at a value 
colder than -275 F prior to initiating the auto
matic sequence . Verify that LOX suction system 
interconnect valves and prevalves are open, bub
bling system is operative, and LOX suction line 
temperature instrumentation calibration. Thermal 
pumping is down ducts 2, 4, and 5, and up ducts 
1 and 3; therefore temperatures in ducts 2, 4, 
and 5, and ducts 1 and 3 may be assumed to be 
equal if all LOX system valves are in the proper 
position. 

PROCEED 

LOX temperature colder than -297.5 F is not de
trimental and cannot be sustained. Substantially

1 
lower temperatures or lower temperatures that ! 

appea7 stablized ~re indicative of out of taler- ·\1 

ance instrumentation systems. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Ornstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

LOX pump inlet tern- 1. 
perature shall be 
within the range of 
-275 to -297.5 F 
from temperature 
stabilization after 
initiation of bub
bling until initia
tion of automatic 
sequence. 

2. 

Nonconformance Condition 

LOX pump inlet temperature 1.1 
in excess of -275 F as in
dicated by LOX suction 
line temperature in excess 
of -275 F. 

LOX pump inlet temperature 2.1 
less than -297.5 F as in-
dicated by LOX suction 2.2 
line temperature less than 
-297.5. 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - LOX temperature must be stablized at a 
value colder than -275 F prior to starting t he 
engine. Verify LOX suction system interconnect 
valves and prevalves are open, LOX bubbling sys
tem is operative, and flight instrument calibra
tion. Thennal pumping is down ducts No. 2, 4, 
and 5, and up ducts No. 1 and 3, therefore, tem
peratures in ducts No. 2, 4, and 5, or 1 and 3 
may be assumed to be equal. BACKOUT - If it can
not be verified by other instrumentation or stage 
functions that the LOX temperature will be colder 
than -275 F at engine start. 

PROCEED 

LOX_ temperature colder than -297. 5 F is not de
trimental and cannot be sustained. Substantially 
lower temperatures or lower temperatures t hat 
appea7 stabilized_ are indicative of out of toler-

1

1 

ance 1nstrumentat1on systems. 
I 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

LOX purity shall be 1. 
equal to or exceed 
99.5 percent oxygen 
per MIL-P-25508C. 

Oxidizer purity is 
normally determined 
prior to facility 
storage tank filling 
and prior to vehicle 
tanking. 

Nonconforrnance Condition 

Oxidizer purity is less 
than 99.5 percent by vol
ume when gassified. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 HOLD 

1.2 Failure to meet oxygen purity is indicative of a 
purity determination error or contamination of 
the oxygen. 

1.3 Obtain additional oxygen samples and conduct lab
oratory analyses to determine correct purity of 
oxygen and idenity of the contaminates. 

1.4 If purity is satisfactory - PROCEED. 

1.5 If purity is below 99.5 percent as a result of 
an inert dilutent (nitrogen, aragon) HOLD - pend
ing special trajectory analysis. 

NOTES: 

1. Engine performance is degraded by inert dilutentsj 
Oxygen dilution of l percent (by weight) with 
nitrogen will lower thrust 35 K, lower engine 
mixture ratio 0.0058 units, and lower engine 
specific impulse 2.0 seconds. 

2. The effect of returning this oxygen to storage 
must be assessed by NASA. 

(Continued on next page) 



GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUHTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

LOX purity shall be 1. 
equal to or exceed 
99.5 percent oxygen 
per MIL-P-25508C. 

Oxidizer purity is 
normally determined 
prior to facility 
storage tank filling 
and prior to vehicle 
tanking. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Oxidizer purity is less 
than 99.S percent by vol
ume when gassified. 

1. 6 

Recommended Disposition 

If purity is below 99.5 percent with unsatisfac
tory hydrocarbon or particulate contamination, 

1

, 

HOLD - pending availability of satisfactory 
oxygen. 

I 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

No LOX leakage 1. 
allowed from prim-
ary LOX seal drain 
line. 

2. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Liquid leakage is emitting 
from the LOX seal drain 
line. 

Camera monitoring capabil-
ity is lost. 

1.1 

2.1 

Recommended Disposition 

CONTINUE - To start of AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. Minor 
leakage from the drain line is not unconunon dur
ing turbopump chilldown. If leakage stops after 
system is chilled down PROCEED to launch. 

CONTINUE to start of AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. A 
visual verification of liquid leakage in the 
form of droplets or less must be made with the 
seal in a chill condition for launch. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

No LOX leakage 
allowed from prim
ary LOX seal drain 
line. 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Liquid leakage in the form 1.1 
of drops is emitting from 

2. 

the LOX seal drain line. 

Liquid leakage in the form 2.1 
of a steady stream of fluid 
is emitting from the LOX 
seal drain line. 2.1.1 

Recommended Disposition 

PROCEED 

BACKOUT - Remove propellants, prefill, igniters 
I and hypergol cartridge from engine. 

Replace turbopump primary LOX seal per appli
cable field manual. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUtffDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed 9 LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

No external LOX 
leakage allowed. 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

1. External LOX leakage noted 1.1 
from engine. 

BACKOUT - Turn on the environmental purge 
and leave on until LOX is removed from the 
engine. 

1.1.1 Remove LOX from engine and isolate leakage 
source. 

1.1.2 Torque joint to maximum allowed value and 
verify that leakage stops. 

1.1.2.1 If leakage continues at maximum joint torque, 
replace discrepant seal per applicable field 
manual. 

1.2 Evaluate possible requirement to replace or 
test components exposed to the external LOX 
leakage. 

I 
I 
I 

I i 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUtffDOWN 

Pending Operation 

0Install Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

No LOX leakage 1. 
allowed from thrust 
chamber exit. (Main 
LOX valves or gas 
generator ball 

Nonconformance Condition 

LOX leakage is detected 
from the thrust chamber 
exit. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 BACKOUT - Remove propellants, prefill, igniters, 
and hypergol from engine. 

1.2 Detennine if leakage is past main LOX valve or 
gas generator ball valve. 

1.3 Replace discrepant valve per applicable field 
manual. 

1.4 Reperform negated leak and functional tests. 

1.5 If gas generator ball valve is replaced, perfonn 
gas generator LOX injector flush per applicable 
field manual, if main LOX valve replaced and LOX 
dome contamination is suspected, flush LOX dome. 



GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending 0peration 

Qinstall Live Ordnance ()Prefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefili Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

LOX dome-gas 1. 
generator LOX in
jector purge must be 
on within a pressure 
range of 120 to 1000 
psig any time the 2. 
engine is gimbaled 
with prefill in the 
thrust chamber and 
when thrust chamber 
prefill is topped 
off. Nominal pres
sure is 220 psig. 

(Measurement moni
tored at Lut. Sys
tem tiP between 
measurement and 
engine interface is 
80 psi when inter- 3• 
face pressure is 
120 psig) 

Nonconformance Condition 

Purge goes off during 1.1 
gimbaling or prefill 
topoff. 

1.2 

Purge pressure between 0 2.1 
and 120 psig during gimbal-
ing or prefill topoff. 

Purge pressure above 1000 
psig during gimbaling or 
prefill topoff. 

2.2 

2.2.1 

2.3 

3.1 

Recommended Disposition 

BACKOUT - Remove prefill, LOX, hypergol and 
igniters from engine. 

Perform LOX dome flush. 

1-K)LD - Stop gimbal or prefill topoff opera
tions. Turn off purge pressure to preclude 
LOX purge check valve chatter. 

If purge pressure dropped below 60 psig, 
BACKOUT - Remove LOX, prefill, hypergol, and 
igniters from engine. 

Perform LOX dome flush. 

If purge pressure did not drop below 60 psig, 
adjust purge pressure to be within desired 
range and PROCEED. 

HOLD - Stop gimbal or prefill operation, then 
turn purge off. 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending 0peration 

0Install Live Ordnance Orefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 
LOX dome.:. gas 3. 
generator LOX in
jector purge must be 
on within a pressure 
range of 120 to 100( 
psig any time the 4. 
engine is gimbaled 
with prefill in the 
thrust chamber and 
when thrust chamber 
prefill is topped 
off. Nominal pres- s. 
sure is 220 psig. 

(t!easurement mon
itored at Lut. Sys
tem .llP between 
measurement and en- 6. 
gine interface is 
80 psi when inter
face pressure is 
120 psig) 

Nonconformance Condition 

Purge pressure above 1000 
psig during gimbaling or 
prefill topoff. 

Purge system pressure less 
than 120 psig or greater 
than 1000 psig prior to 
initiating engine gimbal 
or prefill operation. 

Engine gimbals after last 
prefill of thrust chamber 
with low LOX dome-gas gen
erator LOX injector purge 
ON. 

Engine gimbals after last 
prefill of thrust chamber 
with low LOX dome-gas gen
erator LOX injector purge 
OFF. 

3.2 

4.1 

5.1 

6.1 

6.2 

Recommended Disposition 

Readjust pressure within range. If purge sys
tem pressure exceeded 3600 psig, turn purge on 
and perfonn purge system leak test to verify 
wrap-around line bellows integrity. 

HOLD - Turn purge off. Repair system prior to 
performing gimbal or prefill operations. 

HOLD - Retop thrust chamber prefill with low 
dome-gas generator LOX injector purge ON. 

BACKOUT - Remove LOX, prefill hypergol, and 
igniters from engine. 

Perform LOX dome flush:. 
:::0 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUfITDOWN 

Pending 0peration 

Qrnstall Live Ordnance Orefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

LOX dome-gas gener- I. 
ator LOX injector 
purge must be on 
within a pressure 
range of 120 to 
1000 psig for 
start of automatic 
sequence. Nominal 
pressure is 220 2. 
psig. 

(Measurement mon
·itored at Lut. Sys
tem llP between 
measurement and 
engine interface is 
80 psi when inter
face pressure is 
120 psig) 

Nonconformance Condition 

Purge pressure in range o~ 
0 to 120 psig prior to 
initiation of or during 
automatic sequence. 

Purge pressure above 1000 
psig prior to initiation 
of or during automatic 
sequence. 

1.1 

1.1.1 

2.1 

Recommended Disposition 

~OLD - Turn purge manual override switch on 
and verify that purge pressure is within the 
120- to 1000-psig range. Then PROCEED. 

If the pressure is not within the 120- to 
1000-psig range, HOLD - Turn purge off to pre
clude check valve chatter and correct problem. 

HOLD - Turn purge off. If purge system pres
sure exceeded 3600 psig, perform purge system 
leak test to verify wrap-around line bellows 
integrity. 

...... 
I 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUtffDOIVN 

Pending 0peration 

0Install Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Turbopump inter
mediate seal purge 
60 to 100 psig. 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Low supply pressure, less 
than 15 psig or loss of 
supply pressure. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 HOLD - Correct problem prior to admitting LOX 
to engine. Verify no fuel leakage emitting 
from the turbopump lube seal drain line. 

2. Low supply pressure, 15 to 2.1 CONTINUE to start of AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. 
59 psig, 

3. High supply pressure, 101 3.1 CONTINUE to start of AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. 
to 200 psig. 

4. -High supply pressure, 200 
350 psig. 

5. High supply pressure, 
greater than 350 psig. 

4.1 HOLD - Turn off purge. Correct problem prior to 
admitting LOX to engine. 

4.2 Verify seal integrity by conducting a quantita- : 
ti ve flow test. 

5.1 BACKOUT - Turn off purge. Replace turbopump 
intennediate seal per applicable field manual. 

NOTE: Stage purge system relief valve will relieve 
at 105 to 115 psig, which will vent down stage 
purge bottles. 

______ _J 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Q1nstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

~0-F_u_e_l_A_dm_i_t_t_ed--0-+L-i_v_e_Or_d_n_a_n_c_e_I_n_s_t_a_l l_e_d __ o __ P_r_e_.f_i l_l_O_v_e_r_f_l_o_w_e_d_. __ L_O_X_Ad-m--i-t-te_d __ o __ A_u_t_o __ S_e __ q_u~ 
~Nominal Condition Nonconforrnance Condition Recommend:d Disposition ~ 

Turbopump inter- 1. Low supply pressure, less 1.1 BACKOUT - Remove LOX from engine. 
mediate seal purge than 15 psig or loss of 
60 to 100 psig. supply pressure. 

2. Low supply pressure, 15 
to 59 psig. 

3. High supply pressure, 101 
to 200 psig. 

4. High supply pressure 200 
to 350 psig. 

5. High supply pressure, 
I greater than 350 psig. 
! 

1. 2 Correct problem and verify proper seal purge 
operation. 

2 .1 CONTINUE to start of AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. 

3.1 CONTINUE to start of AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. 

4.1 BACKOUT - Remove LOX from engine, then turn off 
purge. Correct problem. 

4.2 Verify seal integrity by conducting 
a quantitative flow test. 

5. 1 BACKOUT - Turn off purge; remove LOX from engine. ; 
Replace turbopump intermediate seal. 

NOTE: Stage purge system relief valve will relieve at 
105 to 115 psig which wi 11 vent down stage 
purge bottles. I 

I 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCII COUNTDOWN 

Pending 0peration 

Q1nstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Turbopwnp inter
mediate seal purge 
60 to 100 psig. 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Loss of supply pressure 
or low supply pressure 
less than 15 psig. 

2. Low supply pressure, 15 
to 45 psig. 

3. Low supply pressure, 45 
to 59 psig. 

4. High supply pressure, 101 
to 200 psig. 

5. High supply pressure, 200 
to 350 psig. 

6. High supply pressure 
greater than 350 psig. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 BACKOUT - Remove LOX from engine. 

1.2 Correct problem and verify proper seal purge 
operation. 

2.1 HOLD - Correct problem. 

3.1 HOLD - Verify no LOX leakage is emitting from 
the turbopump LOX primary seal drain line and, 
if so, PROCEED. 

4.1 HOLD - Correct problem. 

5.1 BACKOUT - Remove LOX from engine, then turn off 
purge. Correct problem. 

5.2 Verify seal integrity by conducting a quantita-
tive flow test. 

6.1 BACKOUT - Turn off purge inunediately . Remove 
LOX from engine, replace turbopump intermediate 
seal per applicable field manual . 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELI~\ES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOI\~ 

Pending Operation 

Ornstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX esta.rt Auto Sequence 

Engine ::ltatus 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Turbopump inter
mediate seal purge 
60 to 100 psig. 

6. 

Nonconformance Condition 

High supply pressure 
greater than 350 psig. 

1NOTE: 1-.. 

I 

I 

Recommended Disposition 

Stage purge system relief valve will relieve 
at 105 to 115 psig. This will vent down the 
stage purge bottles, which would result in in
sufficient purge gas for the flight. Stage 
purge bottle pressure is a prelaunch vehicle 
redline. 

I 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Ornstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Cocoon purge on and 1. 
purge heater on re
quired 15 to 30 
minutes after start 
of LOX load and at 
all subsequent times 
LOX is in engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Cocoon purge or purge 
heater inoperative. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 CONTINUE - until engine environmental temperature 
decreases to 0 F. HOLD - when temperature 
reaches 0 F and effect cocoon purge system repair 
Reference disposition on sheet for engine en
vironmental temperature less than O F for addi
tional requirements. 

J 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

.Install Live Ordnance .Prefill Topoff .Admit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

The purity of gas- 1. 
eous nitrogen shall 
be equivalent to 
Type I of MIL-P-
27401 specification. 2. 

Nonconformance Condition 

The moisture content ex- 1.1 
ceeds 26.3 ppm by volume 
of water vapor at 70 F. 

The purity of the nitrogen 2.1 
is less than 99.5 percent 
nitrogen by volume. (Total 
hydrocarbon 25 ppm by 
weight as carbon, 0. 5 per-
cent by volume as oxygen, 
58.3 ppm by volume as 
methane.) 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Correct cause of excessive moisture prior 
to supplying gaseous nitrogen to engine system. 

HOLD - Determine extent of nonconformance and 
evaluate hardware condition on an individual 
occurrence and application basis. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending 0peration 

Qinstall Live Ordnance .refill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

NoJDi.nal Condition 

Thrust chamber pre- 1. 
fill fluid shall be 
in conformance with 
specification 
RB0210-017. 2. 

Solid particles: 
no sedament; pH 
value: 6.S ±1.S; 
ethylene glycol 
percentage by 
weight: SO ±1 
percent. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

6. 

Nonconformance Condition 

The prefill fluid contains 
solid particles which are 
smaller than 1350 microns. 

The prefill fluid contains 
solid particles which are 
larger than 1350 microns. 

The pH of the prefill 
fluid is less than S.O. 

The pH of the prefill 
fluid is greater than 8 .o. 

The prefill fluid contains 
from SO to 60 percent 
ethylene glycol by weight. 

The prefill fluid contains 
more than 60 percent 
ethylene glycol by weight. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 PROCEED 

2.1 HOLD - Filter the prefill fluid to obtain accept
able particle sizes prior to introducing the pre
fi 11 fluid into the thrust chamber. 

3.1 PROCEED 

4.1 PROCEED 

S.l PROCEED 

·-· 

6.1 1-DLD - Add distilled or deionized water to the 
prefill fluid to obtain an acceptable polution 
by weight. 

7. The prefill fluid contains 7.1 · ~ROCEED 
from 4S to SO percent 

8. 

ethylene glycol by weight. 

The prefill fluid contains 
less than 45 percent 
ethylene glycol by weight . 

8.1 1-DLD - Obtain prefill fluid that meets the 
specification requirement. 

...... 
I 

...... 
U1 
I 

....:.! ...... 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUHTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Ornstall Live Ordnance .Prefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Drain hoses must not 1. 
be removed from the 
fuel inlet manifold 
drainage quick dis
connects until after 
the final applica-
tion of hydraulic 
supply pressure to 
the engine if main 
fuel valve leakage 
has occurred with-
out hydraulic pres
sure applied. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Drain hoses are removed 
prior to final applica
tion of hydraulic supply 
pressure. 

1.1 

1.1.1 

1.1. 2 

1.1. 3 

1.1.3.1 

Reconunended Disposition 

HOLD - Turn LOX system purge on. Accomplish 
either step 1.1.1 or 1.1.2, whichever is 
faster. 

Install drain hoses on the fuel inlet mani
fold drain quick disconnects and leave in
stalled until after hydraulic pressure is 
applied. Measure initial voltmle of fuel 
which drains. 

Apply hydraulic supply pressure. Then in
stall drain hoses on the fuel inlet manifold 
drain quick disconnects and measure total 
volume of fuel which drains. 

If fuel volume measured in step 1.1.1 or 
1.1.2 exceeds 13 ounces, perform a thrust 
chamber fllel jacket flush. Perform a thrust 1 

chamber LOX dome flush after removing the I 
hypergol cartridge if the LOX dome is sus- I 
pected to be contaminated. Then PROCEED. j 

If fuel voli..une measured in step 1.1.1 or 
1.1.2 is less than 13 ounces, PROCEED. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COutffDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance .Prefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Thrust chamber fuel 
jacket must be pre
filled to injector 
overflow. Prefill 
overflow must be 
visually verified. 

1. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Thrust chamber is noted 
not to exhibit overflow on 
one or more engines. 

1.1 

1.1.1 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Correct problem. PROCEED after visually
1 verifying prefill overflow. 

If thrust chamber does not prefill due to 
sticking check valve, replace check valve per 
applicable field manual, verify torqueing pro- 1 

cedure and record torque values. Waive throat 
1

. 

plug leak check. 

I 
I 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUtffDOWN 

Pending 0peration 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Thrust chamber pre- 1. 
fill must be topped 
off post last engine 
gimbal test . 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

Thrust chamber prefill I.I PROCEED 
topoff system inoperative. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH courJTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Engine attitude. 

Nonconforrnance Condition 

1. Engine attitude exceeds 
2.5 degrees from true 
horizontal after last 
topoff. 

1.1 

1.2 

1.2 .1 

1.2.2 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Correct gimbal system problem to restore 
engine attitude within limits. If low LOX dome 
purge was on when engine attitude change 
occurred, topoff prefill in thrust chamber post 
attitude correction. 

If 'low LOX dome purge was not on when engine 
attitude change occurred, BACKOUT - Drain LOX 
from engine and prefill from thrust chamber. 

Remove hypergol and igniters from engine. 

Perform LOX dome flush. 

-----------~---------------'~--------· -· ------------· 
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GU I OL:UM~S FOR LAU NC II COUtffDOWN 
r---------------------- --------------------------------------------, 

Pending Operation 

0Install Live Ordnance QPrefi ll Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition 

No internal or ex- 1. 
tern al prefi 11 

Internal leakage of pre
fill fluid, not breaking 
from wall (seeper leak). leakage is allowed 

from thrust chamber 

2. Internal leakage or pre
fill fluid breaking from 
wall. 

3. External leakage of 
prefill. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 HOLD - Drain prefill below level of leak. 

1.2 Clean area around leak. 

1.3 Repair with silicon adhesive sealant RTV-102 
(General Electric) or aluminum tape. 

1.4 Refill chamber and PROCEED. 

2.1 BACKOUT - Drain prefill from thrust chamber, re
move hypergol, igniters, and LOX from engine. 

2.2 Repair the thrust chamber per R-3896-3, (Vol II). 

2.3 Flush LOX dome at conclusion of weld repair and 
conduct throat plug leak check after :ompletion 
of dome flush. 

3. 1 BACKOUT - Drain prefi 11 from thrust chamber. Re
move hypergol, igniters, and LOX from engine. 

3.2 Repair the thrust chamber per R-3896-3, (Vol II). 

3.3 Flush LOX dome at conclusion of weld repair and 
conduct throat plug leak check after completion 
of dome flush. 

---------------------~----~-------

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUtHOOWN 

Pending Operation 

01nstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAumit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

ei:uel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition 

No internal or 3. External leakage of 
prefill. external prefill 

leakage is allowed 
from thrust chamber. 

4. Prefill leakage from any 
thrust chamber fitting. 

Recommended Disposition 

~.4 Remove external prefill leakage from engine and 
TIS surfaces, and replace TIS panels, which are 
internally wet with prefill. 

4.1 HOLD - Torque fitting to maximum value. 

4.2 If leakage continues, BACKOUT - remove prefill 
from thrust chamber. Replace fitting and/or seal 
to correct leakage. 

4.3 If leakage cannot be stopped per 4.2, consider 
welding fitting to stop leak. (Requires removal 
of LOX and ordnance from engine). 

~.4 Remove external prefill leakage from engine and 
TIS surfaces, and replace TIS panels, which are 
internally wet with prefill. 

) 

_I ______________ ____, 
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GU IDEL rnES FOi{ L\UNCll courHDO\\'N 

Pending Operation 

Oinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 
-··- --·-------t 

Engine Status 

•Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
+-----------+----------------'--------------------------··-------

d-c electrical power 1. Loss of d-c power or less 
than 18 volts. 24 to 32 vdc under 

load conditions. 

2. 

3. 

Low d-c voltage (18 to 24) 

High d-c voltage (32 to 
36 vdc). 

4. l '.igh d-c voltage (greater 
than 36 vdc). 

1.1 

1.1.1 

2.1 

3.1 

4.1 

HOLD - Correct problem. 

Verify that d-c power distribution to engine 
is normal and that all propellant valves are 
in the close position . Then PROCEED after 
correcting problem. 

CONTINUE to start AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. Voltage 
at four-way valve and checkout valve must be 
greater than 18 vdc when valves are actuating. 
(equivalent no-load buss voltage of approx
imately 22 vdc). Problems may be encountered 
with reliable facility relay operation. 

CONTINUE to start AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. 

BACKOUT - Turn off electrical power and effect 
repair. Conduct an electrical functional 
check of the following components: main LOX 
valves, main fuel valves and gas generator valvE 
position indicators, hypergol installed switch, 
checkout valve position switch, igniter cir
cuits, flight instruments (calibration) and 
turbopump heater thermostats . 
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Pending Operation 

Ornstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 
~~~~--__c__~~~-~~--~~~----t 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

d-c electrical 
power, 24 to 32 
vdc under load 
conditions. 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Loss of d-c power or less 
than 18 volts. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 HOLD - Correct problem. 

1.1.1 Verify that d-c power distribution to engine is 
normal and that all propellant valves are in 
the close positjon. Then PROCEED after correct 
ing problem. 

I 2. Low d-c voltage (18 to 24) 2 .1 HOLD - Cycle checkout valve to determine buss 
voltage during valve actuation. If load volt
age is greater than 18 vdc equivalent at engine 
CCP, PROCEED. Problems may be encountered with 
attaining reliable facility relay operation. 

3. High d-c voltage (32 to 3.1 
36 vdc). 

4. High d-c voltage (greater 
than 36 vdc). 

4.1 

PROCEED. 

BACKOUT - Turn off electrical power and effect 
repair. Ensure that no engine damage was sus
tained which would present a hazard. Conduct 
an electrical functional check of the follow-
ing components: main LOX valves, main fuel 
valves, and gas generator valve position indi
cators, hypergol installed switch, checkout 
valve position switch, igniter circuits, 
flight instruments (calibration)and turbopump 
heater thermostats. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAU NC II COllrHOO\\'N 

Pending 0peration 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .AJrnit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed Q Prefi 11 Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition 

Turbopump heater 1. Loss of a-c power or low 
a-c electrical voltage less than 190 vac. 
power 190 to 220 
vac under load con-
ditions (heater 
power is turned on 
when LOX is a·d- 2. High voltage (220 to 240 
mitted to engine). vac). 

3. High voltage (greater 
than 240 vac). 

--- - - - --·-

1.1 

2.1 

3.1 

Recommended Disposition 

CONT INUE to start AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE - Correct 
lem. Consider turbopwnp bearing temperature 
irements. Turn cocoon purge on to assist 
aintaining the minimum required turbopump 
ing temperature. 

prob 
requ 
in m 
bear 

PROC 

HOLD 
Corr 
in m 
bear 

-· ·- ·----

EED 

- Turn off a-c power to turbopwnp heaters. 
ect problem. Turn cocoon purge on to assist 
aintaining the minimwn required turbopump 
1ng temperature, then PROCEED . 

-· --· -- --- ------- - ·· · ···- - - ·- - · 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUHTDO\\IN 

Pending Operation 

0Install Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Turbopump heater 
a-c electrical 
power 190 to 220 
vac under load 
condition 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Loss of a-c power or low 
voltage, less than 190 
vac. 

2. High voltage (220 to 240 
vac). 

3. High voltage (greater 
than 240 vac). 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 HOLD - Verify that LOX pump bearing temperature 
is 0 F or greater prior to proceeding. If less 
than 0 F, see page covering turbopump bearing 
temperature requirements for disposition. 

2.1 PROCEED. 

3.1 HOLD - Turn off a-c power to turbopump heaters. 
If LOX pump bearing temperature is greater than 
0 F, PROCEED. 

..... 

___ ......._ __________ ------~----------·------------------- ·- ··-·- -----
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOW~ 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

Pyrotechnic igniter 1. Low voltage, less than 11.1 CONTINUE to start AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE - Must be 
a-c electrical power 400 vac. corrected prior to igniter firing. 
500 to 750 vac under 
load conditions. 2. Low voltage 400 to 500 2.1 PROCEED 

vac. 

3. High voltage, 750 to 3.1 PROCEED I 
1000 vac. 

4. High voltage, greater 4.1 CONTINUE to start AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE - Must be 
than 1000 vac. corrected prior to igniter firing. 
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GU lOELINES FOR LAUNCH COUtHDO\\fN 
r------------------------------------------------------------. 

Pending Operation 

Q1nstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed 0Prefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition 

Pyrotechnic igniter 1. Low volt age , less than 
a-c electrical 400 vac. 
power 500 to 750 
vac under load 
conditions. 

2. Low voltage, 400 to 500 
vac. 

3. High voltage, 750 to 1000 
vac. 

4. High voltage, greater 
than 1000 vac. 

1.1 

NOTE: 

2.1 

3.1 

4.1 

NOTE: 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - Correct problem. 

Proceeding with less than 400 vac may result 
in a cutoff due to failure of the igniters to 
fire. 

PROCEED. 

PROCEED. 

HOLD - Correct problem. 

Proceeding with greater than 1000 vac may re
sult in failure of an igniter harness or 
igniter which would result in a cutoff due to 
a failure of the igniters to fire. 

------- ··-·-- - ---- .. - - ------ -------'-----------·-·------ . _____________________ ____, 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUtJTDO\\IN 

Pending 0peration 

Oinstall Live Ordnance .Prefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Main LOX valves (2), 1. 
main fuel valves (2) 
gas generator valve 
CLOSE indications 
are required any 
time d-c power is 
applied to the 
engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

One valve CLOSE indication 1.1 
is not received; or one 
valve OPEN indication is 
received; or both OPEN and 1.2 
CLOSED indications are 
received. 

Recommended Disposition 

HOLD - If hydraulic pressure is not applied to 
the engine, apply hydraulic pressure. 

If valve closed indication is not received with 
hydraulic pressure applied, accomplished the 
following action for the approximate valve. 

1.2.1 Main fuel valve position - correct problem, if 
main fuel valve position switch is defective, 
BACKOUT - remove the prefill, hypergol, and 
ignition from engine. Replace position indi
cator per applicable field manual and accomp
lish checkout per established procedure. 

1.2 .2 

1. 3 

Main LOX or gas generator valve position - use 
appropriate "work-aroW1d" procedures to provide 
the interlock indications required to CONTINUE 
through launch, then PROCEED. 

If valve closed indication is received with 
hydraulic pressure applied, accomplish the 
following action for the appropriate valve. 

I'----_.i____I _ ___.__ ________ J, 

(~ontinued on next page) 
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Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefil~_T_o_po_f_f_· _ .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Seque!1~_e _________ _, 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Main LOX valves (2) ,• 1. 
main fuel valves (2) 
gas generator valve 
CLOSE indications 
are required any 
time d-c power is 
applied to the 
engine. 

Nonconformancc Condition 

One valve CLOSE indication 
is not received; or one 
valve OPEN indication is 
received; or both OPEN and 
CLOSED indications are 
received. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.3.1 Main fuel valve position - drain thrust chamber 
fuel manifold with hydraulic pressure applied. 
Inspect prefill fluid for evidence of fuel. If 
more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected in the 
prefill fluid, BACKOUT - remove prefill, hyper
gol and igniters from engine and perform a fuel 
jacket flush. If LOX dome contamination is 
suspected, perform a LOX dome flush. 

1. 3.2 

1. 3. 3 

Main LOX valve position - PROCEED. 

Gas generator valve position - Inspect gas gen
erator combustor drain for evidence of fuel. 
If fuel is detected and the LOX purge was not 
on, BACKOUT - remove igniters from engine and 
perform a flush of the gas generator LOX 
injector. 

·-· ·-····-------
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUCITDO\\IN 

Pending Operation 

Oinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Main LOX valves (2), I. 
main fue I valves 
(2), gas generator 
valve CLOSE indica
tions are required 
for stage LOX 
tanking. 

Nonconformance Condition 

One valve CLOSE indica
tion is not received; or 
one valve OPEN indication 
is received; or both OPEN 
and CLOSED indications 
are received. 

Recommended Disposition 

I.I If hydraulic pressure was not lost, HOLD. 

I.I.I If main fuel valve indicator, correct problem. 
If indicator is defective, BACKOUT - remove 
propellants, prefill, hypergol, and igniters, 
replace position indicator per field manual, 
and accomplish checkout per established 
procedure. 

1.1.2 If main LOX valve or gas generator valve, use 
appropriate "work-around" procedure to provide 
valve position interlocks required to CONTINUE 
through launch, then PROCEED. 

1.2 Hydraulic pressure was lost, and if the gas 
generator valve did leave the closed position 
and returns closed or remains off the closed 
position, HOLD. 

1.2.1 Inspect gas generator combustor drain for 
evidence of fuel. If fuel noted and the gas 
generator LOX system purge was not on when the 
leakage occurred, perform a flush of the gas 
generator LOX injector after removing igniter. 

) 

..__ ___________ ...._ _____________ ... _J _________ ---·--------------' 
(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAm;cH COUIHDO\VN 

Pending Operation 

Oinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff • ..\dmi t LOX Ost art Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed 0 LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Main LOX valves (2), 1. 
main fuel valves · 
(2), gas generator 
valve CLOSE indica
tions are required 
for stage LOX 
tanking. 

Nonconformance Condition 

One valve CLOSE indication 
is not received; or one 
valve OPEN indication is 
received; or both OPEN and 
CLOSED indications are 
received. 

1. 3 

! 

Recommended Disposition ! 
If hydraulic pressure was lost and if the main ' 
fuel valve position indicated the valve left 
close, HOLD - drain thrust chamber fuel mani
fold with hydraulic pressure applied and in
spect prefill fluid for evidence of fuel. If 
more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected, BACK
OUT - remove prefill, hypergol, and igniters 
and perform fuel jacket flush. If LOX dome 
contamination is suspected perf orrn LOX dome 
flush. 

1.4 If hydraulic pressure was lost and if the main 
LOX valve momentarily left the closed position, I 
PROCEED. ! 
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GU WELi NES FOR LJ\lJNCll COUtHDOl\IN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Main LOX valves (2), 1. 
main fuel valves 
(2), gas generator 
valve CLOSE ind;ica
tions are required 
for start of 
AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. 

Nonconformance Condition 

One valve CLOSE indication 
is not received; or one 
valve OPEN indication is 
received; or both OPEN and 
CLOSED indications are 
received. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 If hydraulic pressure was not lost, HOLD. 

1.1.1 If main fuel valve indicator, correct problem. 
If indicator is defective, BACKOUT - remove 
propellants, prefill, hypergol, and igniters, 
replace position indicator per established 
field manual, and accomplish checkout per 
established procedure. 

1.1.2 If main LOX valve or gas generator valve, use 
appropriate "work-around" procedure to provide 
valve position interlocks required to CONTINUE 
through launch, then PROCEED. 

1.2 If hydraulic pressure was lost and if the gas 
generator valve did leave the closed position 
and returns closed or remains off the closed 
position, BACKOUT - Remove propellants from 
engine and correct problem. 

CAUTION: Explosive gel may have fonned, DO NOT 
DISTURB. If LOX system purge is ON, leave I 
ON, but do NOT turn purge on if it is off. , 
DO NOT GIMBM. 

._ ______ ·- ____J_ ____ __!___l ----··-- .. -- .. _____ !, 

(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending 0peration 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff 01\dmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Main LOX valves (2), 1. 
main fuel valves 
(2), gas generator 
valve CLOSE indica
tions are required 
for start of 
AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

One valve CLOSE indication 1.3 
is not received; or one 

If hydraulic pressure was lost and if the main 
fuel valve position indicated the valve left 
close, HOLD - drain thrust chamber fuel mani
fold with hydraulic pressure applied and in 
spect prefill fluid for evidence of fuel. If 
more than 13 ounces of fuel is detected, BACK
OUT - Remove LOX, prefill, hypergol, and ig
niters, and perform fuel jacket flush. If LOX 
dome contamination is suspected, perform LOX 
dome flush. 

valve OPEN indication is 
received; or both OPEN and 
CLOSED indications are 
received. 

1.4 If hydraulic pressure was lost and if the main 
LOX valve momentarily left the closed position, 
PROCEED. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COU~ffDOl\'.'J 

Pending Operation 

Ornstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff .Admit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefi~l Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Checkout valve must 
be in the ground 
position when hy
draulic pressure is 
applied to the 
engine. 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Checkout valve indicates 
some position other than, 
or in addition to, the 
ground position. 

1.1 

1.1.1 

1.1.2 

Recommended Disposition I 
HOLD - Cycle checkout valve to ground position. 11 

If ground position is not attained in 4 seconds, 
remove power to preclude motor burnout. · 

Determine if problem is associated with the 
checkout valve actuator or the ground control 
system. 

If the problem is associated with the ground 
control system, conduct cycling tests as re
quired to verify that the checkout valve will 
attain the desired position at the proper time 
and that the correct indication will be received 
at that time. Then PROCEED. 

11.1.3 If the actuator is defective, replace actuator 
per applicable field manual . 
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GUIDELI~~ES FOR LAW.iCll COUNTD Oh'~ 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPreiill Topoff QAdmit LOX .Start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

:Checkout valve stage 1. 
'position switch must 
not be picked up 
prior to AUTOMATIC 
SEQUENCE . 

Nonconformance Condition 

Checkout valve stage posi
tion switch is picked up 
prior to AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. 

1.1 

Recommended Disposition 

BACKOUT - Remove LOX from engine. Replace 
actuator per applicable field manual. 
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GUIDELI!JES FOR LAut-:CH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

0Install Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Checkout valve must 
be in the ground 
position for start 
of AUTOMATIC 
SEQUENCE. 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Checkout valve indicates 
some position other than, 
or in addition to, the 
ground position. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 HOLD - Cycle checkout valve to ground position. 
If ground position is not attained in 4 seconds. 
BACKOUT - Remove power to preclude motor burnout 

1.1.1 Turn cocoon purge on and leave on until oxidizer 
is removed from the engine. Reduce hydraulic 

1 
pressure to minimum value at which the hydraulic 
pumping unit will satisfactorily operate, but 
not less than 400 psig. 

1.1.2 Remove LOX from engine and turn off hydraulic 
pressure. See sheets on hydraulic pressure loss 
for further disposition. 

1.1.3 Determine if the problem is associated with the I 
checkout valve actuator or the ground control I 
system. 

1.1.4 If the problem is associated with the ground j 
control system, conduct cycling tests as re- 1 

I quired to verify that the checkout valve will I 
attain the desired position at the proper time ! 
and that the correct indication will be received! 
at that time. Then PROCEED. i 

j 
I 

I 
(Continued on next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUiffDOW!'-i 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill ·:verflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Checkout valve must 1. 
be in the ground 
position for start 
of AUTOMATIC 
SEQUENCE. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Checkout valve indicates 
some position other than, 
or in addition to, the 
ground position. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1.5 If the actuator is defective replace actuator 
per applicable field manual. 

NOTE : The checkout valve motor will burn out if power 
is applied to a stalled motor in excess of 
approximately 30 seconds (position switches 
turn off power to the motor). If the checkout 
valve remains in the engine position for 20 
minutes, the ground hydraulic pumping unit 
reservoir low level switch will pickup with 
automatic shutdown of the hydraulic pumping 
unit. See sheet on RP-I contaminated with RJ-1 
for further disposition . 

I 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COutffDOWN 

Pending Operation 

0Install Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed 0Prefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted • Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Checkout valve must 
be in the stage 
position prior to 
initiation of for
ward umbilical dis
connect signal and 
igniter firing 
signal. 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Checkout valve fails to 
attain the sta~e position 
during the AUTOMATIC SEQ
UENCE resulting in auto
matic cutoff. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 HOLD - Verify that checkout valve returned to 
the ground position. 

1.2 Determine if the problem is associated with the 
checkout valve actuator or the ground control 
system. 

1.2.1 If the problem is associated with the ground 
control system, conduct cycling tests as re
quired to verify that the checkout valve will 
attain the engine position at the proper time 
and that the correct indication will be re
ceived at that time. Then PROCEED. 

1.2.2 If the actuator is defective , replace the actu
ator per applicable field manual. 

1.3 

I 1.3, l 

If the checkout valve is not in the ground 
position, cycle checkout valve to ground posi- I 
tion. If ground position is not attained in I 
4 seconds, BACKOUT - Remove power to preclude J 
motor burnout. 

Turn cocoon purge on and leave on until oxidize 
is remov.ed from the engine. Reduce hydraulic I 
pressure to minimum value at which the hydraulic 
ptnnping unit will satisfactorily operate, but 
not less than 400 psig. 

(Continued on next page) 

·°' 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUtffDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted • Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Checkout valve must 1. 
be in the stage 
position prior to 
initiation of for
ward umbilical dis
connect signal anq 
igniter firing 
signal. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Checkout valve fails to 
attain the stage position 
during the AUTOMATIC SEQ
UENCE resulting in auto
matic cutoff. 

Reconunended Disposition 

1.3.2 Remove LOX from engine and turn off hydraulic 
pressure. See sheets on hydraulic pressure 
loss for further disposition. 

1.3.3 Correct problem per steps 1.2.1. 

1.3.4 If the actuator is defective, replace actuator 
per applicable field manual. 

NOTE: If the checkout valve remains in the engine 
position for 20 minutes the ground hydraulic 
pumping unit reservoir low level switch will 
pickup with automatic shutdown of the hydraulic 
pumping unit. See sheet on RP-1 contaminated 
with RJ-1 for further disposition. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUHTDO\\'N 

Pending Operation 

.Install Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed • Pre fill Overflowed • LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

' Nominal Condition 

Hypergol cartridge 1. 
installed switch 
must actuate when 
cartridge is in
stalled and remainec 
actuated to serve 
as an interlock. 
Cartridge cap must 
be screwed on by 
hand torque only. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Light does not go on when 1,1 
cartridge is installed or 
light goes off after cart-
ridge installation, prior 1.1.1 
to engine start. 

NOTE: 

1.1.2 

1.1. 3 

1.1.3.1 

Reconunended Disposition 

HOLD ~ Perform an electrical continuity I 
check of the switch. 

If switch is determined to be picked up, 
PROCEED. Switch must be dropped out prior 
to main fuel valve opening or a cutoff will 
result. Take necessary action in facility 
circuit to ensure that the switch pick-up 
signal can NOT be received. 

Switch installed indication may be interlocked 
for start of AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. If this con- i 
dition exists, additional facility circuit mod- I 
ifications must be made. I 

I 
If switch is detennined to be not picked 
BACKOUT - Replace switch. 

up, I 
I 

When switch is removed from the hypergol 
manifold, determine position of diaphragm 
follower by taking measurements from the 
manifold switch attach surface to the dia
phragm follower inside the manifold. 

If dimension is 1.340 ±0.006 inches, the 
diaphragm follower is retracted, indicating 
the cartridge is safe to remove. Install 
new switch after cartridge removal. 

I 

(Continued on next page) 
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Pending Operation 

.Install Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Hypergol cartridge 
installed switch 
must actuate when 
cartridge is in
stalled and re
mained actuated to 
serve an an inter
lock. Cartridge 
cap must be screwed 
on by hand torque 
only. 

Nonconformance Condition 
1. Light does not go on when 

cartridge is installed or 
light goes off after cart
ridge installation, prior 
to engine start. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1.3.1.1 Verify proper switch and follower opera
tion by use of the GSE tool prior to rein
stalling the cartridge. 

1.1.3.2 If dimension is 1.440 ±0.009 inches, the 
diaphragm follower is extended, indicating 
the cartridge diaphragm is ruptured. Re
move the cartridge by use of the live cart
ridge removal procedure. Correct problem. 

1.1.3.2.1 Verify proper operation of hypergol dia
phragm follower by use of a GSE tool. 

2. Cartridge cap cannot be 2.1 HOLD - Verify proper operation of hypergol 
diaphragm follower by use of a GSE tool. 
Correct problem. 

screwed on by hand torque. 

----- ---- -- -- _______ _J 



GU !DEL INES FOR L:\Ul~Cll COUlffUO\\'N 

Pending Operation 

.Install Live Ordnance 0Prefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence ·---------+ 
Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted • Live 'ordnance Installed 0Prefill Overflowed Q LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Pyrotechnic ignit
ers (4) installed 
indication is 
present after 
electrical connec
tion of the 
igniters. 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Pyrotechnic igniter 
installed signal not re
ceived when circuit is 
completed. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 HOLD - Correct problem. 

__________ _.__ - ··------- ---------~-------·-- - -- . · - · ---- ·---- -- - - ·· - - - ____ __, 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COutHDO\\'N 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Pyrotechnic igniter~ 1. 
(4) installed indi
cation is present 
after electrical 
connection of the 
igniters. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Pyrotechnic igniter in
stalled signal lost after 
igniter installation. 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 CONTINUE to start AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. Correct 
problem. 

1.2 If it is determined that a gas generator igniter 
has accidently fired and LOX system purge was 
off, BACKOUT - Remove LOX and igniters and flush 
gas generator LOX injector. Take appropriate 
action to correct condition responsible for the 
igniter firing. 

1.3 If it is determined that a gas generator igniter 
has accidently fired and the LOX system purge 
was ON, PROCEED after replacing the igniter and 
eliminating the condition responsible for firing 
the igniter. 

1.4 If it is determined that a nozzle extension 
igniter has accidently fired, replace igniter 
and PROCEED after eliminating the condition re
sponsible for firing the igniter. 

-·-- - . ·-·----·----'---· -------------·--~---- -
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Pending Operation 

()Install Live Ordnance ______ ..;;;.._ ______________ _ ()Pre fi 11 To po ff _()_Admit LOX __ • _ _s_t_ar_t_ Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

..... 0-"'-F_u_e_l_A_dm_i_t_t_e_d __ O_,....L_i v __ e_O_r_d_n_a_n_c_e_I_n_s_t_a_l_l_ed __ ();;:;._.P_r_e_f,....i_l l __ Ove rflowe<l ()LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 
+-----------!------------------+---·---- ·------ ·-------- ------·-----! 

Pyrotechnic igniters 1. 
(4) installed indi
cation is required 
to start AUTOMATIC 
SEQUENCE. 

Pyrotechnic igniter in
stalled signal lost after 
igniter installation. 

I.I HOLD - Correct problem. 

1.2 If it is determined that a gas generator igniter 
has accidently fired and LOX system purge was 
OFF, BACKOUT - Remove LOX, and igniters and flush 
gas generator LOX injector. Take appropriate 
action to correct condition responsible for the 
igniter firing. 

1.3 If it is determined that a gas generator igniter 
has accidently fired and the LOX system purge was 
ON, PROCEED after replacing the igniter and 
eliminating the condition responsible for firing 
the igniter. 

1.4 If it is determined that a nozzle extension ig
niter has accidently fired, replace igniter and 
PROCEED after eliminating the condition respons
ible for firing the igniter. 

·------------~------ ------- . - . . . ----------------------- ---· . 
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GU IDE LINES FOR LAUNCH cournDOWN 

Pending 0peration 

..-.... 
) 

Q1nstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit ~O~ - estart __ A_u __ t __ o_S_e __ q;_u_e_n_c_e _______ __ 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

Calibration of 1. 
flight instrumenta
tion. Redline para
meters (3 steps: 
ambient, 20 percent, 

Calibration voltage output 1. 1 
out of specification limits 

PROCEED - (If a zero shift was observed deter
mine the amount of shift bias for use when re
viewing future measurements recorded by the 
affected transducers). 

and 80 percent). 2. 

(1 of 3 steps or a zero 
shift). 

Calibration voltage output 
out of specification 
limits (2 of 3 steps, all 
3 steps, or complete fail
ure of output signal). 

2.1 Turbopwnp LOX bearing 
temperature. 

2.2 Engine environmental 
temperature. 

2.1.1 HOLD - Switch to alternate redline, verify 
heater normal light is ON, if ON, PROCEED. 
Monitor the normal light until T-187 seconds. 

NOTE: If the facility circuit utilizes the heater 
thermostat low- and high-temperature indica
tion as interlocks from LOX admittance to start 
of AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE, this redline temperature 
measurement can be deleted. 

2.2.1 PROCEED - Utilize measurement on another engine 
for redline monitoring. 

---·---''---------- .. . -----'----·- -- --------- ------------ -
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t;U IDE LINES FOR LAUNCII COUJJTDOIVN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed .LOX Admitted • Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition Nonconforrnance Condition 

Calibration of 1. Calibration voltage out
put out of specification 
limits (1 of 3 steps) 

flight instrumenta
tion non-redline 
parameter pressure 
transducers 2. Calibration voltage out

put out· of specification 
limits (2 of 3 steps with 
backup). 

(3 steps: ambient, 
20 percent, and 80 
percent). 

3. Calibration voltage out
put out of specification 
limits (2 of 3 steps no 
backup). 

4. Calibration voltage out
put out of specification 
limits (zero shift). 

Recommended Disposition 

1.1 PROCEED 

2 .1 PROCEED 

3.1 PROCEED 

4.1 PROCEED 

----------------------·------~---------·--------·-"··-· ·"- - ···- ·-----------' 
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GUIDELI~~ES FOR LAU:~CH COUJHDO\\''.\ 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted Q Liv~ Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Engine environmental 1. 
temperature above 
0 F required (in-
side cocoon) from 
LOX admittance to 
engine until start 
of AUTOMATIC 
SEQUENCE. 

Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition 

Engine environmental temp- 1.1 
erature less than 0 F. 

CONTINUE until temperature reaches -10 F. 

1.1.1 

11.1.2 

1.1. 3 

When temperature reaches -10 F. HOLD - If cor
rected temperature is above -10 F, PROCEED. 

If corrected temperature is less than -10 F, 
BACKOUT - Inspect for LOX leakage from cocoon. 
Remove LOX from engine. 

Inspect for external fuel leakage and leakage 
from fuel overboard drain line, reference fuel 
drain line and external fuel leakage sheets. 

1.1.4 With hydraulic supply pressure applied, drain 
the prefill fluid from the thrust chamber mani
fold and measure the volume of fuel in the pre
fill fluid. If more than 13 ounces of fuel is 
present, BACKOUT - Perform a thrust chamber 
jacket flush after LOX, prefill, hypergol, have 

I been removed from the engine. 

\ 

I 
I 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUi./TDOl'i\' 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX Ostart Auto S::quence 
I 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Admitted 0 Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted Q Auto Sequence i 
Nominal Condition 

Turbopump LOX bear- 1. 
ing temperature 
above 0 F from LOX 
loading to start of 2. 
AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE. 

Nonconformance Condition 

Turbopump LOX bearing 
temperature less than 0 F. 

Turbopump LOX bearing 
temperature greater than 
200 F. 

1.1 

I 
J2.l 
I 

I 

Recom..~ended Disposition 

CONTINUE to start AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE - Correct i 

I 
I 

problem. 

HOLD - Turn heater power off, then PROCEED. Turn ! 
ON and OFF as required. To maintain bearing I 
temperature in a range of 0 to 200 F (80 to 130 I 
F is normal). 
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GUIDELI~{ES FOR LAUNCH COU~ffDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Ornstall Live Ordnance 0Prefill Topoff 0Admit LOX estart Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

0Fuel Adniitted 0Live Ordnance Installed QPrefill Overflowed QLOX Admitted 0Auto Sequence 

~ominal Conditi6n 

Turbopump LOX bear- 1. 
ing temperature 
above 0 F from LOX 
loading to start of 
AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE 

2 . 

Nonconformance Condition 

Turbopump LOX bearing 
temperature less than 0 F. 

Turbopump LOX bearing 
temperature greater than 
200 F. 

Recommended Disposition I 
1.1 HOLD - Determine predicted bearing temperature at i 

engine start based on bearing temperature decay I 
rate vs engine environmental temperature. If bearl 
ing temperature is predicted to be greater than 
-10 F at engine start PROCEED. 

NOTE: Reference Figure 4 to determine predicted I 
bearing temperature. i 

2 .1 HOLD - Turn heater power OFF, then PROCEED. 

I 

I 

! 
i 
j 
I 

I 
I 
! 
I 

I 
! 

I 
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BEARING TEMPERATURE (I) 
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Figure 4. Engine Environmental Temperature vs Turbopump Bearing Temperature 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAUNCH COUNTDOWN 

Pending Operation 

Qinstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted 0 Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Thrust OK pressure 1. 
switch calibration. 

Pickup pressure 

1060 +65 
-65 

Dropout pressure 50 
to 100 psig below 
pickup pressure. 

2. 

3. 

Noncoriformance Condition 

High calibration pickup 
pressure (greater than 
1125 psig). 

Low calibration pickup 
pressure (less than 995 
psig). 

Differential pressure less 
than or greater than 
specified 

I. I 

1.2 

2.1 

l2. 2 
I 
~.3 

~.4 

~-4.l 
r·l 
$.2 

I 
r-3 

Recommended Disposition i 

BACKOUT - Replace pressure switch per applicable 
field manual, record fastener torques, waive I 
throat plug leak check. 

·Conduct a pressure switch calibration. 

HOLD 

Determine that other 2 switches on engine are 
within acceptable limits. 

PROCEED - If pressures of other 2 switches are 
within acceptable limits. 

BACKOUT - If pressure of another switch on same 
engine is outside acceptable limits. Replace 
both pressure switches per applicable field 
manual, record fastener torques, waive throat 
plug leak check. 

Conduct a pressure switch calibration. 

HOLD 

Determine that other 2 switches on engine are 
within acceptable limits. 

PROCEED - If pressures of other 2 switches are 
within acceptable limits. 

(Continued on .next page) 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAU:~CH COUNTDO\\'N 

Pendin ~ Jperation 

Ornstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QAdmit LOX •start Auto Sequence 

Engine Status 

• • 1 d 
.p 

f · 11 O fl d • LOX Adm1"tted 0 Auto Sequence Fuel Admitted Live Ordnance Instal e re i ver owe i 

Nominal Condition Nonconformance Condition Recommended Disposition l 
Thrust OK pressure 3. 
switch calibration. 

Pickup pressure 
1060 + 65 

-65 

Dropout pressure 50 
to 100 psig below 
pi ck up pressure. 

Differential pressure less 3.4 
than or greater than 
specified 

3.4.1 

NOTE; 

I 
I BACKOUT - If pressure of another switch on same 

engine is outside acceptable limits. Replace 
both pressure switches per applicable field 
manual, record fastener torque, waive throat 
plug leak check. 

Conduct a pressure switch calibration. 

For problem 2 and 3 pressure switch malfunctions. 
the switch checkout values must be evaluated for 
preclusion of engine starting with a switch whicl 
will not pick up or vehicle flight with a pres
sure switch in the dropped out position. For 
these condi~ions, consideration should be given I 
to installing a jumper in the stage which would 
provide a continuous switch "pickup 11 indication ' 
without possibility of a switch "dropout 11 I 
indication. 
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GUIDELINES FOR LAm~cH COU.'.HDO\I/~ 

Q Start Auto Sequence 

Pending Operation 

Ornstall Live Ordnance QPrefill Topoff QA.dmit LOX 
~----''----------------------------t 

Engine Status 

.Fuel Admitted • Live Ordnance Installed .Prefill Overflowed • LOX Admitted • Auto Sequence 

Nominal Condition 

Thennal insulation 
panels shall not 
be internally 
wetted. 

Nonconformance Condition 

1. Thermal insulation panels 1.1 PROCEED. 
are internally wetted with 
non-flammable fluid (water) 

Recommended Disposition 

2. Thermal insulation panels 2.1 HOLD - Replace wetted panels, then PROCEED. 
are internally wetted with 
flanunable fluid (RJ-1, 

1 

RP-1). 
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